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FOREWORD

The name of the “Virgin Mary” occurs in the middle of the Apostles’ Creed,
which says that she conceived the Son of God “by the Holy Spirit”. The name
Pontius Pilate, although it likewise attests to the historicity of Jesus’ earthly
life, appears only in the later Nicene Creed. The Virgin Birth is, as one would
expect, primarily a christological statement: Jesus is the Son of the eternal
Father in such a unique sense that he could not have a second, earthly father.
This austere, sober claim about the Son does not immediately suggest any
special veneration of the Mother, and such veneration is not the motive for
her insertion into the Creed. In the course of the Church’s history, this
devotion to the Mother of Jesus, which arose on account of her unique place
in the work of salvation, experienced an enormous flowering and
occasionally took on exuberant forms. It is therefore salutary to keep
constantly in mind its simple, christological starting point—not in order to
abolish it, but in order to situate it properly. God has regarded “the low estate
of his handmaiden” in order to do in her those “great things” that he
“promised to Abraham and to his posterity”, as Mary herself says in her
paean to grace. But for this very reason, her Yes to the angel recapitulated
(while raising to a new level) the whole Abrahamic faith of the Old
Testament, together with the hope that it entails. It thereby signaled the
incorporation of the Old Testament into the New, of Judaism into the Church.
Moreover, this is necessary if God’s saving work is to maintain its unity
without suffering any internal division. “He has helped his servant Israel, in
remembrance of his mercy”, sings Mary in the Magnificat, thereby opening
great vistas of hope that God will accomplish the work of the world’s
salvation through Israel-Church. The Woman of the Apocalypse (Rev 12),
who bears the Savior in the pains of childbirth, is the indivisible unity of
God’s entire community of salvation: Israel-Mary-Church. It is within this
overarching framework that we must resituate every esteem for, and
veneration of, the Virgin who conceives of the Spirit.

Hans Urs von Balthasar
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I

“MY WORD SHALL NOT RETURN TO ME EMPTY!”

Reading: Isaiah 55:10-11
Gospel: Matthew 6:7-15

Dear brothers in the episcopate,
Dear brothers and sisters in the Lord!

“My word shall not return to me empty!” When the prophet Isaiah spoke
these words, he was hardly stating the obvious. Rather, he was contradicting
what were most likely the expectations of his listeners. The verses of the
reading belong in the context of Israel’s history of sorrows, in which God
repeatedly calls his people in vain, in which his word remains fruitless, in
which God appears on the stage of history—but not as a victor. All the signs
he has performed—the miracle at the Red Sea, the inauguration of the royal
period, Israel’s return from exile—come to nothing. God’s seed in the world
seems ineffectual. The word God speaks in today’s text thus comes in the
midst of a cloud of darkness as an encouragement to all who still believe in
God’s power; who believe that the world is more than rocky ground in which
the seed finds no room to take root; who believe that the world is still
something more than shallow soil where the sparrows of banality
immediately peck away any seed that falls into it (cf. Mk 4:1-9).

For us Christians, these words are a promise of Jesus Christ, in whom the
Word of God really penetrated the earth and became bread for us all. He is
the seed that bears fruit through the centuries, the fruitful answer in which
God’s speech has taken living root in this world. The mystery of Christ is
almost nowhere so palpable and intimately connected with the mystery of
Mary as in the perspective of this promise. When the text says that the word,
or the seed, bears fruit, it means that, unlike a ball that hits the ground and
bounces back up, the seed actually sinks into the earth, assimilates the earth’s
energies, and changes them into itself. It thus brings about something truly
new, for now it carries the earth in itself and turns the earth into fruit. The



grain of wheat does not remain alone, for it includes the maternal mystery of
the soil—Mary, the holy soil of the Church, as the Fathers so wonderfully
call her, is an essential part of Christ. The mystery of Mary means precisely
that God’s Word did not remain alone; rather, it assimilated the other—the
soil—into itself, became man in the “soil” of his Mother, and then, fused with
the soil of the whole of humanity, returned to God in a new form.

The Gospel, by contrast, seems to be talking about an entirely different
subject. The text speaks of how we should pray, of the right form and content
of prayer, of the right way of acting, and of the right kind of interiority in
prayer. It speaks, in other words, not of what God does, but of what we men
do in relation to him. The truth of the matter is that there is an intimate
connection between the two readings. One could even say that the Gospel
explains how men can become fruitful soil for God’s Word. They can
become this soil by providing, as it were, the organic elements in which life
can grow and mature; by drawing life themselves from this organic matter;
by becoming themselves a word formed by the penetration of the Word; by
sinking the roots of their life into prayer and thus into God.

Our Gospel reading thus has a point of contact with the initiation into the
mystery of Mary that Saint Luke gives us when he says in several passages
that Mary “kept” the words in her heart (2:19; 2:51; cf. 1:29). Mary was, so
to say, the confluence of the streams of Israel; in prayer she bore the misery
and grandeur of its history and so enabled it to become fertile soil for the
living God. Of course, prayer, as the Gospel tells us, involves considerably
more than prattling, than mere talk. To be soil for the Word means that the
soil must allow itself to be absorbed by the seed, to be assimilated by the
seed, to surrender itself for the sake of transforming the seed into life. Mary’s
maternity means that she willingly places her own substance, body and soul,
into the seed so that new life can grow. When Luke says that a sword shall
pierce her soul (Lk 2:35), he means much more than some kind of torment.
He means something much more profound and much greater: Mary makes
herself entirely available as soil; she lets herself be used [brauchen] and used
up, in order to be transformed into the One who needs [braucht] us in order
to become the fruit of the earth.

Today’s Liturgy of the Hours says that we must become a longing for God.
The Fathers of the Church say that prayer, properly understood, is nothing
other than becoming a longing for God. In Mary this petition has been
granted: she is, as it were, the open vessel of longing, in which life becomes



prayer and prayer becomes life. Saint John wonderfully conveys this process
by never mentioning Mary’s name in his Gospel. She no longer has any name
except “the Mother of Jesus”.1 It is as if she had handed over her personal
dimension, in order now to be solely at his disposal, and precisely thereby
had become a person.

In my opinion, the connection between the mystery of Christ and the
mystery of Mary suggested to us by today’s readings is very important in our
age of activism, in which the Western mentality has evolved to the extreme.
For in today’s intellectual climate, only the masculine principle counts. And
that means doing, achieving results, actively planning and producing the
world oneself, refusing to wait for anything upon which one would thereby
become dependent, relying rather, solely on one’s own abilities. It is, I
believe, no coincidence, given our Western, masculine mentality, that we
have increasingly separated Christ from his Mother, without grasping that
Mary’s motherhood might have some significance for theology and faith.
This attitude characterizes our whole approach to the Church. We treat the
Church almost like some technological device that we plan and make with
enormous cleverness and expenditure of energy. Then we are surprised when
we experience the truth of what Saint Louis-Marie Grignon de Montfort once
remarked, paraphrasing the words of the prophet Haggai, when he said, “You
do much, but nothing comes of it” (Hag 1:6)! When making becomes
autonomous, the things we cannot make but that are alive and need time to
mature can no longer survive.

What we need, then, is to abandon this one-sided, Western activistic
outlook, lest we degrade the Church to a product of our creation and design.
The Church is not a manufactured item; she is, rather, the living seed of God
that must be allowed to grow and ripen. This is why the Church needs the
Marian mystery; this is why the Church herself is a Marian mystery. There
can be fruitfulness in the Church only when she has this character, when she
becomes holy soil for the Word. We must retrieve the symbol of the fruitful
soil; we must once more become waiting, inwardly recollected people who in
the depth of prayer, longing, and faith give the Word room to grow.

At this Holy Mass, we commemorate Cardinal Josef Frings, long-time
President of the German Bishops’ Conference, who departed this life last
Advent. He died in the Advent season, which since ancient times has been the
Church’s true Marian season. It seems to me that this circumstance expresses
the course and direction of his life. Cardinal Frings entrusted the Church of



God in Germany to Mary’s maternal care. He consecrated her to Mary. In the
midst of a rising tide of activism, he wanted to place the Church under the
law of humble fruit-bearing for the Word. At the Council, when the liturgical,
christological, and ecumenical movements opposed the Marian movement,
and the two parties threatened to become irreconcilable alternatives, he
addressed an imploring appeal to the Fathers to find the common center. He
emphatically rejected a shortsighted, hasty either-or, as if the Church now
had to decide whether to become modern, biblical, liturgical, and ecumenical
or to remain “old-fashioned” and Marian. It was his personal concern to join
the two streams together, to give the liturgy the heartfelt intensity of Marian
piety and to open to Marian piety the breadth of the liturgical tradition. This
was one of the most personal appeals that he addressed—moved by the
passion of faith—to the Council Fathers. This appeal stands before us—
especially at this hour—as a guidepost, pointing the way to a renewed
acknowledgment and acceptance of the mystery of the earth, so that the Word
may thus bear fruit in us. Amen.



II

THOUGHTS ON THE PLACE OF MARIAN DOCTRINE AND
PIETY IN FAITH AND THEOLOGY AS A WHOLE

I.  The Background and Significance of the Second Vatican Council’s
Declarations on Mariology

The question of the significance of Marian doctrine and piety cannot
disregard the historical situation of the Church in which the question arises.
We can understand and respond correctly to the profound crisis of
postconciliar Marian doctrine and devotion only if we see this crisis in the
context of the larger development of which it is a part. Now, we can say that
two major spiritual movements defined the period stretching from the end of
the First World War to the Second Vatican Council, two movements that had
—albeit in very different ways—certain “charismatic features”. On the one
side, there was a Marian movement that could claim charismatic roots in La
Salette, Lourdes, and Fatima. It had steadily grown in vigor since the Marian
apparitions of the mid-1800s. By the time it reached its peak under Pius XII,
its influence had spread throughout the whole Church. On the other side, the
interwar years had seen the development of the liturgical movement,
especially in Germany, the origins of which can be traced to the renewal of
Benedictine monasticism emanating from Solesmes as well as to the
eucharistic inspiration of Pius X. Against the background of the youth
movement, it gained—in Central Europe, at least—an increasingly wider
influence throughout the Church at large. The ecumenical and biblical
movements quickly joined with it to form a single mighty stream. Its
fundamental goal—the renewal of the Church from the sources of Scripture
and the primitive form of the Church’s prayer—likewise received its first
official confirmation under Pius XII in his encyclicals on the Church and on
the liturgy.1

As these movements increasingly influenced the universal Church, the
problem of their mutual relationship also came increasingly to the fore. In



many respects, they seemed to embody opposing attitudes and theological
orientations. The liturgical movement tended to characterize its own piety as
“objective” and sacramental, to which the strong emphasis on the subjective
and personal in the Marian movement offered a striking contrast. The
liturgical movement stressed the theocentric character of Christian prayer,
which is addressed “through Christ to the Father”; the Marian movement,
with its slogan per Mariam àd Jesum [through Mary to Jesus], seemed
characterized by a different idea of mediation, by a kind of lingering with
Jesus and Mary that pushed the classical trinitarian reference into the
background. The liturgical movement sought a piety governed strictly by the
measure of the Bible or, at the most, of the ancient Church; the Marian piety
that responded to the modern apparitions of the Mother of God was much
more heavily influenced by traditions stemming from the Middle Ages and
modernity. It reflected another style of thought and feeling.2 The Marian
movement doubtless carried with it certain risks that threatened its own basic
core (which was healthy) and even made it appear dubious to passionate
champions of the other school of thought.3

In any case, a council held at that time could hardly avoid the task of
working out the correct relationship between these two divergent movements
and of bringing them into a fruitful unity—without simply eliminating their
tension. In fact, we can understand correctly the struggles that marked the
first half of the Council—the disputes surrounding the Constitution on the
Liturgy, the doctrine of the Church, and the right integration of Mariology
into ecclesiology, the debate about revelation, Scripture, tradition, and
ecumenism—only in light of the tension between these two forces. All the
debates we have just mentioned turned—even when there was no explicit
awareness of this fact—on the struggle to hammer out the right relationship
between the two charismatic currents that were, so to say, the domestic “signs
of the times” for the Church. The elaboration of the Pastoral Constitution
would then provide the occasion for dealing with the “signs of the times”
pressing upon the Church from outside. In this drama the famous vote of
October 29, 1963, marked an intellectual watershed. The question at issue
was whether to present Mariology in a separate text or to incorporate it into
the Constitution on the Church. In other words, the Fathers had to decide the
weight and relative ordering of the two schools of piety and thus to give the
decisive answer to the situation then existing within the Church. Both sides
dispatched men of the highest caliber to win over the plenum. Cardinal König



advocated integrating the texts, which de facto could only mean assigning
priority to liturgical-biblical piety. Cardinal Rufino Santos of Manila, on the
other hand, made the case for the independence of the Marian element. The
result of the voting—1114 to 1074—showed for the first time that the
assembly was divided into two almost equally large groups. Nevertheless, the
part of the Council Fathers shaped by the biblical and liturgical movements
had won a victory—albeit a narrow one—and thus brought about a decision
whose significance can hardly be overestimated.

Theologically speaking, the majority spearheaded by Cardinal Konig was
right. If the two charismatic movements should not be seen as contrary, but
must be regarded as complementary, then an integration was imperative, even
though this integration could not mean the absorption of one movement by
the other. After the Second World War, Hugo Rahner,4 A. Muller,5 K.
Delahaye,6 R. Laurentin,7 and O. Semmelroth8 had convincingly
demonstrated the intrinsic openness of biblical-liturgical-patristic piety to the
Marian dimension. These authors succeeded in deepening both trends toward
their center, in which they could meet and from which they could still
preserve and fruitfully develop their distinctive character. As the facts stand,
however, the Marian chapter of Lumen Gentium was only partly successful in
persuasively and vigorously fleshing out the proposal these authors had
outlined. Furthermore, postconciliar developments were shaped to a large
extent by a misunderstanding of what the Council had actually said about the
concept of tradition; this misunderstanding was given a crucial boost by the
simplistic reporting of the conciliar debates in the media coverage. The whole
debate was reduced to Geiselmann’s question concerning the material
“sufficiency” of Scripture,9 which in turn was interpreted in the sense of a
biblicism that condemned the whole patristic heritage to irrelevance and
thereby also undermined what had until then been the point of the liturgical
movement itself. Given the contemporary academic situation, however,
biblicism automatically became historicism. Admittedly, even the liturgical
movement itself had not been wholly free from historicism. Rereading its
literature today, one finds that it was much too influenced by an archeological
mentality that presupposed a model of decline: What occurs after a certain
point in time appears ipso facto to be of inferior value, as if the Church were
not alive and therefore capable of development in every age. As a result of all
this, the kind of thinking shaped by the liturgical movement narrowed into a
biblicist-positivist mentality, locked itself into a backward-looking attitude,



and thus left no more room for the dynamic development of the faith. On the
other hand, the distance implied in historicism inevitably paved the way for
“modernism”; since what is merely past is no longer living, it leaves the
present isolated and so leads to self-made experimentation. An additional
factor was that the new, ecclesiocentric Mariology was foreign, and to a large
extent remained foreign, precisely to those Council Fathers who had been the
principal upholders of Marian piety. Nor could the vacuum thus produced be
filled in by Paul VI’s introduction of the title “Mother of the Church” at the
end of the Council, which was a conscious attempt to answer the crisis that
was already looming on the horizon. In fact, the immediate outcome of the
victory of ecclesio centric Mariology was the collapse of Mariology
altogether. It seems to me that the changed look of the Church in Latin
America after the Council, the occasional concentration of religious feeling
on political change, must be understood against the background of these
events.

2. The Positive Function of Mariology in Theology

A rethinking was set in motion above all by Paul VI’s apostolic letter
Marialis Cultus (February 2, 1974) on the right form of Marian veneration.
As we saw, the decision of 1963 had led de facto to the absorption of
Mariology by ecclesiology. A reconsideration of the text has to begin with
the recognition that its actual historical effect contradicts its own original
meaning. For the chapter on Mary (chap. 8) was written so as to correspond
intrinsically to chapters 1-4, which describe the structure of the Church. The
balance of the two was meant to secure the correct equilibrium that would
fruitfully correlate the respective energies of the biblical-ecumenical-
liturgical movement and the Marian movements. Let us put it positively:
Mariology, rightly understood, clarifies and deepens the concept of Church in
two ways.

a. In contrast to the masculine, activistic-sociological populus Dei (people
of God) approach, Church10—ecclesia— is feminine. This fact opens a
dimension of the mystery that points beyond sociology, a dimension wherein
the real ground and unifying power of the reality Church first appears.
Church is more than “people”, more than structure and action: the Church
contains the living mystery of maternity and of the bridal love that makes



maternity possible. There can be ecclesial piety, love for the Church, only if
this mystery exists. When the Church is no longer seen in any but a
masculine, structural, purely theoretical way, what is most authentically
ecclesial about ecclesia has been ignored-the center upon which the whole of
biblical and patristic talk about the Church actually hinges.11

b. Paul captures the differentia specifica [specific difference] of the New
Testament Church with respect to the Old Testament “pilgrim people of God”
in the term “Body of Christ”. Church is, not an organization, but an organism
of Christ. If Church becomes a “people” at all, it is only through the
mediation of Christology. This mediation, in turn, happens in the sacraments,
in the Eucharist, which for its part presupposes the Cross and Resurrection as
the condition of its possibility. Consequently, one is not talking about the
Church if one says “people of God” without at the same time saying, or at
least thinking, “Body of Christ”.12 But even the concept of the Body of Christ
needs clarification in order not to be misunderstood in today’s context: it
could easily be interpreted in the sense of a Christomonism, of an absorption
of the Church, and thus of the believing creature, into the uniqueness of
Christology. In Pauline terms, however, the claim that we are the “Body of
Christ” makes sense only against the backdrop of the formula of Genesis
2:24: “The two shall become one flesh” (cf. 1 Cor 6:17). The Church is the
body, the flesh of Christ in the spiritual tension of love wherein the spousal
mystery of Adam and Eve is consummated, hence, in the dynamism of a
unity that does not abolish dialogical reciprocity [Gegenübersein]. By the
same token, precisely the eucharistic-christological mystery of the Church
indicated in the term “Body of Christ” remains within the proper measure
only when it includes the mystery of Mary: the mystery of the listening
handmaid who—liberated in grace—speaks her Fiat and, in so doing,
becomes bride and thus body.13

If this is the case, then Mariology can never simply be dissolved into an
impersonal ecclesiology. It is a thorough misunderstanding of patristic
typology to reduce Mary to a mere, hence, interchangeable, exemplification
of theological structures. Rather, the type remains true to its meaning only
when the noninterchangeable personal figure of Mary becomes transparent to
the personal form of the Church herself. In theology, it is not the person that
is reducible to the thing, but the thing to the person. A purely structural
ecclesiology is bound to degrade Church to the level of a program of action.
Only the Marian dimension secures the place of affectivity in faith and thus



ensures a fully human correspondence to the reality of the incarnate Logos.
Here I see the truth of the saying that Mary is the “vanquisher of all
heresies”. This affective rooting guarantees the bond ex toto corde-from the
depth of the heart—to the personal God and his Christ and rules out any
recasting of Christology into a Jesus program, which can be atheistic and
purely neutral: the experience of the last few years verifies today in an
astonishing way the accuracy of such ancient phrases.

3. The Place of Mariology in the Whole of Theology

In the light of what has been said, the place of Mariology in theology also
becomes clear. In his massive tome on the history of Marian doctrine, G.
Soil, summing up his historical analysis, defends the correlation of Mariology
with Christology and soteriology against ecclesiological approaches to
Marian doctrine.14 Without diminishing the extraordinary achievement of this
work or the import of its historical findings, I take an opposite view. In my
opinion, the Council Fathers’ option for a different approach was correct—
correct from the point of view of dogmatic theology and of larger historical
considerations. Soil’s conclusions about the history of dogma are, of course,
beyond dispute: Propositions about Mary first became necessary in function
of Christology and developed as part of the structure of Christology. We must
add, however, that none of the affirmations made in this context did or could
constitute an independent Mariology; rather, they remained an explication of
Christology. By contrast, the patristic period foreshadowed the whole of
Mariology in the guise of ecclesiology, albeit without any mention of the
name of the Mother of the Lord: The virgo ecclesia [virgin Church], the
mater ecclesia [mother Church], the ecclesia immaculata [immaculate
Church], the ecclesia assumpta [assumed Church]—the whole content of
what would later become Mariology was first conceived as ecclesiology. To
be sure, ecclesiology itself cannot be isolated from Christology. Nevertheless,
the Church has a relative subsistence [Selbstandigkeit] vis-à-vis Christ, as we
saw just now: the subsistence of the bride who, even when she becomes one
flesh with Christ in love, nonetheless remains an other before him.
[Gegenüber].

It was not until this initially anonymous, though personally shaped,
ecclesiology fused with the dogmatic propositions about Mary prepared in



Christology that a Mariology having an integrity of its own first emerged
within theology (with Bernard of Clairvaux). Thus, we cannot assign
Mariology to Christology alone or to ecclesiology alone (much less dissolve
it into ecclesiology as a more or less superfluous exemplification of the
Church).

Rather, Mariology underscores the nexus mysteriorum—the intrinsic
interwovenness of the mysteries in their irreducible mutual otherness
[Gegenüber] and their unity. While the conceptual pairs bride-bridegroom
and head-body allow us to perceive the connection between Christ and the
Church, Mary represents a further step, inasmuch as she is first related to
Christ, not as bride, but as mother. Here we can see the function of the title
“Mother of the Church”; it expresses the fact that Mariology goes beyond the
framework of ecclesiology and at the same time is correlative to it.15

Nor, if this is the case, can we simply argue, in discussing these
correlations, that, because Mary was first the Mother of the Lord, she is only
an image of the Church. Such an argument would be an unjustifiable
simplification of the relationship between the orders of being and knowledge.
In response, one could, in fact, rightly point to passages like Mark 3:33-35 or
Luke 11:27f and ask whether, assuming this point of departure, Mary’s
physical maternity still had any theological significance at all. We must avoid
relegating Mary’s maternity to the sphere of mere biology. But we can do so
only if our reading of Scripture can legitimately presuppose a hermeneutics
that rules out just this kind of division and allows us instead to recognize the
correlation of Christ and his Mother as a theological reality. This
hermeneutics was developed in the Fathers’ personal, albeit anonymous,
ecclesiology that we mentioned just now. Its basis was Scripture itself and the
Church’s intimate experience of faith. Briefly put, it says that the salvation
brought about by the triune God, the true center of all history, is “Christ and
the Church”—Church here meaning the creature’s fusion with its Lord in
spousal love, in which its hope for divinization is fulfilled by way of faith.

If, therefore, Christ and ecclesia are the hermeneutical center of the
scriptural narration of the history of God’s saving dealings with man, then
and only then is the place fixed where Mary’s motherhood becomes
theologically significant as the ultimate personal concretization of Church. At
the moment when she pronounces her Yes, Mary is Israel in person; she is the
Church in person and as a person. She is the personal concretization of the
Church because her Fiat makes her the bodily Mother of the Lord. But this



biological fact is a theological reality, because it realizes the deepest spiritual
content of the covenant that God intended to make with Israel. Luke suggests
this beautifully in harmonizing 1:45 (“blessed is she who believed”) and
11:28 (“blessed . . . are those who hear the word of God and keep it”). We
can therefore say that the affirmation of Mary’s motherhood and the
affirmation of her representation of the Church are related as factum and
mysterium facti, as the fact and the sense that gives the fact its meaning. The
two things are inseparable: the fact without its sense would be blind; the
sense without the fact would be empty. Mariology cannot be developed from
the naked fact, but only from the fact as it is understood in the hermeneutics
of faith. In consequence, Mariology can never be purely mariological. Rather,
it stands within the totality of the basic Christ-Church structure and is the
most concrete expression of its inner coherence.16

4. Mariology—Anthropology—Faith in Creation

Pondering the implications of this discussion, we see that, while Mariology
expresses the heart of “salvation history”, it nonetheless transcends an
approach focused solely on that history. Mariology is an essential component
of a hermeneutics of salvation history. Recognition of this fact brings out the
true dimensions of Christology over against a falsely understood solus
Christus [Christ alone]. Christology must speak of a Christ who is both “head
and body”, that is, who comprises the redeemed creation in its relative
subsistence [Selbständigkeit]. But this move simultaneously enlarges our
perspective beyond the history of salvation, because it counters a false
understanding of God’s sole agency, highlighting the reality of the creature
that God calls and enables to respond to him freely. Mariology demonstrates
that the doctrine of grace does not revoke creation; rather, it is the definitive
Yes to creation. In this way, Mariology guarantees the ontological
independence [Eigenständigkeit] of creation, undergirds faith in creation, and
crowns the doctrine of creation, rightly understood. Questions and tasks await
us here that have scarcely begun to be treated or undertaken.

a. Mary is the believing other whom God calls. As such, she represents the
creation, which is called to respond to God, and the freedom of the creature,
which does not lose its integrity in love but attains completion therein, Mary
thus represents saved and liberated man, but she does so precisely as a



woman, that is, in the bodily determinateness that is inseparable from man:
“Male and female he created them” (Gen 1:27). The “biological” and the
human are inseparable in the figure of Mary, just as are the human and the
“theological”. This insight is deeply akin to the dominant movements of our
time, yet it also contradicts them at the very core. For while today’s
anthropological program hinges more radically than ever before on
“emancipation”, it seeks a freedom whose goal is to “be like God” (Gen 3:5).
But the idea that we can be like God implies a detachment of man from his
biological conditionality, from the “male and female he created them.” This
sexual difference is something that man, as a biological being, can never get
rid of, something that marks man in the deepest center of his being. Yet it is
regarded as a totally irrelevant triviality, as a constraint arising from
historically fabricated “roles”, and is therefore consigned to the “purely
biological realm”, which has nothing to do with man as such. Accordingly,
this “purely biological” dimension is treated as a thing that man can
manipulate at will because it lies beyond the scope of what counts as human
and spiritual (so much so that man can freely manipulate the coming into
being of life itself). This treatment of “biology” as a mere thing is
accordingly regarded as a liberation, for it enables man to leave bios behind,
use it freely, and to be completely independent of it in every other respect,
that is, to be simply a “human being” who is neither male nor female. But in
reality man thereby strikes a blow against his deepest being. He holds himself
in contempt, because the truth is that he is human only insofar as he is bodily,
only insofar as he is man or woman. When man reduces this fundamental
determination of his being to a despicable trifle that can be treated as a thing,
he himself becomes a trifle and a thing, and his “liberation” turns out to be
his degradation to an object of production. Whenever biology is subtracted
from humanity, humanity itself is negated. Thus, the question of the
legitimacy of maleness as such and of femaleness as such has high stakes:
nothing less than the reality of the creature. Since the biological
determinateness of humanity is least possible to hide in motherhood, an
emancipation that negates bios is a particular aggression against the woman.
It is the denial of her right to be a woman. Conversely, the preservation of
creation is in this respect bound up in a special way with the question of
woman. And the Woman in whom the “biological” is “theological”—that is,
motherhood of God—is in a special way the point where the paths diverge.

b. Mary’s virginity, no less than her maternity, confirms that the



“biological” is human, that the whole man stands before God, and that the
fact of being human only as male and female is included in faith’s
eschatological demand and its eschatological hope. It is no accident that
virginity—although as a form of life it is also possible, and intended for, the
man—is first patterned on the woman, the true keeper of the seal of creation,
and has its normative, plenary form—which the man can, so to say, only
imitate—in her.17

5. Marian Piety

The connections we have just outlined enable us finally to explain the
structure of Marian piety. Its traditional place in the Church’s liturgy is
Advent and then, in general, the feasts relating to the Christmas cycle: the
Presentation of the Lord and the Annunciation.18

In our considerations so far, we have regarded the Marian dimension as
having three characteristics. First, it is personalizing (the Church, not as a
structure, but as a person and in person). Second, it is incarnational (the unity
of bios, person, and relation to God; the ontological freedom of the creature
vis-a-vis the Creator and of the “body” of Christ relative to the head). These
two characteristics give the Marian dimension a third: it involves the heart,
affectivity, and thus fixes faith solidly in the deepest roots of man’s being.
These characteristics suggest Advent as the liturgical place of the Marian
dimension, while their meaning in turn receives further illumination from
Advent. Marian piety is Advent piety; it is filled with the joy of the
expectation of the Lord’s imminent coming; it is ordered to the incarnational
reality of the Lord’s nearness as it is given and gives itself. Ulrich Wickert
says very nicely that Luke depicts Mary as twice heralding Advent—at the
beginning of the Gospel, when she awaits the birth of her Son, and at the
beginning of Acts, when she awaits the birth of the Church.19

However, in the course of history an additional element has become more
and more pronounced. Marian piety is, to be sure, primarily incarnational and
focused on the Lord who has come. It tries to learn with Mary to stay in his
presence. But the feast of Mary’s Assumption into heaven, which gained in
significance thanks to the dogma of 1950, accentuates the eschatological
transcendence of the Incarnation. Mary’s path includes the experience of
rejection (Mk 3:31-35; Jn 2:4). When she is given away under the Cross (Jn



19:26), this experience becomes a participation in the rejection that Jesus
himself had to endure on the Mount of Olives (Mk 14:34) and on the Cross
(Mk 15:34). Only in this rejection can the new come to pass; only in a going
away can the true coming take place (Jn 16:7). Marian piety is thus
necessarily a Passion-centered piety. In the prophecy of the aged Simeon,
who foretold that a sword would pierce Mary’s heart (Lk 2:35), Luke
interweaves from the very outset the Incarnation and the Passion, the joyful
and the sorrowful mysteries. In the Church’s piety, Mary appears, so to
speak, as the living Veronica’s veil, as an icon of Christ that brings him into
the present of man’s heart, translates Christ’s image into the heart’s vision,
and thus makes it intelligible. Looking toward the Mater assumpta, the
Virgin Mother assumed into heaven, Advent broadens into eschatology. In
this sense, the medieval expansion of Marian piety beyond Advent into the
whole ensemble of the mysteries of salvation is entirely in keeping with the
logic of biblical faith.

We can, in conclusion, derive from the foregoing a threefold task for
education in Marian piety:

a. It is necessary to maintain the distinctiveness of Marian devotion
precisely by keeping its practice constantly and strictly bound to Christology,
In this way, both will be brought to their proper form.

b. Marian piety must not withdraw into partial aspects of the Christian
mystery, let alone reduce that mystery to partial aspects of itself. It must be
open to the whole breadth of the mystery and become itself a means to this
breadth.

c. Marian piety will always stand within the tension between theological
rationality and believing affectivity. This is part of its essence, and its task is
not to allow either to atrophy. Affectivity must not lead it to forget the sober
measure of ratio, nor must the sobriety of a reasonable faith allow it to
suffocate the heart, which often sees more than naked reason. It was not for
nothing that the Fathers understood Matthew 5:8 as the center of their
theological epistemology: “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
God.” The organ for seeing God is the purified heart. It may just be the task
of Marian piety to awaken the heart and purify it in faith. If the misery of
contemporary man is his increasing disintegration into mere bios and mere
rationality, Marian piety could work against this “decomposition” and help
man to rediscover unity in the center, from the heart.



III

THE SIGN OF THE WOMAN

An Introductory Essay on the Encyclical Redemptoris Mater

A Marian encyclical and a Marian year generally meet with little enthusiasm
in German-speaking Catholicism. People fear a strain in the ecumenical
climate; they see the danger of an overemotional piety that cannot stand the
test of serious theological criteria. However, the appearance of feminism has
brought into play a new and unexpected element that threatens to confuse
somewhat the lines of battle. On the one hand, feminism portrays the
Church’s representation of Mary as the canonization of women’s dependence
and the glorification of their oppression: The veneration of the Virgin and
Mother, the obedient and humble servant, has been, so it is said, a means of
fixing the woman’s role for centuries. It has glorified her in order to suppress
her. On the other hand, the figure of Mary furnishes the starting point for a
new and revolutionary interpretation of the Bible: liberation theologians point
out that the Magnificat proclaims the casting down of the mighty and the
lifting up of the lowly. The Magnificat thus becomes the master text of a
theology that sees its task as teaching how to subvert the powers that be.

The feminist reading of the Bible portrays Mary as the emancipated
woman who freely and with self-assurance steps forward to challenge a male-
dominated culture. The figure of Mary-together with other apparent evidence-
becomes a hermeneutical key for uncovering an original and very different
Christianity, whose liberating force the male power structure quickly
concealed and stifled. It is easy to recognise that such interpretations are
tendentious and forced Nevertheless, they may well sharpen our capacity to
hear what the Bible actually says about Mary. By the same token, this just
might be the appropriate time to listen more attentively than usual to a
Marian encyclical whose whole point, for its part, is to let the Bible have its
say.



In order to make the Pope’s* encyclical more accessible and to facilitate
the reading of it, I would like to begin with a few remarks that bring to light
some aspects of its characterise methodology. In the second part, I will
underline four mam points around which the content of the text gravitates.

I. Methodological Aspects

1. Reading the Bible as a Whole

For whole passages at a time, the encyclical takes the form of a meditation on
the Bible. It presupposes historical-critical exegesis of the Bible, but it then
takes the next step-to a properly theological interpretation. What does this
mean? How does it work? The fundamental rule of the theological
interpretation of the Bible is found in the third chapter of the Second Vatican
Council’s Constitution on Divine Revelation:

Since Holy Scripture must be read and interpreted in the same Spirit in
whom it was written, the correct determination of the meaning of the
sacred texts requires that no less scrupulous attention be given to the
content and unity of the whole of Scripture, account being taken at all
times of the living tradition of the universal Church and of the analogy
of faith, (no. 12).

The basic and primary presupposition of theological exegesis is therefore
the conviction that Scripture—the multiplicity of its authors and its long
historical genesis notwithstanding—is one book having a real, intrinsic unity
in the midst of its various tensions. This presupposition rests in turn upon the
firm belief that Scripture is ultimately the work of a single author, who has
both a human and a divine aspect. That is, it comes out of one historical
subject, the people of God, which, despite all the changes of its history,
always retained its inner self-identity. When this people speaks, not casually
and superficially, but from the center of its identity, it speaks in the stages of
its own history, yet always as one and the same subject. This point brings us
to the divine aspect of the whole: the inner identity of the people of God is
based upon the guidance of the one Holy Spirit. When the core of this
identity makes itself heard, it is not simply a man or a people that is speaking
—it is God speaking in human words; it is the one Spirit speaking, the one



Spirit who abides as the inner power guiding the people through its history.
It follows that to interpret Scripture theologically means not only to listen

to the historical authors whom it juxtaposes, even opposes, but to seek the
one voice of the whole, to seek the inner identity that sustains the whole and
binds it together. A purely historical method attempts, so to speak, to distill
the historical moment of genesis, thereby setting it apart from all others and
fixing it. Theological exegesis, while not displacing such a historical
approach from its proper terrain, nonetheless does transcend it. The moment
does not exist in isolation, after all. It is part of a whole, and I do not really
understand even this part until I understand it in terms of, and together with,
the whole. In this sense, the methodological form that comes into play here is
ultimately quite simple: Scripture is interpreted by Scripture. Scripture
interprets itself. Attentive listening to Scripture’s own internal self-
interpretation is very characteristic of Redemptoris Mater. The encyclical
does not endeavor to explain the individual moments of biblical texts by
appealing to external voices, which can contribute a great deal of historical
detail but cannot unlock the texts’ inner core. Rather, it tries to attend entirely
to their own polyphonic symphony and so to understand them in light of their
own intrinsic correlations.

The reading of Scripture as a unity thus logically entails a second principle.
It means reading it as something present, not only in order to learn about
what was once the case or what people once thought, but to learn what is true.
This, too, is an aim that a strictly historical exegesis cannot directly pursue.
Such an exegesis focuses, after all, on the past moment of the genesis of the
text and therefore necessarily reads it in relation to its prior history. One can,
of course, learn from that prior history, as one can learn from history in
general. But, in order to learn, one has to cross the distance of the past. The
idea of posing the question of truth in its own right is alien to the very nature
of modern scientific scholarship. The question of truth is a naive, unscientific
question. And yet, it is the real question of the Bible as such. “What is
truth?”—for the enlightened Pilate, this is a non-question. To ask it is, by that
very fact, to shunt it aside. And so it is with us. The question is meaningful
only if the Bible itself is something present, if a subject that is present speaks
out of it, and if this subject stands apart from all other living historical
subjects because it is bound up with the truth and, therefore, can convey
knowledge of the truth in human speech.

Belief that this is the case constitutes the core of theological exegesis. The



Pope converses with the Bible in this belief. He accepts its words, as they are
revealed in the entirety of their meaning, as truth, as information about how
things really are with God and with man. On this understanding, the Bible
truly concerns us. Without any artificial updating, it needs only itself in order
to be supremely “up-to-date”.

2. The Feminine Line in the Bible

The so-called Gospel of the Egyptians, which dates from the second century,
ascribes to Jesus the following saying: “I have come to destroy the works of
the feminine.”1 This sentence enunciates one of the fundamental motifs of the
Gnostic interpretation of the Christian view. The same motif reappears, with
a slightly different twist, in the so-called Gospel of Thomas: “When you
make the two one . . . and the upper as the lower, and when you make the
masculine and the feminine one only, so that the masculine is not masculine
and the feminine not feminine. . . you will enter into the kingdom.”2 By the
same token, we find an explicit rejection of Galatians 4:4: “When you see
him who was not born of a woman, fall down on your faces and worship him.
He is your father.”3

In this context, it is interesting that Romano Guardini interprets as a sign of
the overcoming of the basic Gnostic pattern of thinking in the Johannine
corpus the fact that

in the architecture of the Apocalypse as a whole, the feminine enjoys the
equality of rank with the masculine that Christ bestowed on it. True, the
whore of Babylon combines the dimensions of evil, of sensuality, and of
the feminine. But this would be a Gnostic idea only if, on the other side,
the good appeared solely in masculine form. In reality, the feminine
finds radiant expression in the appearance of the woman crowned with
stars. But if one were to assign any priority, one would have to award it
to the feminine. After all, the figure in which the redeemed world is
definitively embodied is . . . “the bride.”4

In these remarks, Guardini puts his finger on one of the fundamental
questions concerning the proper interpretation of the Bible. Gnostic exegesis
is characterized by its identification of the feminine with matter, negativity,



and nullity—which, according to the Gnostics, cannot be included in the
salvation proclaimed in the Bible. Of course, such radical positions can turn
into their opposite, into a revolt against such negative valuations, and into
their complete reversal.

Modernity witnessed the development of another exclusion of the feminine
from the biblical message, which, while having different reasons from and
being less radical than its Gnostic predecessor, was certainly no. less
influential. An exaggerated solus Christus compelled its adherents to reject
any cooperation of the creature, any independent significance of its response,
as a betrayal of the greatness of grace. Consequently, there could be nothing
meaningful in the feminine line of the Bible stretching from Eve to Mary.
Patristic and medieval reflections on that line were, with implacable logic,
branded as a recrudescence of paganism, as treason against the uniqueness of
the Redeemer. Today’s radical feminisms have to be understood as the long-
repressed explosion of indignation against this sort of one-sided reading of
Scripture—an explosion, however, that has indeed taken the step to truly
pagan or neo-Gnostic positions: the rejection of the Father and the Son that
occurs in these theologies strikes at the very heart of the biblical witness.5

It thus becomes all the more important to read the Bible itself, and as a
whole. Such a reading reveals that, alongside of and with the fine running
from Adam through the patriarchs to the Servant of God, there is in the Old
Testament a line that runs from Eve through the matriarchs to figures such as
Deborah, Esther, Ruth, and, at last, Sophia. We cannot ignore this trajectory
as if it were theologically indifferent, even though it is as incomplete, hence,
as open-ended in its basic meaning, and as unfinished as the whole Old
Testament itself, which remains in expectation of the New and of the answer
it brings. But just as the Adamic line gets its meaning from Christ, the
significance of the feminine line, in its indivisible mutual immanence with
respect to the mystery of Christ, becomes clear in light of the figure of Mary
and of the role of the ecclesia. The disappearance of Mary and of the ecclesia
in one of the main currents of modern theology is an index of the latter’s
incapacity to read the Bible in its integrity. The immediate effect of
dissociation from the ecclesia is the disappearance of the place where this
unity of the Bible becomes visible. All the rest follows naturally from this
first move. Conversely, and for the same reason perception of the architecture
of Scripture as a whole presupposes acceptance of the fundamental ecclesial
standpoint and corresponding rejection of a historical selection that declares



the supposedly oldest strands of the New Testament to be the only valid ones
and so devalues both Luke and John. Only in the whole do we find the
whole.6

The contemporary relevance of the encyclical Redemptoris Mater consists,
as I see it, in the fact that it guides us to rediscover the feminine line in the
Bible and its proper salvific content and to relearn that Christology does not
exclude the feminine or repress and trivialize it and, conversely, that the
recognition of the feminine does not diminish Christology, but that the truth
about God and the truth about ourselves can appear only when the correlation
of the two is correctly appreciated. The radicalisms that are tearing our times
apart, that locate class warfare at the very root of man’s being-in the
relationship of man and woman to each other—are “heresies” in the literal
sense, in other words, a selection that refuses the whole. The drama of our
day could thus foster a better understanding of the invitation to a Marian
reading of the Bible than would have seemed possible just a short time ago.
Conversely, we need this Marian reading in order to deal adequately with the
anthropological challenge of our time.

3. A Historical and Dynamic Mariology

A linguistic observation may help us to understand the originality of the
Mariology that we find in Redemptoris Mater. The Mariology of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries focused primarily on explaining the
privileges of the Mother of God, which were summed up in her major titles.
After the title Assumpta had been secured by the promulgation of the dogma
of Mary’s bodily Assumption into heaven, the debate shifted to the titles
Mediatrix and Co-Redemptrix, So far as I can see, the title Co-Redemptrix
does not figure at all in the encyclical. Mediatrix appears very rarely, and
then more on the margins and in citations. By contrast, all of the emphasis is
placed on the word “mediation” (mediazione). The stress lies on action, on
historical mission; being becomes visible only through mission, through
historical action.7

This linguistic shift makes evident the new mariological approach that the
Pope has chosen. The point of this approach is not to spread static mysteries
before our astonished gaze, but to give an account of the historical dynamism
of salvation, which includes us and assigns us our place in history as both a



gift and a task. Mary is not ensconced merely in the past or merely in heaven,
God’s preserve. She is, and remains, present and active in this hour of
history. She is an acting person here and today. Her life is not only behind us,
nor is it only above us. She goes before us, as the Pope repeatedly stresses.
She interprets the historical moment for us, not through theories, but through
action, through the action of showing us the way forward. To be sure, in this
texture of action it also comes to light who she is, who we are. But this
happens only insofar as we become involved in the dynamic thrust of her
figure. We will have to deal at greater length in the second part of this essay
with the way in which Mariology therefore becomes a theology of history
and an imperative to action.

4. Bimillenarism?

The Pope’s very first encyclical, Redemptor Hominis (1979), already
resonated with a theme that resounded again more fully in Dominum et
Vivificantem (1986) and now occupies a central place in Redemptoris Mater:
anticipation of the year 2000, of the great remembrance of Christ’s birth “in
the fullness of time” (Gal 4:4), which is to be preceded by an advent of
history and of humanity. One could go so far as to say that the goal of the last
two encyclicals has been to usher in this advent. In the Church’s liturgy,
Advent is a Marian season. It is the season in which Mary made room in her
womb for the world’s Redeemer and bore the expectation and hope of
humanity. To celebrate Advent means: to become Marian, to enter into that
communion [Mitsein] with Mary’s Yes which, ever anew, is room for God’s
birth, for the “fullness of time”.

The Pope’s vigorous emphasis on the year 2000 and his interpretation of
the present hour of history in light of it understandably provoke criticism. Is
it not a form of neo-millenarism, a number mysticism, that falls short of the
true level of the event of Christ, which, historically speaking, happened once
only and cannot be repeated, even as its saving power is contemporaneous
with all times and opens them into the “always” of eternity? We have already
touched on the answer to these objections. Yes, indeed, Christ, having risen
from the dead, is contemporaneous with all time, and so every time is on an
equal footing before him. But there is a privileged occasion of remembrance:
the feast. Thus, just as, in spite of God’s omnipresence and in spite of the



sacramental presence of Christ in every tabernacle in the world, there is a
“geography of faith”, as the Pope suggests in a brief excursus on the major
pilgrimage sites, so, too there are also junctures of time that invite us in a
special way to reflect, to accompany God’s human time, and so to experience
his contemporaneity with us.

In this connection, Raniero Cantalamessa refers to a helpful idea that
Augustine develops in his theology of the feast. Augustine says in one of his
epistles that there are two ways of celebrating a feast. Some feasts, he
explains, are no more than an annual recollection, the recurrence of a
particular date. Others, however, are celebrated in the mode of mystery. In
feasts of the first sort, what stands in the foreground is a particular date that
awakens remembrance. In feasts of the second sort, what counts is, not the
precise date, but entrance into, and union with, the interior reality of an
exterior event.8

Drawing on this distinction, we can say a propos of the Jubilee of the year
2000 that it is not the particular date that occupies center stage, especially not
in the sense that the Pope expects that date to produce certain effects
automatically, like a wound-up clock. No, the decisive thing is the inner
pointing that is implied in our chronology as a whole and of which the Pope
invites us to become conscious once more on the occasion of the Jubilee—the
inner pointing, that is, to the One who holds time in his hands. He is the
“mystery” that at once touches and transcends time. By the same token, he is
the one who enables us to find solid ground in the disintegration and
dissolution of time, to hold fast to what endures in the midst of the transitory.

II. Four Focal Points of the Text

1. Mary—The Believer

The central attitude in terms of which Redemptoris Mater unlocks the figure
of Mary is—faith. Jesus is the incarnate Word who speaks out of the depths
of his oneness with the Father.9 In the same way, Mary’s being and the
trajectory of her life are decisively shaped by the fact of her faith. “Blessed is
she who believed”—this exclamation of Elizabeth to Mary (Lk 1:45)
becomes the key word of Mariology. Mary thereby takes her place among
those whom the eleventh chapter of the Letter to the Hebrews praises as the



great believers of history, thereby giving remembrance of faith’s witnesses its
theological citizenship. The encyclical never quits this fundamental biblical
locus, and we cannot understand the document properly unless we, too, keep
it constantly in view. For this reason, we can call Redemptoris Mater a
catechesis on faith, on man’s basic relationship to God. The Pope connects
Mary’s attitude with that of Abraham. Just as Abraham’s faith was the
beginning of the Old Covenant, Mary’s faith, enacted in the scene of the
Annunciation, is the inauguration of the New. For Mary, as for Abraham,
faith is trust in, and obedience to, God, even when he leads her through
darkness. It is a letting go, a releasing, a handing over of oneself to the truth,
to God. Faith, in the luminous darkness of God’s inscrutable ways, is thus a
conformation to him (14).

The Pope sees Mary’s Yes, her act of faith, implied in the psalm text that
the Letter to the Hebrews interprets as expressing the Son’s Yes to his
Incarnation and Cross: “Sacrifices and offerings you have not desired, but a
body you have prepared for me. . . . ‘Behold, I have come to do your will, O
God’ ” (Heb 10:5-7; cf. Ps 40:6-8; Redemptoris Mater, no. 13). Mary, saying
Yes to the birth of the Son of God from her womb by the power of the Holy
Spirit, places her body, her entire self, at God’s disposal as a place for his
presence. In her Yes, then, Mary’s will coincides with her Son’s. The unison
of these Yesses—“a body you have prepared for me”—makes the Incarnation
possible, for, as Augustine says, Mary conceived in Spirit before she
conceived in her body.10

The cruciformity of faith, which Abraham had to experience in such a
radical way, becomes evident for Mary, first in her meeting with the aged
Simeon, then, in a new way, in her losing, and finding again, the twelve-year-
old Jesus in the Temple. The Pope vigorously underlines the Evangelist’s
affirmation that “they did not understand” what he meant (Lk 2:48-50;
Redemptoris Mater, no. 17). Even in the midst of the closest intimacy, the
mystery remains a mystery, and even Mary touches it only in faith. But
precisely thus she remains truly in contact with this new self-revelation of
God, that is, with the Incarnation. Precisely because she belongs to “the little
ones” who accept the measure of faith, she is included in the promise:
“Father,. . . you have hidden these things from the wise and understanding
and revealed them to infants. . . . No one knows the Son except the Father”
(Mt 11:25, 27; Redemptoris Mater, no. 17).

The Pope’s meditation on Mary’s faith reaches its apex and its summation



in his interpretation of Mary’s standing under the Cross. As she who believes,
Mary faithfully keeps in her heart all the words she has received (Lk 1:29;
2:19, 51). But under the Cross, the word of promise that has been given to her
—“The Lord God will give to him the throne of his father David, . . . and of
his kingdom there will be no end” (Lk 1:32-35)—seems to be definitively
proved wrong. Faith enters into its utmost kenosis. It is in total darkness. But
precisely in this way faith is perfect participation in Jesus’ expropriation (Phil
2:5-8). The circle is complete: “A body you have prepared for me; behold, I
have come”—this initial declaration of readiness is now being accepted, and
precisely Mary’s darkness is the fulfillment of the communion of wills that
was our starting point. Faith—Abraham already makes this plain—is
community at the Cross. It is at the Cross that faith achieves its integrity.
Thus, and not otherwise, is faith room for the “blessing” that comes from
God: “You have revealed them to infants.”

2. The Sign of the Woman

The encyclical’s catechesis on faith implies the idea of the way and,
therefore, of history. Not surprisingly, then, it contains a second line of
thought focusing on how Mary shows the way for history, how she is the sign
of the times—once again in close connection with the biblical word. The
twelfth chapter of the Book of Revelation speaks of the sign of the woman, a
sign that is given in a particular moment of history, in order to define the
communion between heaven and earth forever after. This text contains a
reference—which is impossible to miss—to the Bible’s depiction of the
beginning of history, to the mysterious passage that tradition has called the
Protoevangelium: “I will put enmity between you and the woman, and
between your seed and her seed; he shall bruise your head, and you shall
bruise his heel” (Gen 3:15).

The Fathers saw God’s words of punishment to the serpent after the Fall as
a first promise of the Redeemer—an allusion to the Descendant that bruises
the serpent’s head. There has never been a moment in history without a
gospel. At the very moment of the Fall, the promise also begins. The Fathers
also attached importance to the fact that Christology and Mariology are
inseparably interwoven already in this primordial beginning. The first
promise of Christ, which stands in a chiaroscuro and which only the light to



come finally deciphers, is a promise to and through the woman.
Revelation is a way, and it does not speak its message until the whole is

present. This fact becomes clear precisely in the analysis of the Genesis text.
The theme of the history that is to come is played out in three actors: The
woman, her descendant, and the serpent. The woman’s descendant presages
blessing and liberation: he bruises the serpent’s head. And yet, curse and
slavery do not lose their power: the serpent strikes at his heel. Blessing and
curse seem equally matched, and the outcome of the whole story remains
uncertain. The same three actors appear once more in the Book of Revelation.
The drama of history has come to its hour of decision. But this decision has
already been taken in the events of Nazareth: “Hail, full of grace”, the angel
had said there to Mary, who now takes her plage as the woman upon whom
the definitive blessing rests.

Following the principle of the self-interpretation of Scripture, the Pope
explains the significance of these words of blessing using the opening
formula of the Letter to the Ephesians, which works with the same
vocabulary and thus can unlock its meaning:

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed
us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places, even as
he chose us in him before the foundation of the world. . . . He destined
us in love to be his sons through Jesus Christ. . . to the praise of his
glorious grace. (Eph 1:3-6; Redemptoris Mater, no. 17).

The word “full of grace” refers to the conclusiveness of the blessing of which
the Letter to the Ephesians speaks. It is also evident in the same Letter that
the “Son” has decided the drama of history definitively in favor of blessing.
This is why Mary, who has given him birth, is truly “full of grace”—she
becomes a sign to history. The angel’s greeting makes it clear that the
blessing is more powerful than the curse. The sign of the woman has become
the sign of hope; she is the signpost of hope. God’s decision for man that
becomes visible in her “is more powerful than any experience of evil and sin,
than all the ‘enmity’ that marks the history of men” (no. 11).

In this perspective, the Marian year signals the Pope’s intention to present
the “sign of the woman” in this hour of history as the essential “sign of the
times”. It is on the path shown by this sign that we follow the trail of hope
toward Christ, who guides the ways of history through this sign that points



the way.

3. Marian Mediation

The next point I would like to mention is the teaching on Mary’s mediation,
which the Pope develops in detail in Redemptoris Mater. This is surely the
point on which theological and ecumenical discussion will mostly focus. To
be sure, the Second Vatican Council already uses the title “Mediatrix”11 and
addresses the substance of Mary’s mediation.12 Nevertheless, no magisterial
document has expounded the theme so amply. The encyclical goes beyond
the Council in terms of content, even while incorporating the Council’s
terminology. At the same time, it deepens the Council’s own approach in a
way that gives it new weight for theology and piety.

I would like to begin by briefly clarifying the terms in which the Pope
defines the concept of mediation theologically and safeguards it from
misunderstandings. Only in light of this clarification can we then understand
the Pope’s positive intention. The Holy Father forcefully underscores the
mediation of Jesus Christ, but he sees its uniqueness, not as exclusive, but as
inclusive. It enables various forms of participation in itself. In other words,
the uniqueness of Jesus Christ does not extinguish the intercessory
communion of human beings before God. All men can, in manifold ways, be
mediators with God for one another in communion with Jesus Christ. This is
a simple fact of our everyday experience, for no one believes alone;
everyone’s faith depends also on human mediations. No human being by
himself could suffice to bridge the distance to God, because no human being
can guarantee the existence and closeness of God by his own resources. But
in communion with the One who is himself this closeness in person, men can
be, and in fact are, mediators for one another.

So far, we have described very generally the possibility and limits of
mediation in dependence upon Christ. Basing himself on this description, the
Pope goes on to develop Ms terminology. Mary’s mediation rests upon
participation in Christ’s mediatorial office, in comparison to which it is in a
position of subordination and service (no. 38). The Pope borrows these terms
from the Council. Also borrowed from the Council is the Pope’s claim that
Mary’s task of mediation flows “from the superabundant merits of Christ,
relies on his mediatorship, depends completely upon it, and draws from it its



entire efficacy” (no. 22; Lumen Gentium, no. 60). Consequently, Mary
performs her mediation in the mode of intercession (no. 21).

The foregoing is true not only of Mary, but of any human cooperation in
Christ’s mediatorship. It thus does not yet tell us how her mediation might
differ from that of other human beings. But the Pope does not stop here. Even
though Mary’s role of mediation is continuous with the nature of creaturely
cooperation in the work of the Redeemer, it nonetheless has an
“extraordinary” character. It uniquely transcends the mode of mediation that
is in principle possible for every man. The encyclical also develops this train
of thought under the tight control of the biblical text.

The Pope opens up an initial view of Mary’s specific form of mediation in
an in-depth meditation on the miracle of Cana, in which Mary’s intercession
moves Christ to perform a sign that already anticipates his coming hour—as
continues to happen, again and again, in the Church’s signs, that is, in her
sacraments. The actual conceptual elaboration of the specificity of Marian
mediation occurs mainly in the third part of the encyclical. Once again, the
Pope offers there a sublime tapestry of different scriptural passages, which,
seemingly disparate, nonetheless deploy a surprising illuminative power
precisely when read together—the unity of the Bible! The Pope’s
fundamental claim is that the originality of Mary’s role of mediation consists
in its maternal character, which aligns it with Christ’s being born ever anew
in the world. It maintains the presence of the feminine dimension of the event
of salvation, whose permanent center it is. By contrast, where the Church is
understood only institutionally, only in the form of majority decisions and
actions, there is no room for the feminine dimension. Standing against this
superficial sociologization of the notion of Church, the Pope recalls a Pauline
phrase that has been the object of much too little meditation: “My little
children, with whom I am again in travail until Christ be formed in you” (Gal
4:19). Life originates, not by being made, but by being born, and it therefore
requires birth pangs. The “maternal consciousness of the primitive Church”
to which the Pope refers here is relevant for us precisely in today’s context
(no. 43).

Now, at this point one may well ask, “Why must we fix this feminine and
maternal dimension of the Church once and for all in Mary?” The encyclical
answers this question in the context of a scriptural passage that, at first sight,
seems decisively antithetical to any veneration of Mary whatsoever. The
woman who, enthused by Jesus’ preaching, shouts her praise of the body that



bore this man receives the following retort from Jesus: “Blessed are those
who hear the word of God and keep it” (Lk 11:28). The Holy Father connects
this saying of the Lord with another that goes in the same direction: “My
mother and my brethren are those who hear the word of God and do it” (Lk
8:21).

These statements are only apparently anti-Marian. In reality, the texts
proffer two extremely important insights. First, over and above Christ’s once-
only physical birth, there is another dimension of motherhood that can and
must continue further. Second, this motherhood, which brings Christ to birth
again and again, rests upon the hearing, keeping, and doing of Jesus’ word.
Now, it is the same Luke from whose Gospel the two above-mentioned
sayings are cited who portrays Mary as the archetypal hearer of the Word,
who bears the Word, keeps it, and brings it to maturity. This means that, in
handing on these sayings of the Lord, Luke is not denying veneration of
Mary; he is, rather, attempting to set it on its true foundation. He shows that
Mary’s maternity is not simply a uniquely occurring biological event; he
shows, rather, that she was and, therefore, also remains a mother with her
whole person. This becomes concrete on the day of Pentecost, at the moment
of the Church’s birth from the Holy Spirit: Mary is in the midst of the praying
community that becomes the Church thanks to the coming of the Spirit. The
correspondence between Jesus’ Incarnation by the power of the Spirit in
Nazareth and the birth of the Church at Pentecost is unmistakable. “The
person who unites the two moments is Mary” (no. 24). The Pope sees the
icon of our times, the icon of the Marian year, the sign of hope for our times,
in this scene of Pentecost (no. 33).

What Luke displays in a web of allusions, the Holy Father finds fully
explicit in John’s Gospel—in the words of the crucified Christ to his Mother
and his beloved disciple John. The words “behold, your mother!” and
“woman, behold, your son” have always fruitfully enriched the pondering by
interpreters of Mary’s special task in and for the Church. They are rightly at
the center of any mariological reflection. The Holy Father understands them
as a testament of Christ from the Cross. In the inner core of the mystery of
Easter, Mary is given to man as Mother. A new maternity of Mary comes into
play, which is the fruit of the new love that has come to fruition at the foot of
the Cross (no. 23). The “Marian dimension in the fife of Christ’s
disciples. . . , not just of John, . . . but of every disciple, every Christian”, is
thus brought into view. “The maternity of Mary, which becomes man’s



inheritance, is a gift that Christ makes to each man personally” (no. 45).
The Holy Father offers in this context a very subtle exegesis of the words

with which the Gospel concludes this scene: “From that hour the disciple
took her to his own home” (Jn 19:27)—that is the usual translation. But the
depth of the event, the Pope stresses, comes to light only when we translate
the passage literally. In that case, we would actually have to say: “He took
her into his own.” For the Holy Father, this implies a quite personal relation
between the disciple—every disciple—and Mary; a letting of Mary into the
inmost core of one’s own mental and spiritual life; a handing oneself over
into her feminine and maternal existence; a reciprocal self-commitment that
becomes the ever-new way to Christ’s birth and brings about Christ’s taking
form in man. In this way, however, Mary’s task sheds light on the figure of
woman in general, on the feminine dimension and the specific mission of
women in the Church (no. 46).

At this point, all the scriptural texts that the encyclical weaves into a single
tapestry come together. For both in the Cana narrative and in the account of
the Crucifixion, John mentions Mary, not by name, or even as Mother, but
under the title “woman”. The text itself thus sets up the connection with
Genesis 3 and Revelation 12, with the sign of the “woman”, and there is no
doubt that John uses this name with the unspoken intention of raising Mary as
“the woman” in general to the level of a universal sign.13 The Crucifixion
narrative is thus simultaneously an interpretation of history, a reference to the
sign of the woman who participates maternally in the battle against the forces
of negation and who is thus a sign of hope (no. 24 and no. 47). The Credo of
Paul VI sums up all that follows from these texts: “We believe that the most
holy Mother of God, the New Eve, the Mother of the Church, continues in
heaven her motherly task for Christ’s members through her cooperation in the
birth and formation of divine life in the souls of the redeemed” (no. 47).

4. Interpretation of the Marian Year

Out of all the foregoing bunding blocks, the Pope now fits together his
interpretation of the new Marian year. While the Marian year proclaimed by
Pius XII was correlated with Mary’s Immaculate Conception and bodily
Assumption into heaven, this Marian year focuses on the special presence of
the Mother of God in the mystery of Christ and his Church (no. 48). It aims,



not just to remember, but to prepare (no. 49). It has a dynamic, forward-
pointing character. The Pope recalls the celebration of the millennium of the
baptism of Saint Vladimir, which may be regarded as the celebration of the
millennium of the conversion of Russia to the Christian faith, and he connects
it with the birth of Christ. Such dates call, not only for remembrance, but,
even more, for a turning back to our true historical and human identity, which
comes to expression in them. This sort of redirection of our history to its
foundation is the deepest meaning of the Jubilee, and who could dispute that
we urgently need such an orientation of our existence in the present moment
of history, with its tumultuous progress of knowledge and, at the same time,
its crisis of all spiritual values?

The framework that the Pope has given the Marian year very pointedly
underscores its intrinsic meaning. It begins with Pentecost. The icon of
Pentecost is, as was said above, to become the icon of our identity and,
therein, of our true hope. The Church must relearn her ecclesial being from
Mary. Only a conversion to the sign of the woman, to the feminine dimension
of the Church, rightly understood, will bring about the new opening to the
creative power of the Spirit, and so to Christ’s taking form in us, whose
presence alone can give history a center and a hope. The Marian year closes
with the bodily Assumption of Mary into heaven and thus points to the great
sign of hope—to the humanity already ransomed in Mary, which, at the same
time, appears as the locus of ransom, of the ransom of all.

In the encyclical’s closing words, the Pope makes dramatically concrete
Ms intention to give the present an orientation and, hence, his aim in
declaring the Marian year. In accord with bis understanding of our time in
Advent terms he interprets the ancient Advent hymn “Alma Redemptoris
Mater”, laying special emphasis on the words “come help your people, which
struggles to rise from its fall.” The Marian year is located at, so to speak, the
neuralgic point between falling and rising, in the twilight between the
crushing of the serpent’s head and the striking of man’s vulnerable heel. It is
here that we continue, and always will continue to rind ourselves.

The Marian year aims to challenge every conscience to follow the path that
leads away from falling—to learn from Mary what this path is. It intends to
be something like a single loud cry: “Help, help your people that falls” (no
52). The Marian year, as the encyclical interprets it, is far removed from mere
sentimental devotion. It is an appeal to our generation, urging it to recognize
the task of this hour of history and, in the midst of all perils, to embark upon



the way of not falling.



IV

“HAIL, FULL OF GRACE”

Elements of Marian Piety According to the Bible

“From henceforth all generations will call me blessed”—these words of the
Mother of Jesus handed on for us by Luke (Lk 1:48) are at once a prophecy
and a charge laid upon the Church of all times. This phrase from the
Magnificat, the spirit-filled prayer of praise that Mary addresses to the living
God, is thus one of the principal foundations of Christian devotion to her. The
Church invented nothing new of her own when she began to extol Mary; she
did not plummet from the worship of the one God to the praise of man. The
Church does what she must; she carries out the task assigned her from the
beginning. At the time Luke was writing this text, the second generation of
Christianity had already arrived, and the “family” of the Jews had been joined
by that of the Gentiles, who had been incorporated into the Church of Jesus
Christ. The expression “all generations, all families” was beginning to be
filled with historical reality. The Evangelist would certainly not have
transmitted Mary’s prophecy if it had seemed to him an indifferent or
obsolete item. He wished in his Gospel to record “with care” what “the
eyewitnesses and ministers of the word” (Lk 1:2-3) had handed on from, the
beginning, in order to give the faith of Christianity, which was then striding
onto the stage of world history, a reliable guide for its future course.1 Mary’s
prophecy numbered among those elements he had “carefully” ascertained and
considered important enough to transmit to posterity. This fact assumes that
Mary’s words were guaranteed by reality: the first two chapters of Luke’s
Gospel give evidence of a sphere of tradition in which the remembrance of
Mary was cultivated and the Mother of the Lord was loved and praised. They
presuppose that the still somewhat naive exclamation of the unnamed
woman, “blessed is the womb that bore you” (Lk 11:27), had not entirely
ceased to resound but, as Jesus was more deeply understood, had likewise



attained a purer form that more adequately expressed its content. They
presuppose that Elizabeth’s greeting, “blessed are you among women” (Lk
1:42), which Luke characterizes as words spoken in the Holy Spirit (Lk
1:41), had not been a once-only episode. The continued existence of such
praise at least in one strand of early Christian tradition is the basis of Luke’s
infancy narrative. The recording of these words in the Gospel raises this
veneration of Mary from historical fact to a commission laid upon the Church
of all places and all times.

The Church neglects one of the duties enjoined upon her when she does
not praise Mary. She deviates from the word of the Bible when her Marian
devotion falls silent. When this happens, in fact, the Church no longer even
glorifies God as she ought. For though we do know God by means of his
creation—“Ever since the creation of the world [God’s] invisible nature,
namely, his eternal power and deity, has been clearly perceived in the things
that have been made” (Rom 1:20)—we also know him, and know him more
intimately, through the history he has shared with man. Just as the history of
a man’s life and the relationships he has formed reveal what kind of person
he is, God shows himself in a history, in men through whom his own
character can be seen. This is so true that he can be “named” through them
and identified in them: the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob. Through
his relation with men, through the faces of men, God has made himself
accessible and has shown his face. We cannot try to bypass these human
faces in order to get to God alone, in his “pure form”, as it were. This would
lead us to a God of our own invention in place of the real God; it would be an
arrogant purism that regards its own ideas as more important than God’s
deeds. The above-cited verse of the Magnificat shows us that Mary is one of
the human beings who in an altogether special way belong to the name of
God, so much so, in fact, that we cannot praise him rightly if we leave her out
of account. In doing so we forget something about him that must not be
forgotten. What, exactly? Our first attempt at an answer could be his maternal
side, which reveals itself more purely and more directly in the Son’s Mother
than anywhere else. But this is, of course, much too general. In order to
praise Mary correctly and thus to glorify God correctly, we must listen to all
that Scripture and tradition say concerning the Mother of the Lord and ponder
it in our hearts. Thanks to the praise of “all generations” since the beginning,
the abundant wealth of Mariology has become almost too vast to survey. In
this brief meditation, I would like to help the reader reflect anew on just a few



of the key words Saint Luke has placed in our hands in his inexhaustibly rich
infancy narrative.

Mary, Daughter Zion—Mother of Believers

Let us begin with the angel’s greeting to Mary. For Luke, this is the
primordial cell of Mariology that God himself wished to present to us
through his messenger, the Archangel Gabriel. Translated literally, the
greeting reads thus: “Rejoice, full of grace. The Lord is with you” (Lk 1:28).
“Rejoice”: At first sight, this word appears to be no more than the formulaic
greeting current in the Greek-speaking world, and tradition has consistently
translated it as “hail”. But looked at against the background of the Old
Testament, this formula of greeting takes on a more profound significance.
Consider, in fact, that the same word used by Luke appears four times in the
Septuagint, where in each case it is an announcement of messianic joy (Zeph
3:14; Joel 2:21; Zech 9:9; Lam 4:21).2 This greeting marks the beginning of
the Gospel in the strict sense; its first word is “joy”, the new joy that comes
from God and breaks through the world’s ancient and interminable sadness.
Mary is not merely greeted in some vague or indifferent way; that God greets
her and, in her, greets expectant Israel and all of humanity is an invitation to
rejoice from the innermost depth of our being. The reason for our sadness is
the futility of our love, the overwhelming power of finitude, death, suffering,
and falsehood. We are sad because we are left alone in a contradictory world
where enigmatic signals of divine goodness pierce through the cracks yet are
thrown in doubt by a power of darkness that is either God’s responsibility or
manifests his impotence.

“Rejoice”—what reason does Mary have to rejoice in such a world? The
answer is: “The Lord is with you.” In order to grasp the sense of this
announcement, we must return once more to the Old Testament texts upon
which it is based, in particular to Zephaniah. These texts invariably contain a
double promise to the personification of Israel, daughter Zion: God will come
to save, and he will come to dwell in her. The angel’s dialogue with Mary
reprises this promise and in so doing makes it concrete in two ways. What in
the prophecy is said to daughter Zion is now directed to Mary: She is
identified with daughter Zion, she is daughter Zion in person. In a parallel
manner, Jesus, whom Mary is permitted to bear, is identified with Yahweh,



the living God. When Jesus comes, it is God himself who comes to dwell in
her. He is the Savior—this is the meaning of the name Jesus, which thus
becomes clear from the heart of the promise. René Laurentin has shown
through painstaking textual analyses how Luke has used subtle word play to
deepen the theme of God’s indwelling. Even early traditions portray God as
dwelling “in the womb” of Israel—in the Ark of the Covenant. This dwelling
“in the womb” of Israel now becomes quite literally real in the Virgin of
Nazareth. Mary herself thus becomes the true Ark of the Covenant in Israel,
so that the symbol of the Ark gathers an incredibly realistic force: God in the
flesh of a human being, which flesh now becomes his dwelling place in the
midst of creation.3

The angel’s greeting—the center of Mariology not invented by the human
mind—has led us to the theological foundation of this Mariology. Mary is
identified with daughter Zion, with the bridal people of God, Everything said
about the ecclesia in the Bible is true of her, and vice versa: the Church learns
concretely what she is and is meant to be by looking at Mary. Mary is her
mirror, the pure measure of her being, because Mary is wholly within the
measure of Christ and of God, is through and through his habitation. And
what other reason could the ecclesia have for existing than to become a
dwelling for God in the world? God does not deal with abstractions. He is a
person, and the Church is a person. The more that each one of us becomes a
person, person in the sense of a fit habitation for God, daughter Zion, the
more we become one, the more we are the Church, and the more the Church
is herself.

The typological identification of Mary and Zion leads us, then, into the
depths. This manner of connecting the Old and New Testaments is much
more than an interesting historical construction by means of which the
Evangelist links promise and fulfillment and reinterprets the Old Testament
in the light of what has happened in Christ. Mary is Zion in person, which
means that her life wholly embodies what is meant by “Zion”. She does not
construct a self-enclosed individuality whose principal concern is the
originality of its own ego. She does not wish to be just this one human being
who defends and protects her own ego. She does not regard life as a stock of
goods of which everyone wants to get as much as possible for himself. Her
life is such that she is transparent to God, “habitable” for him. Her life is such
that she is a place for God. Her life sinks her into the common measure of
sacred history, so that what appears in her is, not the narrow and constricted



ego of an isolated individual, but the whole, true Israel. This “typological
identification” is a spiritual reality; it is life lived out of the spirit of Sacred
Scripture; it is rootedness in the faith of the Fathers and at the same time
expansion into the height and breadth of the coming promises. We
understand why the Bible time and again compares the just man to the tree
whose roots drink from the living waters of eternity and whose crown catches
and synthesizes the light of heaven.

Let us return once more to the angel’s greeting. Mary is called “full of
grace”. The Greek word for grace (charis) derives from the same root as the
words joy and rejoice (chara, chairein).4 Thus, we see once more in a
different form the same context to which we were led by our earlier
comparison with the Old Testament. Joy comes from grace. One who is in the
state of grace can rejoice with deep-going, constant joy. By the same token,
grace is joy. What is grace? This question thrusts itself upon our text. Our
religious mentality has reified this concept much too much; it regards grace
as a supernatural something we carry about in our soul. And since we
perceive very little of it, or nothing at all, it has gradually become irrelevant
to us, an empty word belonging to Christian jargon, which seems to have lost
any relationship to the lived reality of our everyday life. In reality, grace is a
relational term: it does not predicate something about an I, but something
about a connection between I and Thou, between God and man. “Full of
grace” could therefore also be translated as: “You are full of the Holy Spirit;
your life is intimately connected with God.” Peter Lombard, the author of
what was the universal theological manual for approximately three centuries
during the Middle Ages, propounded the thesis that grace and love are
identical but that love “is the Holy Spirit”. Grace in the proper and deepest
sense of the word is not some thing that comes from God; it is God himself.5
Redemption means that God, acting as God truly does, gives us nothing less
than himself. The gift of God is God—he who as the Holy Spirit is
communion with us. “Full of grace” therefore means, once again, that Mary
is a wholly open human being, one who has opened herself entirely, one who
has placed herself in God’s hands boldly, limitlessly, and without fear for her
own fate. It means that she lives wholly by and in relation to God. She is a
listener and a prayer, whose mind and soul are alive to the manifold ways in
which the living God quietly calls to her. She is one who prays and stretches
forth wholly to meet God; she is therefore a lover, who has the breadth and
magnanimity of true love, but who has also its unerring powers of



discernment and its readiness to suffer.
Luke has flooded this fact with the light of yet another round of motifs. In

his subtle way he constructs a parallel between Abraham, the father of
believers, and Mary, the mother of believers.6 To be in a state of grace
means: to be a believer. Faith includes steadfastness, confidence, and
devotion, but also obscurity. When man’s relation to God, the soul’s open
availability for him, is characterized as “faith”, this word expresses the fact
that the infinite distance between Creator and creature is not blurred in the
relation of the human I to the divine Thou. It means that the model of
“partnership”, which has become so dear to us, breaks down when it comes to
God, because it cannot sufficiently express the majesty of God and the
hiddenness of his working. It is precisely the man who has been opened up
entirely into God who comes to accept God’s otherness and the hiddenness of
his will, which can pierce our will like a sword. The parallel between Mary
and Abraham begins in the joy of the promised son but continues apace until
the dark hour when she must ascend Mount Moriah, that is, until the
Crucifixion of Christ. Yet it does not end there; it also extends to the miracle
of Isaac’s rescue—the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. Abraham, father of faith
—this title describes the unique position of the patriarch in the piety of Israel
and in the faith of the Church. But is it not wonderful that—without any
revocation of the special status of Abraham—a “mother of believers” now
stands at the beginning of the new people and that our faith again and again
receives from her pure and high image its measure and its path?

Mary as Prophetess

With this meditative exegesis of the angelic salutation, we have, so to say,
pinpointed the theological locus of Mariology. We have answered the
question, “What is the significance of the figure of Mary in the fabric of faith
and devotion?” I would now like to illustrate further our fundamental
intuition in light of two other aspects of Mary presented in Luke’s Gospel,

The first aspect relates to Mary’s prayer, to her meditative character. We
could also say that it has to do with the mystical element in her nature, which
the Fathers closely associate with prophecy. I have in mind here three texts in
which this aspect comes clearly to the fore. The first is found in the context
of the Annunciation scene: Mary is dismayed by the angel’s greeting—this is



the holy dread that comes upon man when God, the Wholly Other, draws
close to him. She is afraid, and she “considered in her mind what sort of
greeting this might be” (Lk 1:29). The word the Evangelist uses for
“consider” derives from the Greek root “dialogue”. In other words, Mary
enters into an interior dialogue with the Word. She carries on an inner
dialogue with the Word that has been given her; she speaks to it and lets it
speak to her, in order to fathom its meaning.

The second pertinent text occurs after the account of the adoration of Jesus
by the shepherds. There it is said that Mary “kept”, “held together”, and
“placed together” all these words (= “happenings”) “in her heart” (Lk 2:19).
The Evangelist here ascribes to Mary the insightful, meditative remembrance
that in the Gospel of John will play such an important role in the unfolding of
the message of Jesus in the Church under the working of the Spirit. Mary sees
the events as “words”, as happenings full of meaning because they come
from God’s meaning-creating will. She translates the events into words and
penetrates them, bringing them into her “heart”—into that interior dimension
of understanding where sense and spirit, reason and feeling, interior and
exterior perception interpenetrate circumincessively. She is thus able to see
the totality without getting lost in individual details and to understand the
points of the whole. Mary “puts together”, “holds together”—she fits the
single details into the whole picture, compares and considers them, and then
preserves them. The word becomes seed in good soil. She does not snatch at
it, hold it locked in an immediate, superficial grasp, and then forget it. Rather,
the outward event finds in her heart a space to abide and, in this way,
gradually to unveil its depth, without any blurring of its once-only contours.

There is an analogous statement in connection with the scene centering on
the twelve-year-old Jesus in the Temple. The first stage is “they did not
understand the saying which he spoke to them” (Lk 2:50). Even for the
believing man who is entirely open to God, the words of God are not
comprehensible and evident right away. Those who demand that the Christian
message be as immediately understandable as any banal statement hinder
God. Where there is no humility to accept the mystery, no patience to receive
interiorly what one has not yet understood, to carry it to term, and to let it
open at its own pace, the seed of the word has fallen on rocky ground; it has
found no soil. Even the Mother does not understand the Son at this moment,
but once again she “kept all these things in her heart” (Lk 2:51). The Greek
term for “keep” here is not precisely the same as the one Luke uses after the



scene with the shepherds. Whereas the latter emphasizes more the aspect of
“together”, of unifying contemplation, the former stresses the element of
“through”, of carrying the word to term and holding it fast.

Behind this portrayal of Mary we glimpse the picture of the godly man of
the Old Testament as he is described by the psalms, especially the great
psalm of God’s word, Psalm 119. In the picture that emerges there of the
pious man, it is characteristic for him to love God’s word, to carry it in his
heart, ponder over it, contemplate it by day and by night, and be wholly
imbued with it and permeated by its life. The Fathers summed this up in a
beautiful and eloquent image, which we find formulated, for example, by
Theodotus of Ancyra in the following terms: “The Virgin has given birth . . .
the Prophetess has borne a child . . . It was through hearing that Mary, the
prophetess, conceived the living God. For the natural path of discourse is the
ear.”7 Mary’s divine maternity and her enduring attitude of openness to
God’s word are seen as interpenetrating here: giving ear to the angel’s
greeting, Mary welcomes the Holy Spirit into herself. Having become pure
hearing, she receives the Word so totally that it becomes flesh in her. This
understanding of hearing, meditation, arid conception appears in conjunction
with the concept and the reality of prophecy: inasmuch as Mary hears in the
very depths of her heart, so that she truly interiorizes the Word and can give
it to the world in a new way, she is a prophetess. Alois Grillmeier has offered
the following commentary on this patristic reflection:

We see in the image of “Mary the prophetess”, for example, no trace of
pagan divination. Mary is no Pythia. When we look at the scene of the
Annunciation . . . and the meeting in Zechariah’s house in tandem,
prophecy’s center of gravity shifts away from the ecstatic to the interior
dimension of grace. . . . If a place fittingly belongs to Mary in the history
of mysticism, her role therein has one meaning: she does nothing but
draw away from the periphery and toward the interior essence.8

In this way, Mary illustrates the new and specifically Christian
understanding of the prophet: life in holiness and truth, which is the true
prediction of the future and the only valid interpretation of every present. In
Mary the true greatness and the surpassing simplicity of Christian mysticism
emerge into view: it does not consist in extraordinary phenomena, in raptures
and visions, but in the abiding exchange of creaturely existence with the



Creator, so that the creature becomes ever more pervious to him, truly one
with him in a holy union at once bridal and maternal.

No one should try to psychologize the Bible. But perhaps we may, in spite
of that, look for the delicate traces in which the Bible concretizes this way of
being in its image of Mary. For me, the story of the marriage at Cana is one
such instance. Mary is rebuffed. The Lord’s hour is not yet come, whereas
the present hour, the period of Jesus’ public activity, requires that she
withdraw and keep silence. It appears strange, almost contradictory, that in
spite of this she turns to the servants and says “do whatever he tells you” (Jn
2:5). Is this not simply her inner readiness to let Jesus act, her intuitive
sensitivity to the hidden mystery of the hour? The second example is
Pentecost. The time of Jesus’ public activity had been for her the time of
rejection, the time of darkness. The scene of Pentecost, however, reprises the
beginning of the story in Nazareth and shows how the whole hangs together.
Just as Christ had at that time been born of the Holy Spirit, so now the
Church is born by the working of the same Spirit. But Mary is in the midst of
those who pray and wait (Acts 1:16). That prayerful recollection we
identified as characteristic of her nature once again becomes the space in
which the Holy Spirit can enter and bring about a new creation.

Finally, I would like to refer once more to the Magnificat, which seems to
me a sort of recapitulation of all these aspects. It is above all here,
particularly in the prediction that all generations will praise her, that Mary
reveals herself in the eyes of the Fathers to be the Spirit-filled Prophetess.9
Yet this prophetic prayer is woven entirely of threads from, the Old
Testament. How many stages led up to the text prior to Christianity, how far
the Evangelist was involved in its formulation, are ultimately entirely
secondary questions. Luke and the tradition from which he emerges hear in
the Magnificat the voice of Mary, the Mother of the Lord. They know that
this is how she spoke.10 She lived so deeply immersed in the word of the Old
Covenant that it quite spontaneously became her own. She had lived and
prayed through the Bible so deeply, she had “kept it together” in her heart to
such a degree, that she saw in its word her life and the life of the world; it
was so much her own that she found in it the strength to respond to her hour.
God’s word had become her own word, and she had surrendered her own
word entirely into his: the frontiers were abolished, because her existence, as
a lived penetration into the Word, was an existence in the realm of the Holy
Spirit. “My soul magnifies the Lord.” This does not mean that we can add



anything to God, Saint Ambrose says, in commenting on this verse, but that
we let him be great in us. To magnify the Lord means, not to want to magnify
ourselves, our own name, our own ego; not to spread ourselves and take up
more space, but to give him room so that he may be more present in the
world. It means to become more truly what we are: not a self-enclosed monad
that displays nothing but itself, but God’s image. It means to get free of the
dust and soot that obscures and begrimes the transparency of the image and to
become truly human by pointing exclusively to him.

Mary in the Paschal Mystery

This brings me to the second aspect of the figure of Mary I would like to
mention. To magnify God: this means, as we were saying, to free ourselves
for him. It signifies the true exodus, man’s exodus from himself, that
Maximus the Confessor matchlessly describes in his interpretation of Christ’s
Passion as the “transition between the two wills from opposition to union”, a
passage leading “through the sacrifice of obedience”.11 Luke’s first express
mention of the Cross as an aspect of Mary’s grace, prophecy, and mysticism
occurs in her encounter with the aged Simeon. The old man says to her in
prophetic language: “Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising of many
in Israel, and for a sign that is spoken against (and a sword will pierce
through your own soul also)” (Lk 2:34-35). I am reminded here of Nathan’s
prophecy to David after the latter’s fall into sin: “You . . . have slain [Uriah
the Hittite] with the sword of the Ammonites. Now therefore the sword shall
never depart from your house” (2 Sam 12:9-10). The sword that hangs over
David’s house now strikes Mary’s heart. In the true David, Christ, and in his
Mother, the pure Virgin, the curse is suffered through and overcome.

The sword shall pierce her heart—this statement foreshadows the Son’s
Passion, which will become her own passion. This passion already begins
with her next visit to the Temple: she must accept the precedence of Jesus’
true Father and of his house, the Temple; she must learn to release the Son
she has borne. She must complete the Yes to God’s will that made her a
mother by withdrawing into the background and letting Jesus enter upon his
mission. Jesus’ rebuffs during his public life and her withdrawal are an
important step that will reach its goal on the Cross with the words “behold,
your son.” It is no longer Jesus but the disciple who is her son. To accept and



to be available is the first step required of her; to let go and to release is the
second. Only in this way does her motherhood become complete: the
“blessed is the womb that bore you” comes true only when it enters into the
other beatitude: “Blessed rather are those who hear the word of God and keep
it” (Lk 11:27-28). By this means Mary is prepared for the mystery of the
Cross, which does not simply end on Golgotha. Her Son remains a sign of
contradiction, and she is thus kept to the very end in the pain of this
contradiction, in the pain of her messianic motherhood.

The image of the grieving [leidend] Mother, who in her suffering had
become sheer compassion [Mitleid] and who now holds the dead Christ on
her lap, has become especially dear to Christian piety. In the compassionate
Mother, sufferers of all ages have found the purest reflection of the divine
compassion that is the only true consolation. For, looked at in its deepest
essence, all pain, all suffering is solitude, loss of love, the wrecked happiness
of the rejected. Only the “com”, the “with”, can heal pain.

In Bernard of Clairvaux we find the wonderful statement that God cannot
suffer [leiden], but he can suffer with [be compassionate, mit-leiden].12 With
these words, Bernard brings to a certain conclusion the Fathers’ struggle to
articulate the newness of the Christian concept of God. Ancient thought
considered the passionlessness [Leidenschafts-losigkeit] of pure intellect to
be an essential attribute of God. It proved difficult for the Fathers to reject
this notion and to think of “passion” [Leidenschaft] in God. Yet in the light of
the Bible they saw quite plainly that “Biblical revelation. . . upsets
[everything]. . . the world had thought about God.” They saw that there is an
intimate passion in God, indeed, that it even constitutes his true essence: love.
And because he loves, suffering [Leid] in the form of compassion [Mitleid] is
not foreign to him. In this connection, Origen writes: “In his love for man the
Impassible One suffered [erlitten] merciful compassion,”13 We could say that
the Cross of Christ is God’s compassionate suffering with the world. The
Hebrew text of the Old Testament does not draw on psychology to speak
about God’s compassionate suffering with man. Rather, in accordance with
the concreteness of Semitic thought, it designates it with a word whose basic
meaning refers to a bodily organ, namely, rahamim. Taken in the singular,
rahamim means the mother’s womb. Just as “heart” stands for feeling, and
“loins” and “kidneys” stand for desire and pain, the womb becomes the term
for being with another; it becomes the deepest reference to man’s capacity to
stand for another, to take the other into himself, to suffer him [erleiden], and



in this long-suffering to give him life. The Old Testament, with a word taken
from the language of the body, tells us how God shelters us in himself, how
he bears us in himself with compassionate love.14

The languages into which the Gospel entered when it came to the pagan
world did not have such modes of expression. But the image of the Pieta, the
Mother grieving [leidend] for her Son, became the vivid translation of this
word: In her, God’s maternal affliction [Leiden] is open to view. In her we
can behold it and touch it. She is the compassio of God, displayed in a human
being who has let herself be drawn wholly into God’s mystery. It is because
human life is at all times suffering that the image of the suffering Mother, the
image of the rahamim of God, is of such importance for Christianity. The
Pieta completes the picture of the Cross, because Mary is the accepted Cross,
the Cross communicating itself in love, the Cross that now allows us to
experience in her compassion the compassion of God. In this way the
Mother’s affliction is Easter affliction, which already inaugurates the
transformation of death into the redemptive being-with of love. Only
apparently have we distanced ourselves from the “rejoice” with which the
narrative of Mary begins. For the joy announced to her is not the banal joy
clung to in forgetfulness of the abysses of our being and so condemned to
plunge into the void. It is the real joy that gives us the courage to venture the
exodus of love into the burning holiness of God. It is the true joy that pain
does not destroy but first brings to its maturity. Only the joy that stands the
test of pain and is stronger than affliction is authentic.

“All generations will call me blessed.” We call Mary blessed with words
woven together from the angelic salutation and Elizabeth’s greeting—that is,
with words not of human invention. The Evangelist tells us, in fact, that
Elizabeth uttered her greeting filled with the Holy Spirit. “Blessed are you
among women, and blessed is the fruit of your womb”: these are the words of
Elizabeth, which we repeat after her. Blessed are you—God’s promise to
Abraham resounds once more at the beginning of the New Covenant: “You
will be a blessing . . . and by you all the families of the earth shall bless
themselves” (Gen 12:2-3). Mary, who recapitulated the faith of Abraham and
brought it to its goal, is now the one blessed. She has become the Mother of
believers, through whom all the generations and races of the earth obtain
blessing. We place ourselves in this blessing when we praise her. We enter
into it when, together with her, we become believers who magnify God
because he dwells among us as “God with us”: Jesus Christ, the true and only



Redeemer of the world.



V

“ET INCARNATUS EST DE SPIRITU SANCTO EX MARIA
VIRGINE”*

The Nicene Creed, like all the great creedal statements of the ancient Church,
is most fundamentally a profession of faith in the triune God. Its essential
content is a Yes to the living God, an avowal that he is our Lord, from whom
our life comes and to whom it returns. It is a profession of faith in God. But
what is the significance of calling this God a living God? The term is meant
to express that he is not a conclusion of our reasoning, an inference we now
propose to others with the certainty of our knowledge and understanding. If
he were only that, this God would be a human idea, and any attempt to make
personal contact with him might be a hope-filled, expectant groping, but it
could never lead to anything definite. When we speak of the living God, we
mean a God who shows himself to us, who looks out from eternity into time
and establishes a relation with us. We cannot define him in any way we
please. He has “defined” himself, and he thus stands before us, above us, and
among us as our Lord. In manifesting himself, God shows that he is our Lord,
not just our idea. His self-manifestation is thus rightly at the heart of the
Creed. The confession of God’s history in the heart of man’s history is not a
departure from the simple profession of faith in God; rather, it is its intrinsic
condition. For this reason, the center of all our creeds is a Yes to Jesus Christ:
“By the power of the Holy Spirit he was born of the Virgin Mary, and
became man.” At this article of the Creed we genuflect, because now heaven,
the veil surrounding the hidden God, is torn open, and the Mystery comes
into immediate contact with us. The distant God becomes our God, becomes
Emmanuel—“God with us”. In ever new ways, the great masters of Church
music have reached beyond what words can express to give this sentence of
the Creed a sound through which the ineffable touches our hearing and our
heart. Such composers are an “exegesis” of the Mystery that penetrates more
deeply than all our rational interpretations. Yet because it was the Word who



became flesh, we must also go on trying to translate this creative, primordial
Word, which was “with God” and “is God”, into our human words, so that in
our words we may hear the Word.

1. The Grammar and Content of the Sentence “Et Incarnatus Est” in the
Creed

If we begin by listening to the sentence simply for its grammatical structure,
it turns out that it includes four subjects. Two are expressly mentioned: the
Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary. But then there is also the “he” of the “he
became flesh.” This “he” is assigned various names in the preceding part of
the Creed: Christ, the only begotten Son of God. . . true God from true
God . . . consubstantial with the Father. It follows that this “he” includes—
inseparably—an additional “I”: the Father, with whom he is one in essence
and so can be called “God from God”. This means that the primary and
proper subject of this sentence is—we could hardly expect otherwise after our
previous considerations—God. But it is God in the Trinity of subjects who
yet are only one: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Now, the drama of
this sentence lies in the fact that it makes a statement, not about God’s eternal
being, but about action, which on closer examination actually proves to be a
statement about suffering, in the passive voice. The “ex Maria Virgine”
belongs to the statement about action, in which the three Divine Persons are
involved, each in his own way. Indeed, the whole drama hangs on just this
thread. For without Mary, God’s entrance into history would not achieve its
intended purpose. That is, the very thing that matters most in the Creed would
be left unrealized—God’s being a God with us, and not only a God in and for
himself. Thus, the woman who called herself lowly, that is, nameless (Lk
1:48)1 stands at the core of the profession of faith in the living God, and it is
impossible to imagine it without her. She is an indispensable, central
component of our faith in the living, acting God. The Word becomes flesh—
the eternal Meaning grounding the universe [Sinngrund der Welt] enters into
her. He does not merely regard her from the outside; he becomes himself an
actor in her. It needed the Virgin for this to be possible, the Virgin who made
available her whole person, that is, her embodied existence [Leib], her very
self, as the place of God’s dwelling in the world. The Incarnation required
consenting acceptance. Only in this way do Logos and flesh really become



one. In this connection Augustine remarks, “He who created you without you
did not wish to redeem you without you.” The “world” into which the Son
comes, the “flesh” he assumes, is not just any place or thing. Rather, this
world, this flesh, is a human being, an open heart. The Letter to the Hebrews,
drawing on the Psalms, interprets the event of the Incarnation as a real
intradivine dialogue, in which the Son says to the Father “a body have you
prepared for me.” But this preparation of a body happens through Mary,
because she, too, says “sacrifices and offerings you have not desired, but a
body have you prepared for me. . . . ‘Behold, I have come to do your will’ ”
(Heb 10:5-7; Ps 40:6-8). A body is prepared for the Son through Mary, in that
she gives herself over wholly to the Father’s will and thus places her body
[Leib] at his disposal as the tabernacle of the Holy Spirit.

2. “Et Incarnatus Est”: The Biblical Background

In order to understand the full depth of this central sentence in the profession
of faith, we must go back behind the Creed to its source: Sacred Scripture.
When we examine it more closely, this part of the Creed proves to be a
synthesis of the three major biblical texts attesting to the Incarnation of the
Son: Matthew 1:18-25; Luke 2:26-38; John 1:13f. Let us attempt, without
entering into a detailed exegesis of these texts, to understand something of
the unique and distinctive contribution each of them makes to the
understanding of the Incarnation of God.

a. Matthew 1:18-25

Matthew writes his Gospel with the Jewish and Judeo-Christian worlds in
mind. Thus, his concern is to underline the continuity between the Old and
New Covenants. The Old Testament is on its way to Jesus; in him the
promises are fulfilled. At the same time, the intrinsic connection between
expectation and fulfillment becomes the proof that it is really God who is
acting here and that Jesus is the Savior of the world sent by God. This
perspective requires, first of all, that Matthew produce the childhood history
of the figure of Saint Joseph, in order to show that Jesus is the Son of David,
the promised heir who establishes the Davidic dynasty in perpetuity and
transforms it into God’s kingship over the world. The family tree is presented
as a Davidic genealogy leading up to Joseph. In the dream, the angel



addresses Joseph as “son of David” (Mt 1:20). For this reason it is Joseph
who gives Jesus his name: “The adoption is solemnized in the bestowal of the
name.”2

Precisely because Matthew wants to show the intrinsic connection between
promise and fulfillment, he places the Virgin Mary alongside the figure of
Joseph. The promise that God had made through the prophet Isaiah to the
doubting King Ahaz, who refused to ask God for a sign even as the
advancing armies of his foes were pressing on him, was still in suspension, its
sense closed to any comprehension. “The Lord himself will give you a sign.
Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call his name
Emmanuel [God with us]” (157:14). It is impossible to say what this sign
might have meant at the historical moment of King Ahaz—whether it was
given or in what it consisted. The promise reached far beyond that hour. It
continued to shine above the history of Israel as a star of hope pointing into
an as yet unknown future. For Matthew, the veil has been lifted with the birth
of Jesus from the Virgin Mary: the sign has now been granted. The Virgin
who as a virgin gives birth by the power of the Holy Spirit—she is the sign.
Moreover, alongside this second line of the promise there is a new name that
first gives the name Jesus its full significance and its depth. The application
of the name Emmanuel, derived from the promise in Isaiah, to the child
likewise broadens the scope of the Davidic promise. The kingdom of this
child has a much vaster reach than could be expected from the Davidic
promise: his kingdom is the kingdom of God himself; it participates in the
universality of God’s lordship, for in him God himself has entered into the
history of the world. However, not until the final verses of his Gospel does
Matthew take up again the announcement that figures in this way in his
account of Jesus’ conception and birth. During his earthly life, Jesus knows
that he is strictly limited to the House of Israel and that he has not yet been
sent to the peoples of the world. However, after his death on the Cross, Jesus
says in the voice of the Risen One: “Make disciples of all nations . . . behold,
I am with you always, to the close of the age” (Mt 28:19-20). In this passage,
Jesus now reveals himself as the God-with-us whose new kingdom embraces
all nations in its span, because there is but one God for all. Correspondingly,
Matthew, in his account of Jesus’ conception, makes one alteration to the
words of Isaiah. He does not repeat the phrase “she [the virgin] shall call his
name Emmanuel.” Instead, he says “they shall call his name Emmanuel
(which means, God with us).” This “they” is an allusion to the future



communion of believers, the Church, which shall call Jesus by this name.3
Matthew’s narrative is wholly focused on Christ, because it is wholly focused
on God. It is in this sense that the Creed has (rightly) understood it and
handed it on to the Church, But because God is now with us, the human
bearers of the promise, Joseph and Mary, are also of essential importance.
Joseph stands for God’s fidelity to his promise to Israel, whereas Mary
embodies the hope of humanity. Joseph is the legal father, but Mary is the
mother by virtue of her own body: that God has really become one of us
depends on her.

b. Luke 1:26-38

Let us now look briefly at Luke’s account of the conception and birth of
Jesus, Our purpose here is not to interpret this extremely rich text for its own
sake; rather, it is only to grasp its particular contribution to the Creed. I shall
restrict my remarks to the pericope of the Annunciation of Jesus’ birth by the
Archangel Gabriel (Lk 1:26-38). Luke allows the trinitarian mystery to shine
through the angel’s words and thus gives the event that theological center to
which all sacred history, including the narrative of the Creed, refers. The
child to be born will be called the Son of God, the Son of the Most High.
Moreover, the Holy Spirit, personally embodying the power of the Most
High, will mysteriously effect his conception. The Gospel thus speaks of the
Son and, indirectly, of the Father and the Holy Spirit. In this passage, Luke
uses the word “overshadow” (v. 35) to describe the Holy Spirit’s “coming
upon” Mary. He thereby alludes to the Old Testament accounts of the holy
cloud that, positioned above the Tent of Meeting, indicated God’s indwelling.
Mary is thus characterized as the new holy Tent, the living Ark of the
Covenant. Her Yes becomes the meeting place in which God obtains a
dwelling in the world. God, who does not dwell in buildings of stone, dwells
in this Yes given with body and soul; he whom the world cannot encompass
can come to dwell wholly in a human being. Luke repeatedly brings this
motif of the new Temple, the true Ark of the Covenant, into play. This is
particularly true in the angel’s greeting to Mary, “rejoice, full of grace.”
Today hardly anyone disputes that these words of the angel recorded for us
by Luke take up the substance of the promise to daughter Zion in Zephaniah
3:14 that announces to her that God dwells in her midst. Thus, Mary is shown
by the angel’s greeting to be both daughter Zion in person and the place of



God’s inhabitation, the holy tent, upon which the cloud of God’s presence
rests.4 The Fathers seized upon this idea, which in turn had a decisive
influence on ancient Christian iconography. Joseph is identified by the
flowering staff as a high priest, as the prototype of the Christian bishop. For
her part, Mary is the living Church. It is upon her that the Holy Spirit
descends, thereby making her the new Temple. Joseph, the just man, is
appointed to be the steward of the mysteries of God, the paterfamilias and
guardian of the sanctuary, which is Mary the bride and the Logos in her. He
thus becomes the icon of the bishop, to whom the bride is betrothed; she is
not at his disposal but under his protection.5 Every detail here is directed
toward the trinitarian God, but, precisely for this reason, his being with us in
history becomes particularly apparent and tangible in the mystery of Mary
and the Church.

There is a further point in Luke’s Annunciation narrative that seems to me
important for our question. God asks for man’s Yes. He does not simply
employ his power to command. In creating man, God has created a free vis-a-
vis, and he now needs the freedom of this creature for the realization of his
kingdom, which is founded, not on external power, but on freedom. In one of
his homilies, Bernard of Clairvaux has dramatically portrayed both God’s
waiting and the waiting of humanity:

The angel awaits your answer, for it is time to return to the one who sent
him. . . . O Lady, give the answer that earth, that hell, that heaven itself
awaits. The King and Lord of all now yearns for your consenting answer
as much as he once desired your beauty. . . . Why are you hesitating?
Why are you fearful? . . . Look, the desire of the nations stands at the
door and knocks. Oh, what if he should pass by while you hesitate? . . .
Get up, make haste, open! . . . Get up by faith, make haste by
devotion . . . open by consent!6

Without this free consent on Mary’s part, God cannot become man. To be
sure, Mary’s Yes is wholly grace. The dogma of Mary’s freedom from
original sin is at bottom meant solely to show that it is not a human being
who sets the redemption in motion by her own power; rather, her Yes is
contained wholly within the primacy and priority of divine love, which
already embraces her before she is born. “All is grace.” Yet grace does not
cancel freedom; it creates it. The entire mystery of redemption is present in



this narrative and becomes concentrated in the figure of the Virgin Mary:
“Behold, I am the handmaid of the Lord; let it be to me according to your
word” (Lk 1:38).

c. The Prologue of John’s Gospel

Let us now turn to the prologue of John’s Gospel, upon whose language the
Creed draws. Here, too, I would like merely to outline three ideas. “The
Word became flesh and pitched his tent among us.” The Logos becomes
flesh: we have grown so accustomed to these words that God’s colossal
synthesis of seemingly unbridgeable divisions, which required a gradual
intellectual penetration on the part of the Fathers, no longer strikes us as very
astonishing. Here lay, and still lies, the specifically Christian novelty that
appeared unreasonable and unthinkable to the Greek mind. What this passage
says does not derive from a particular culture, such as the Semitic or the
Greek, as is thoughtlessly asserted over and over again today. This statement
is opposed to all the forms of culture known to us. It was just as unthinkable
for the Jews as it was (although for altogether different reasons) for the
Greeks or the Indians or even, for that matter, for the modern mind, which
looks upon a synthesis of the phenomenal and the noumenal world as
completely unreal and contests it with all the self-awareness of modern
rationality. What is said here is “new” because it comes from God and could
be brought about only by God himself. It is something altogether new and
foreign to every history and to all cultures; we can enter into it in faith and
only in faith, and when we do so, it opens up to us wholly new horizons of
thought and life.

But in this passage John has a further, quite particular accent in mind. The
statement that the Logos becomes sarx (flesh) foreshadows the sixth chapter
of the Gospel, which is entirely an unfolding of this half verse.7 There Christ
says to the Jews and to the world: “The bread which I shall give [that is, the
Logos, who is man’s true food] for the life of the world is my flesh” (Jn
6:51). The word “flesh” already tells us about Jesus’ consecration as a
sacrifice, about the mystery of the Cross, and about the mystery of the Easter
sacrament that flows from it. The Word does not simply become flesh in
some indeterminate way for the sake of acquiring a new state of being.
Implicit in his enfleshment is the dynamic of sacrifice. We have another
(veiled) reference to the words of the psalm: “A body have you prepared for



me” (Heb 10:5; Ps 40). This brief sentence thus contains the entire Gospel;
we are reminded of the expression of the Fathers according to which the
Logos contracted and became small. This is true in two ways. First, the
infinite Logos became small in the sense of becoming a child. But the
immeasurable Word, the whole fullness of Sacred Scripture, is also
concentrated in this one sentence, in which the law and the prophets are
gathered together.8 Being and history, worship and ethics are united and
present without abridgment in this christological center.

The second observation I would like to make can be kept short. John
speaks of God’s habitation as the consequence and goal of the Incarnation.
He uses the word “tent” to express this idea and, thus, points back to the Tent
of Meeting in the Old Testament, hence, to the theology of the Temple that is
fulfilled in the Logos made flesh. But in the Greek word for tent—skene—we
also hear a resonance of the Hebrew word Shekinah. This was the early
Jewish designation for the holy cloud; it subsequently became a name for
God himself, announcing “the gracious presence of God to the Jews gathered
to pray and study the law”.9 Jesus is the true Shekinah through which God is
among us whenever we are gathered in his name.

Finally, we must look briefly at verse 13. He—the Logos—has given the
power to become children of God to all who welcomed him, “to all who were
born, not of blood nor of the will of the flesh nor of the will of man, but of
God”. There are two diverse traditions among the textual witnesses, and it is
no longer possible today to decide which is the original reading. Both seem
for all intents and purposes equally primitive and equally weighty.
Specifically, there is a version in the singular: “who was born, not of blood,
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God”. Alongside
this is the usual version in the plural: “who were born . . . of God”.10 It is
understandable that there are two textual traditions, because in either case the
verse refers to both subjects. For this reason, we must always read the two
traditions in tandem, because only together do they bring out the whole
meaning of the text. If we go by the usual version in the plural, the text is
speaking of the baptized, who have been given new birth from God by the
Logos. But the mystery of Jesus’ virginal birth, which is the origin of our
birth from God, comes through so clearly in the text that only prejudice can
deny the reference to it. At the same time, even if we regard the singular as
the original version, the reference to “all who received him” is still evident.
Clearly, then, the point of Jesus’ conception “of God”, of his new birth, is to



“welcome” us, to give us new birth. Just as verse 14, which speaks of the
Incarnation of the Logos, points ahead to chapter 6 on the Eucharist, this
verse unmistakably anticipates the colloquy with Nicodemus in chapter 3.
Christ says to Nicodemus that fleshly birth is not sufficient to enter the
kingdom of God. New birth from above is needed, rebirth of water and the
Spirit (Jn 3:5). Christ, who through the power of the Holy Spirit was
conceived by the Virgin Mary, is the beginning of a new humanity, of a new
mode of existence. To become a Christian means to be brought into this new
beginning. Becoming a Christian is more than turning to new ideas, a new
ethos, or a new community. The transformation that occurs here has the
radical character of a real birth, of a new creation. But this means that the
Virgin Mother is, once again, at the center of the event of redemption. With
her whole being she guarantees the new thing God has done. Only if her story
is true and stands at the beginning are Paul’s words true: “Therefore, if
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation” (2 Cor 5:17).

3. God’s Footprints

God is not bound to stones; rather, he binds himself to living men. Mary’s
Yes opens to him the space wherein he can pitch his tent. She herself
becomes his tent and, in this way, is the beginning of the holy Church. The
Church, in turn, points forward to the New Jerusalem, in which there is no
more Temple, because God himself dwells in her. The faith in Christ we
profess in the Creed of the baptized is thus, in one respect, a spiritualization
and purification of all that the religions of history have said and hoped about
God’s dwelling in the world. But it is at the same time an “embodying” and
concretization of God’s being with men that transcends all possible
expectations, “God is in the flesh”—precisely this indissoluble joining of
God with his creature constitutes the center of Christian faith. If this is true, it
is natural that from the very beginning Christians also venerated as sacred the
places where this event had come to pass. These places became an enduring
guarantee that God had entered into the world. Nazareth, Bethlehem, and
Jerusalem thus became places where one could see, as it were, the footprints
of the Redeemer, where the mystery of God’s Incarnation came into
immediate contact with us. Concerning the story of the Annunciation: the
Protoevangelium of James, which dates back at least to the second century



and, despite its numerous legendary elements, may also have preserved real
reminiscences, spreads this event over two places. Mary

took the jar and went out to draw water. And behold, a voice said: “Hail,
full of grace, the Lord is with thee, thou art blessed among women.” She
looked about to the left and the right to see where this voice was coming
from. And she trembled, went into her house, put the jar down, took the
purple robe, sat down on her chair and spread it out. And behold, an
angel of the Lord suddenly stood in front of her and said: “Fear not,
Mary, for you have found favor before the Almighty and shall conceive
of his Word.” (II:Iff.)11

Corresponding to this double tradition are two shrines: the eastern well-
shrine and the Catholic basilica built around the Grotto of the Annunciation.
Both have a profound meaning. Origen calls attention to how the motif of the
well shapes the whole story of the Old Testament patriarchs.12 Wherever they
went, they dug wells. Water is the element of life. The well thus increasingly
becomes the symbol of life itself until at Jacob’s well Jesus reveals that he is
the well of true life whom the thirst of humanity awaits. The well, the living
water of the spring, becomes the sign of the mystery of Christ, who proffers
us the water of life and from whose opened side blood and water flow. The
well becomes a proclamation of Christ. But next to the well is the house, the
place of prayer and recollection. “When you pray, go into your room” (Mt
6:6). That most highly personal event, the Annunciation of the Incarnation
and the Virgin’s answer, requires the discretion of the house. The
investigations of P. Bagatti have brought to light that as early as the second
century someone had scrawled in Greek the angel’s greeting to Mary in the
Grotto of Nazareth: Ave Maria.13 Gianfranco Ravasi remarks very nicely that
Bagatti’s research confirms “that the Christian message is, not a collection of
abstract theological theses, but God’s encounter with our world, with the
reality of our houses and our life”.14 This is precisely what we are about here
at the Holy House of Loreto in this year of its great Jubilee: we allow
ourselves to be touched by the concreteness of God’s action, in order to
profess with new gratitude and certainty: He took flesh of the Virgin Mary
and became man.
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I

MARY IN THE CHURCH’S DOCTRINE AND DEVOTION

Introduction

The place of Mary in the Church’s doctrine, in particular Marian veneration
and the mariological saturation of Catholic devotion, has long given rise to
tensions within the Church, but never more so than in the last decades. Some
adhere to the principle “of Mary never enough”. Others suspect a twofold
danger. Mariology, they say, threatens the hierarchy of Christian truths, at
whose center are Christ and the triune God (whereas Mary belongs on the
side of the graced creature) and jeopardizes ecumenical dialogue with the
ecclesial communities stemming from the Reformation, most of which (with
some important exceptions) regard the veneration of Mary as a perilous
excrescence on the organism of Christian devotion. (With the Eastern
Church, on the other hand, there is no tension; there would be only if we
curtailed veneration of Mary.)

Now, it is probably fair to say that both of these tendencies in the Church
have fallen into a certain one-sidedness. The motto of the one (“of Mary
never enough”) must obviously not be understood in a quantitative sense, as
if the mere multiplication of dogmas, or even of feasts and devotions, were a
desirable goal in and of itself. The “never enough” can refer at most to a
deeper understanding of the place of Mary in God’s saving work and the
dignity she has because of that place. Moreover, such an understanding
would only bring out more clearly how Mary is embedded in the truths
concerning Christ and the Trinity. In response to the critical demurral of the
others, however, it should be pointed out that Scripture speaks of no other
woman in such detail and so often (and not in the episodic style that
characterizes the stories of Judith and Esther), inasmuch as each scene in
which she appears is intimately connected with the Christ’s Incarnation, his
childhood, his public activity, his Passion, or the prolongation of his life in
the Church. Although the individual scenes that tell of Mary are scattered



throughout the Gospels, when we take a deeper look at them we find that they
form a network of relationships whose individual elements—as in a hall of
mirrors—endlessly illuminate, augment, and deepen one another.

Undeniably, the very fact that the Marian mysteries are so many-sided
makes it difficult to talk about Mary and occasions the risk of one-sided
formulations. But is it any different in the case of the even greater mystery of
her Son? If we may legitimately call Mary the Queen of heaven, of the
angels, and of the Church, this is surely because she is the “lowly
handmaiden” who found favor with God. But are not both aspects already
united in her one recorded statement about herself: “He has regarded the low
estate of his handmaiden. For behold, henceforth all generations will call me
blessed” (Lk 1:48)? No one who acknowledges the authority of Scripture can
defy the claim of this statement (he has regarded his handmaid) and promise
(henceforth all generations will extol her). Moreover, this kind of paradox
makes sense in the realm of Christian thought. After all, even the Lamb of
God who sits victorious on his Father’s throne will for all eternity be the
“Lamb that was slain” (Rev 13:8). So, too, the Apostle Paul describes at
length how his apostolic power rests upon his conformity to the crucified
Christ: “when I am weak, then I am strong” (2 Cor 12:10).

Going even more deeply into this apparent tension in the truths of
Mariology, we could say that the more a man is handed over to, and plunged
into the abyss of, God, the more God can—if he so wills—bring to light his
independence. When Jesus says “I am the light of the world” (Jn 8:12) and
thereby declares bis exclusive sovereignty, this does not prevent him from
applying the same term to his disciples, who now belong entirely to him:
“You are the light of the world. . . . Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in
heaven” (Mt 5:14, 16). Once again it is good to recall Paul, whose own light
is first wholly extinguished on the road to Damascus so that Christ can ignite
his own light in him and make it powerfully illumine the whole earth.

In the first part of what follows, we will attempt to delve into the structure
of this law—that is, into Christian teaching about Mary—in order to show in
the second part what follows for the correct form of Marian veneration and
piety in the Church. Now, New Testament revelation is definitive in an
eschatological sense. Accordingly, both aspects mentioned here, doctrine and
devotion, must themselves have a kernel of definitiveness, and the history of
Mariology and Marian devotion unequivocally confirms that this kernel does



in fact exist. On the other hand, the Church and her exegesis of revelation
progress through the ever-changing periods of world history. New aspects
emerge, while others wane; efforts are made to compensate for one-sided
emphases, but not rarely they are simply replaced with the opposite extremes.
Today too, then, it is a duty to restate the principles in a new and timely way
—while being as measured as possible—and in so doing to retrieve what is of
permanent value.

I. Mary’s Relation to the Person and Work of Her Son

1. A New Aspect

Before we enter into the specifically mariological discussion, it may be useful
to call attention to an aspect of the relationship between human beings,
particularly between mother and child, that only recently has come fully to
light thanks to the dialogical school of philosophy and sociology. Several
factors prepared this discovery. The first was the definitive overcoming of an
ancient opinion that came from the Greeks but was not counteracted
energetically enough by Christian thinkers. According to this opinion, the
father alone is active in the generation of the child, whereas the mother’s role
is purely passive. The second factor was the observation that the newborn
human, unlike the newborn animal, is particularly helpless: only now does it
come to the end of its intrauterine formation. Finally, and even more
fundamentally, the developing human being (once more in contrast to the
animal) is intrinsically ordered to “being with” [Mitsein] other men, so much
so that he awakens to self-consciousness only through other human beings,
normally through his mother. In the mother’s smile, it dawns on him that
there is a world into which he is accepted and in which he is welcome, and it
is in this primordial experience that he becomes aware of himself for the first
time. This founding event of human existence, whose import has been duly
recognized only in our own day, accompanies the other functions of growth
and upbringing: the feeding and care of the child, his initiation into the
environment and his historical tradition. Long before the child learns to
speak, a mute dialogue unfolds between mother and child on the basis of the
“being with” that is constitutive of every conscious human being.

Now, this means that even Jesus himself has above all his Mother to thank



for his human self-consciousness, unless we suppose that he was a
supernatural wunderkind who should not have to owe this self-consciousness
to anyone. But such a hypothesis would jeopardize Jesus’ genuine humanity.
This idea itself suggests new reasons why Mary’s motherhood had to be of a
singular purity. The same requirement follows, once again, when we consider
that Mary introduced her Son into the meaning and depths of Israel’s religion,
however simple her words may have been. The Magnificat shows to what
degree her own life flowed from the heart of this tradition, which rested upon
the promise to Abraham and his posterity and which again and again proved
to be the “mercy” and “great things” of God, who casts down the mighty and
exalts the lowly. She must have introduced Jesus into the tradition and so
enabled him to recognize his own mission in the mirror of the promise. True,
Jesus’ personal prayer and the indwelling Holy Spirit disclosed this mission
to him with increasing depth. Nevertheless, the human contribution—
principally Mary’s contribution—to this process must by no means be
underestimated; this, too, would offend against the learning process of a
normal human child.

The primary, foundational contact between mother and child, indeed, the
symbiosis between them, is by no means purely “biological”, especially
given contemporary reflection on “being with”. The essential event is a
spiritual one. Therefore, the singular spiritual life of this child entitles us to
infer a correspondingly singular spiritual life for his Mother. This in turn
gives us a new, and firmer, connection with certain traditional arguments.

2. The Dimensions of the Marian Yes

Scholars are united in affirming that Mary’s final answer to the angel and,
through him, to God, “behold, I am the handmaid of the Lord, let it be to me
according to your word”, is the finally fulfilled expression of the faith of
Abraham and of Israel as a whole. Abraham himself had been asked for a
measureless obedience of faith: on Mount Moriah he was required to return
the very gift that God had given him in exchange for his faith, namely, the
son of the promise. Abraham had performed the sacrifice spiritually, even if
he had not had to carry it out materially. In Mary’s case, God goes to the end
of this faith: on the Cross, under which she stands, no angel intervenes to
save, and she must give back to God her Son, the Son of the fulfillment, in



darkness of faith that she cannot comprehend or penetrate.
But Jesus’ conception itself requires an act of faith that infinitely

transcends that of Abraham (and especially that of Sarah, who laughed in her
unbelief). The Word of God who wills to take flesh in Mary needs a receptive
Yes that is spoken with the whole person, spirit and body, with absolutely no
(even unconscious) restrictions, that offers the entirety of human nature as a
locus for the Incarnation. Receiving and letting in need not be passive; in
relation to God, they are, when done in faith, always supreme activity. If
Mary’s Yes had contained even the shadow of a demurral, of a “so far and no
farther”, a stain would have clung to her faith and the child could not have
taken possession of the whole of human nature. The freedom of Mary’s Yes
from all hesitation comes perhaps most clearly to light where she also says
Yes to her marriage with Joseph and leaves it to God to reconcile it with her
new task.1

This quality of Mary’s Yes is wholly a function of the requirements of
Christology. The same can be said of the two dogmatic propositions it entails:
her virginity and her freedom from the original sin otherwise common to all
men. The latter affirmation, namely, that she “was conceived immaculate”,
says nothing but what is indispensable for the boundlessness of her Yes. For
anyone affected in some way by original sin would be incapable of such a
guileless openness to every disposition of God. Her virginity, on the other
hand, guarantees a christological fact: Jesus acknowledges only one Father,
the one in heaven, as his own. This becomes evident from the response he
gives as a twelve-year-old child in the Temple (“Behold, your father and I
have been looking for you anxiously”; “Did you not know that I must be in
my Father’s house?” [Lk 2:49]). No man can have two fathers, as Tertullian
pithily and accurately says;2 therefore, the Mother has to be a virgin. The
point of this christologically motivated virginity lies, not in an antisexual,
merely bodily integrity, as if it were an end in itself, but in Mary’s
motherhood; in order to be the Mother of the messianic Son of God, who can
have no other Father than God, she must be overshadowed by the Holy Spirit,
and she must say to that overshadowing a Yes that includes her whole person,
both body and soul. Virginity within the Church, too, is meaningful only if it
has the same purpose: to enable the virgin, in a distant imitation of Mary, to
be “undivided”, as Paul puts it, “holy in body and spirit”, “devoted to the
Lord” (1 Cor 7:34-35). The point, then, is the spiritual motherhood that Jesus
himself promised to those who hear and follow God’s word in pure faith (Lk



8:21 par.).
The scene of the Annunciation merits consideration for another reason,

too: it is not only wholly christological; it is wholly trinitarian as well. It is
strikingly obvious that its structure amounts to a first revelation of God’s
triunity. The angel’s initial salutation, which calls Mary the one full of grace
par excellence, brings her the greeting of the “Lord”, Yahweh, the Father,
whom she knows as a Jewish believer. As she ponders what this greeting
might mean, the angel responds with a second speech that reveals that she
will give birth to the “Son of the Most High”, who will at the same time be
the Messiah for the house of Jacob. And when she asks what is expected of
her in all this, the angel offers a third explanation in which he reveals to her
that the Holy Spirit will overshadow her, so that her child can legitimately be
called the Holy One and the Son of God. In response, Mary declares her
readiness to let this be done to her, the handmaid. The divine Trinity must be
made known when the Son becomes man, but not by means of a merely
verbal statement, as, for example, God’s laws were promulgated on Sinai. It
must also be enacted existentially in a human being possessing perfect,
archetypal faith. It is the Abrahamic faith of the Old Testament that is being
fulfilled and, for this reason, raised to the experience of the Trinity. This
experience must therefore be the starting point of a New Testament, ecclesial
experience of faith, and this starting point must be given in the very existence
of Mary herself. For this reason there is, parallel to the life of Jesus, a life of
Mary. Starting from the intimacy of the chamber of Nazareth, she is educated
by her Son into the role that is bestowed on her at the Cross: to be the
archetype of the Church.

3. Mary’s Education as Mother of the Church

At first it was the Mother who introduced the Son into the Old Covenant and
thereby trained him for his messianic office. However, it was not she but his
own knowledge of the Father’s mission in the Holy Spirit that showed him
who he was and what he had to do. The relationship is thus reversed: from
now on it is the Son who educates the Mother for the greatness of his task,
cultivating in her the maturity she needs to stand under the Cross and, finally,
to receive, at prayer within the Church, the universal gift of the Holy Spirit.

From the very outset, this education reflects Simeon’s prophecy that a



sword would pierce the Mother’s soul. It is a pitiless process. All the episodes
handed down for us are more or less brusque rejections. It is not as though
Jesus had been disobedient for thirty years; we have an explicit affirmation to
the contrary (Lk 2:51). However, the merely physical relationship to which
faith was so intimately tied in the Old Testament is sovereignly, ruthlessly
forced open. Henceforth faith in Jesus, the incarnate Word of God, is the only
thing that counts. Mary has this faith—this is made especially clear in the
scene at Cana, in which she says without wavering, “Do whatever he tells
you.” At the same time, she, the perfect believer, has to be the one to serve
the Son as an illustration of his separation from “flesh and blood” (anything
can be formed out of her Yes), and it is precisely in this way that she herself
is brought up to perfectly open faith. As we have seen, the response of the
twelve-year-old child who opposes his Father to his putative earthly father is
already brusque; only the first counts, whether Jesus’ earthly parents
understand this or not. “And they did not understand” (Lk 2:50). Jesus’
response to his Mother’s observation at Cana, with its delicately implied
request, is inconceivably sharp: “O woman, what have you to do with me?”
Mary most likely did not understand this, either. “My hour has not yet come”
(Jn 2:4), doubtless the hour of the Cross, when the Mother will be granted
full right of intercession. Yet Mary’s imperturbable faith—“do whatever he
tells you”—succeeds in bringing about a symbolic anticipation of her Son’s
Eucharist, a foreshadowing of the same sort as the multiplication of the
loaves. The scene in which Jesus, teaching those gathered around him in a
certain house, refuses to receive the visit of his Mother, who is standing
outside, seems almost unbearable to us. “Here are my mother and my
brethren! Whoever does the will of God is my brother, and sister, and
mother” (Mk 3:34-35). Jesus means her more than anyone, though he does
not mention her by name. Yet who understands his meaning? Did Mary
herself understand it? We have to accompany Mary in spirit as she makes her
way home and try to imagine her state of mind. The sword gnaws at her soul;
she feels as if bereft of her inmost self, as if the point of her life has been
drained away. Her faith, which at the beginning received so many sensible
confirmations, is plunged into a dark night. It is as if the Son, who sends her
no news about what he is doing, has run away from her, yet she cannot
simply let him go away: she has to accompany him, full of dread, in her night
of faith. And she is once again pushed back anonymously into the rank and
file of believers when the woman of the people praises the breasts that Jesus



suckled (and so already begins the fulfillment of the promise that all
generations will call Mary blessed). Jesus changes the subject: “Blessed
rather are those who hear the word of God and keep it” (Lk 11:28).

The purpose of this constant training in the naked faith Mary will need
under the Cross is often insufficiently understood; people are astonished and
embarrassed by the way in which Jesus treats his Mother, whom he addresses
both in Cana and at the Cross only as “woman”. He himself is the first one to
wield the sword that must pierce her. But how else would she have become
ready to stand by the Cross, where not only her Son’s earthly failure, but also
his abandonment by the God who sends him is revealed. She must finally say
Yes to this, too, because she consented a priori to her child’s whole destiny.
And as if to fill her bitter chalice to the brim, the dying Son expressly
abandons his Mother, withdrawing from her and foisting on her another son:
“Woman, behold, your son” (Jn 19:26). This gesture is usually understood
primarily as evidencing Jesus’ concern about where his Mother will live after
he is gone (in which case Mary obviously has no other biological children;
otherwise it would be superfluous and inadmissible to commit her to the
disciple of love). This must not, however, lead us to overlook a second motif:
just as the Son is abandoned by the Father, so, too, he abandons his Mother,
so that the two of them may be united in a common abandonment. Only thus
does she become inwardly ready to take on ecclesial motherhood toward all
of Jesus’ new brothers and sisters.

4. Archetype of the Church

The Catholic tradition, through unflaggingly intense and profound reflection,
has brought forth such an abundance of ideas on this subject that I shall only
mention them briefly here. This is, however, no grounds for claiming that
they are unimportant and outmoded, as, regrettably, is rather frequently done
in contemporary ecclesiology. The Son places Mary in the care of one of the
apostles and thus inserts her into the apostolic Church. In so doing, he gives
the Church her center or apex: an inimitable, yet ever-to-be-striven-for
embodiment of the new community’s faith, a spotless, unrestricted Yes to the
whole of God’s plan for the salvation of the world. In this center and apex,
the Church is the bride “without spot or wrinkle”, the immaculata, as Paul
expressly calls her (Eph 5:27), not only in the eternity to come, but already



now.
Yet this preeminent member of the Church does not possess these special

qualities privately for herself alone; she does so in a new fruitfulness for the
community as a whole and for each of its members, a fruitfulness whose
origin is the grace of the Cross, Sin alone gives man the mentality of the
private individual, because it deprives him (Latin: privatum) of the spirit of
communion and of the will to selfless communication. In contrast, the more
purely a man receives God’s grace, the more obvious [selbstverständlich] is
bis readiness not to keep it for himself, his readiness to let everyone
participate in it. Jesus’ Mother, who for her Son’s sake was granted the
highest believing and loving readiness, is therefore at once the archetype
[Urbild] that transcends us and the model [Vorbild] we are to imitate and that
helps us to do so. The popular image of the mantle of grace Jesus’ Mother
spreads over all the members of the Church simultaneously expresses both
sides of the same truth. We must always keep in mind, though, that this
image does not make sense by itself, that Mary is not a revamped pagan
tutelary goddess. Rather, she speaks her perfect ecclesial Yes to the person
and work of her Son, who himself cannot be understood except as one of the
divine Trinity Consequently, as we must still show, an ecclesial piety cannot
stop with Mary; if this devotion is truly ecclesial, and if it is genuinely
Marian, it immediately and necessarily leads through Mary to Jesus and,
through him, back to the Father in the Holy Spirit.

Mary’s position in the Church as exemplar implies a number of insights
and consequences that are important for our age. First of all, the Church in
her perfect core must be feminine. This should not surprise anyone who
knows the Old and New Testament. The synagogue itself was described
primarily as feminine—as a bride or wife—in relation to Yahweh. So, too, is
the New Testament Church in relation to Christ (cf. only 2 Cor 11:1f); even
in the eschaton, the Lamb espouses his bride, who is adorned for this union.
This femininity of the Church is all-encompassing. By contrast, the
ministerial office filled by the apostles and their male successors is a pure
function within this overarching reality. This relationship should move much
more to the foreground of contemporary debates about the possible
participation of women in the ministerial office. Seen more profoundly,
women would be exchanging more for less.

A second, connected point concerns the Church’s sacramental actions.
Could anyone in the Church really grasp and respond to all the grace offered



in a sacrament except the Ecclesia immaculata? But the Church includes us
imperfect receivers. Therefore, the woman who receives with a perfect Yes
must stand behind their often very inadequate receptions. Let us take two
examples.

First, the Mass. Does any Christian really know what a sacrifice it is to
offer the Father the Son as the world’s Redeemer after the Consecration? But
those who contemplate Mary’s sacrificial gesture get a glimmer of why,
despite all objections, we can and must describe the eucharistic celebration as
a sacrifice (not of Christ alone, but also of the Church). And does any one of
us really receive the Son in Holy Communion as perfectly as he offers
himself? We are right to pray, “Look not on our sins, but on the faith of your
Church”: on that perfect act of faith that was nowhere as undivided as in
Mary.

The second example: Who can so fully open his heart in confession that he
lays bare the most secret recesses of his sin? No one can do it apart from the
woman who, unburdened by any sin of her own, laid open before God the
most hidden corners of her soul. Behind those who confess imperfectly
stands the archetypal Church with her total transparency before God.

Finally, there is a motif that has occupied theologians since the second
century of the Christian era. In Mary, virginity and maternity are inseparably
united. They condition and illuminate each other. The same is true in the
Church. Because Mary and the Church are virginal, because both live only
for union with Christ in the Holy Spirit, because both—to speak the language
of the Old Testament—refuse adultery with idols or—to put it in
contemporary language—resist the seduction of ideology, they are fruitful.
Fruitful through God and his grace in them, through the loving and hoping
faith with which they respond to this grace, through the gift of participation
in God’s will to save all men. And thus the image of Mary’s mantle of grace
can be applied in a certain sense to the virginal and maternal fruitfulness of
the Church. This mantle is spread over the whole of humanity, as far as
God’s saving will extends, and it includes the apostolic action that is
categorically demanded of the Church, the ecclesial prayer that encompasses
all men, and the ecclesial suffering that is offered for the world as a whole.
When we recall the scene at Cana, where Mary, despite having been repulsed
by Jesus, speaks to the servants with steadfast faith, “Do whatever he tells
you” (Jn 2:5), we begin to see with what certainty of being heard the Church
that suffers and prays for the redemption of the world may present her



petitions and sacrifices.

5. Jesus and Mary

As we bring the doctrinal part of our remarks to a conclusion, we have an
occasion to consider again the unity the Son and the Mother form in the New
Testament. The foregoing ought not to give the impression that the figure of
Mary simply disappears into the Church, as if from now on only the Church
witnessed Christ to world history. Throughout historical time, the Church
remains a Church of sinners, and her saints are the first to confess themselves
such. No less than Saint Augustine urged upon the whole Church the need to
pray “forgive us our trespasses” every day as long as this age of the world
lasts. The Church as we find her concretely is nowhere totally equal to her
tasks, not even in the representatives of the ministerial office. For this reason,
the Church is forced to look for help, above all to her Lord, but also to her
own archetypal response to the Lord, to the one who alone was able to say an
unconditional Yes. Mary remains a person whom we can pinpoint precisely
in history, a person who was a member of the Church, who can therefore join
all the members of the Church in responding to grace, and who can train them
all to say Yes in the right way. But as a historical person she nonetheless
remains the chosen one, the Virgin Mother of Christ who was taken out of the
sinful context of all the children of Adam and placed at her Son’s side, so that
together with him she could be all the more deeply in solidarity with all those
to be redeemed.

The Son and the Mother thus form a unity. This explains why from the
start they were called the new Adam and the new Eve, although we are very
clearly aware that Jesus, as the Son of the eternal Father, stands on an entirely
different level from Mary, who is a simple human being. But even though
Mary’s holiness and immaculateness depend entirely on the saving grace of
God and Christ, we must not overlook what we emphasized so insistently at
the beginning of this doctrinal section: how intensely the Son wanted to be
dependent on the Mother, how much of himself he wanted to owe to his
Mother. Together they both illustrate vividly how God and man relate to each
other in the covenant the eternal God wants to make with man: man has the
pure grace of God to thank for his ability to correspond to God’s offer; but
God, in his sovereign freedom, deigns to become dependent upon man



insofar as he created man free and in the covenant of grace takes that created
freedom seriously.

II. Mary in the Church’s Devotion

The practical applications suggested by the ideas developed so far now are
readily apparent. First of all, whoever intends to listen to, and to heed, the
Gospel must take the scenes in which Mary appears as seriously as anything
else it contains. And he must also really have the intention to unite the
scattered tesserae of the mosaic in order to see the total picture of Mary, of
her person and function, light up. Anyone who fails to do so, either purposely
or out of habit, can hardly be called an attentive hearer of the Word. But, as
we have already said, the image that results when we see the tesserae together
does not exist in isolation; rather, in every part and in every respect it
constantly refers both to Christ and to the Church. It follows immediately
from this that Marian piety, if it means to be Catholic, must not isolate itself;
it must always be embedded in, and ordered to, Christ (and thus to the
Trinity) and the Church.

Let no one object that this is difficult and, given the trends that dominate
much of popular piety, perhaps nearly impossible. We all are familiar with
these trends. At first blush, they give the impression that the praying people
sees Mary as the symbolic embodiment or archetype of God’s nurturing,
maternally merciful grace, that they thus elevate Mary into the divine sphere
and so overlook Christ’s decisive work. On the one hand, this impression
(especially in Catholic countries with adequate catechetical instruction) can
be quite deceptive: the prayers and pilgrims are fully aware of the overall
dogmatic context; they feel themselves to be a part of the Church as she
intercedes and implores grace; and they turn to the one whose intercessory
power with God they—rightly—judge to be the highest. Moreover, the most
frequent Marian prayers continually refer to the larger context: both to Christ
and God and to the Church. On the other hand, the above-mentioned
impression can be accurate in the case of peoples who are less well
catechized. For them, Mary is often a sort of quintessence of salvation as a
whole. The evangelization called for so urgently by the episcopal synods and
the Pope has to begin here. It must undertake the necessary corrections with
gentleness and prudence. In any case, we must not say that it is impossible to



bit the right measure in the practice of Marian devotion. After all, even
simple people can perceive the proportions and essential articulations of the
Christian faith as expressed in the Apostles’ Creed. However, the core of
Marian devotion will be correct if, in whatever form, it is an entry into, and a
training in, the right understanding of all the articles of faith.

1. Veneration of Mary

Veneration of a human being must in no way be confused with the adoration
shown to God alone. We see at the end of the Old Testament, for example,
what veneration pious Jews paid to their great forefathers, the patriarchs,
Moses, and the prophets (cf. Sir 44-50), without thereby offending in the least
against the worship owed to God. As we shall see, in the New Testament
there is an even closer relation to truly venerable persons on account of the
mysterious laws of the “communion of saints”. As a special gift of grace that
God makes to his Church, it deserves praise and thanksgiving, which can be
rendered only if the gift is duly appreciated as such and, supposing it to be a
person, honored. Mary shows her utterly unselfconscious awareness of this
when in the Magnificat she extols the great deed that God has done to her, the
deed all generations will acknowledge by calling her the blessed woman par
excellence.

In his apostolic letter Marialis Cultus, Pope Paul VI treats at length the
right way for the Church to venerate Mary. He first shows the place of Mary
in the renewed liturgy of the Church, then depicts Mary as the model of the
true worship of God, and finally gives guidelines for a proper renewal of
Marian veneration. This veneration must take its bearing from the Trinity,
Christ, and the Church; it must have a firm biblical basis and thus be
ecumenically acceptable; finally, it must also take into account the distinctive
anthropological accents of the present. We have at least touched upon most of
these aspects in the foregoing, even the ecumenical aspect, inasmuch as
Scripture is common to all Christian confessions. The liturgical aspect shows
the Church’s fervent, yet always biblically colored, Marian veneration in her
official public worship. As for the anthropological aspect, Mary certainly
shows herself to be the strong woman who (together with the other holy
women) endures the scene of horror from which most of Jesus’ male
disciples have fled. Yet it would be hard to find in her the traits of the



militantly emancipated woman, for she lives fully for the service of her Son
and must let him dispose of her as he needs and wills. On the other hand, this
kind of service is always at the core of Christianity, however much the image
of women may vary from period to period.

The veneration of Mary is the surest and shortest way to get close to Christ
in a concrete way. In meditating on her life in all its phases we learn what it
means to live for and with Christ—in the everyday, in an unsentimental
matter-of-factness that nonetheless enjoys perfect inner intimacy.
Contemplating Mary’s existence, we also submit to the darkness that is
imposed on our faith, yet we learn how we must always be ready when Jesus
suddenly asks something of us.

The most popular Marian prayers always lead us into this concrete
closeness to the Lord and to the whole mystery of redemption. Let us
mention three of these prayers. Up to the concluding petition, the Hail Mary
consists only of words from Holy Scripture: the angelic salutation (“hail, full
of grace, the Lord is with you”) and, immediately following that, the
wonderful words of Elizabeth, which are a model of proper Marian
veneration (“blessed are you among women, and blessed is the fruit of your
womb”). The petition added at the end, which, with the Council of Ephesus,
gives Mary the christological title “Mother of God”, formulates as
straightforwardly as possible the concern of the sinful Christian in the
Church: the imploring of intercession for the present and for the all-decisive
hour of death. The Angelus, too, does not go a single step beyond the pattern
laid down in the Bible. The three short sentences are christocentric: the
message of the Incarnation, the Virgin’s consent, and the realization of the
Incarnation itself. The three additional Aves give us a chance to linger with
the human being in whom the Incarnation was realized and in this way to
enter ourselves, so to say, into the radius of the miracle. Every Christian who
prays the Angelus knows that the enfleshment of the Word concerns him just
as immediately, that it also has to take place in him if he would bear the name
of Christian. Finally, the Rosary. To be sure, the Rosary is not always an easy
prayer, nor does it appeal to everyone in the same way. And yet, it is a prayer
that weaves everything pertaining to the history of salvation into Marian
prayer. The Rosary is a way of making present the mysteries of Jesus’ life—
his youth, the conclusion of his public life in the Passion, and his
Resurrection and consummation, into which he also draws Mary as the
archetype of the Church. It also makes present Christ’s prayer to the Father



and, finally, the ever-new glorification of the Trinity. The whole is introduced
by the Creed. In the succession of the Ave Marias there opens for the one
who prays contemplatively an almost infinite world of prayer, a space that
can be traversed in all directions.

But those who pray in it do not get lost. Mary is there as a compass. In her,
as we showed, the mystery of the Trinity opens itself for the first time; she
then accompanies the incarnate God from the cradle to the grave and beyond
that into his transfigured life. She has a unique share in his destiny, so much
so that she is even assumed bodily into heaven, a gift that she receives as the
first among believers, who will one day follow her. The Rosary is truly a
prayer composed of purely biblical words and aspects. This is why down
through the centuries it has been recommended again and again to Christians
for common and personal prayer.

2. Veneration and Imitation

Veneration from afar would be useless if Mary’s attitude did not also
immediately encourage us to imitate it, indeed, in a certain sense, to duplicate
it. Here someone might voice the objection that we are to follow and—as
Paul says—imitate Christ alone and that the imitation of another person
would be a distracting interference. But this is not so. If everything in Mary
rests upon her Yes to God, this Yes is nothing other than the perfect human
echo of Jesus’ divine-human response to the Father: “Behold, I have come to
do your will, O God” (Heb 10:7); “For I have come down from heaven, not to
do my own will, but the will of him who sent me” (Jn 6:38). The Our Father
contains the same petitions for all Christians: “Thy will be done”, which is
the prayer that Jesus wrests from himself in his death agony on the Mount of
Olives. The center of Mary’s Yes lies in the very center of the Son, but it
does not disappear into it. For Mary was the first to utter it, and she did this in
order to help make the Incarnation possible in the first place, and her Yes
remains for the members of the Church the central and fully valid answer to
the Lord’s demands. Christ’s Yes and Mary’s Yes are fully intertwined. This
relationship is such that Mary always declares her faith-filled readiness
thanks to a grace that is ultimately christological, while the Son, for his part,
never denies what he owes to his Mother. An either-or between Christ and
Mary is as impossible as an either-or between Christ as the head and the



Church as his body. If Christ is artificially detached from his Mother or his
Church, he loses his historical believability in Christian devotion; he becomes
something abstract; he becomes one who falls down from heaven like an
aerolite and then goes back up without having become rooted concretely in
the past or future tradition of human beings.

Because Mary’s Yes is so spotless and perfect, veneration and imitation of
her do not in any way constitute some special spirituality. We must say just
the opposite: No approved spirituality in the Church can afford to seek God
while bypassing this model of Christian perfection; none can afford not to be
Marian as well. From one end of the Church to the other, there is no point
where the answer of faith the Church must give has resounded more clearly
and been lived more consistently. Nor is there any form of Christian
perfection that does not consist in the Marian act of unrestricted readiness,
which has been described in ever new ways in the course of the ages. The
Fathers called it “passionlessness” (apatheia); the Middle Ages, Gelassenheit
(meaning not remaining attached to worldly things); and Ignatius of Loyola,
“indifference” (meaning being content in advance with everything God
decides for us). All of these are merely variants on what Mary’s Yes has
always already accomplished for all Christians, indeed, for all men. Needless
to say, this Yes, this Gelassenheit and indifference, is for the Christian
nothing other than the act of the living, loving, hoping faith of which
Abraham’s obedient readiness laid the first stone. The one fundamental act
can be accentuated in many ways and, in this sense, leaves room for many
spiritualities, but they all proceed from the same center and must also go back
to it—to the one Yes of Christ, of Mary, and of ecclesial man to the saving
design of the Father for all and each. But it is the Holy Spirit who effects the
unity between the Father’s disposition and the answering Yes.

The imitation of Mary’s Yes also leaves open, of course, a further broad
spectrum of possibilities, since Mary encounters us in so many different
situations: as the courageous woman in the flight to Egypt; as the
inconspicuously employed housewife; as the one who contemplates in silence
and who, as Scripture stresses twice, keeps all the events pertaining to her
Son in her heart and rocks them back and forth (Lk 2:19, 51); as the
intercessor for the poor, who have no more wine; as the one who
accompanies the Son’s official activity with caring and suffering prayer; as
the one most painfully transformed into the archetypal Church (here she
merges into the vision of the Woman of the Apocalypse, who cries out in the



pains of labor); as the one who disappears into the Church in prayer and
action. There are entryways everywhere, and every group in the Church may
choose its own. All lead to the same center.

3. Why Mary Stands out in the Communion of Saints

What we have said should make clear that Mary can never be isolated from
the communion of saints. She can be called “Mother of the Church” because
she is the Mother of Christ and thus of all of his mystical members; in spite
of that, she remains our sister and is glad to be so. Yet the communion of
saints cannot be compared with an ordinary gathering of men in which
individual stands next to individual, even if they are all marching in the same
direction or are animated by the same concern. Rather, the selflessness of
Christian love founds a kind of communism of spiritual goods, and the more
perfectly a Christian develops this selfless love in himself, the more ah others
can live on his goods as if they were their own. Not only are individuals
transparent to one another, they also radiate what is theirs into the others—
although we can speak only in a loose sense of “theirs”, because perfect
selflessness and transparency are nothing other than the life of God and
Christ in creatures. Mary, as the purest of all creatures, irradiates what is her
own least of all. Everyone within the communion of saints has something
Marian about him.

Here at the end, however, we need to draw attention to a curious
phenomenon that seemingly cannot be harmonized with what we have said.
There have been Marian apparitions in every age of the Church.
Nevertheless, it is striking that from the nineteenth century on—with the
apparition to Catherine Laboure, then especially to Bernadette (Lourdes), but
also to Melanie (La Salette) and to the children of Beauring and Fatima, to
name only the best known—Mary steps forward in an especially emphatic
way. Our point here is not to judge the authenticity of the individual
apparitions, nor is this the place to caution against the numerous cases that
are dubious or obviously inauthentic. We can limit ourselves to the event of
Lourdes, which has been tested and approved in so many ways. It astonishes
us that the “beautiful lady” gives the simple child a sort of self-definition that
the child does not understand at all but constantly repeats to everyone she
meets: “I am the Immaculate Conception.” It is not the content of the mystery



that concerns us here, for it had been solemnly defined a few years earlier,
but the fact that Mary presents herself at all. Something analogous happens in
other apparitions. Is it not almost shocking to see the lowly, humble
handmaid step forward in this way in our times and even to point to herself?
Is this compatible with our image of her?

There are two things we can say. Mary’s humility is not that of the contrite
sinner; rather, it is a blithe, unselfconscious, childlike humility that would
never get the idea that anything she had was her property instead of God’s
gift. “All generations will call me blessed”: these words already show the
distinctive quality of her humility. When she steps forward, it is to point
through herself to God’s grace, very much in the way that Christ says, “My
teaching is not mine, but his who sent me” (Jn 7:16), and “He who has seen
me has seen the Father” (Jn 14:9). Without the human speech of the divine
Word, we would never have understood the Father’s heart: the Son was
necessary to display the Father, whom no eye has ever seen. This brings us to
the second thing that has to be said. Perhaps it is precisely our time that
especially needs to see Mary. To see her as she shows herself, not as we
would like to imagine her. To see her, if at all, in order not to forget her
essential role in the work of salvation and in the Church. In reality, she shows
herself and defines herself as the archetypal Church, whose form we have to
take as our pattern. We. That means every single Christian, and yet it may
mean even more: our image of what Church is. We are busily refashioning
and improving this Church according to the needs of the times, the criticisms
of our opponents, and our own models. But do we not lose sight in all this of
the only perfect criterion, that is, of the archetype? Should we not keep our
eyes fixed on Mary in all of our reforms—not in order to multiply Marian
feasts, devotions, or even definitions in the Church, but simply in order to
remain aware of what Church, ecclesial spirit, ecclesial conduct really are?
Will this distract us from the hard realities of the present and lure us into a
Utopia? But are not Mary’s few words—“they have no wine” and then “do
whatever he tells you”—sufficient to mark her as the archetype of the
Church’s concern for the poor, for their hidden, shamefaced poverty? Does
she not live in the midst of the basic law of revelation, namely, that God casts
down the mighty from their thrones and raises the lowly, fills the hungry with
good things, and sends the rich away empty-handed? We recover our
greatest, most serious concerns in Mary’s attitude, but as a part of something
larger: her Son’s concern that God’s name be glorified on earth, that his



kingdom come and his will be done on earth as in heaven.



II

THE MARIAN MOLD OF THE CHURCH

The veneration of the saints, in which veneration of Mary occupies a central
place, is regarded, especially among Protestants, as one of the biblically
unwarranted side shoots with which the Catholic Church has enriched herself
down through the centuries. This view is incorrect, inasmuch as the same
phenomenon can be observed in the Orthodox Churches, in which—even
more scandalously—a whole icon screen covered with images of the saints
separates the celebrating people from the sacred action. The iconostasis is not
easy even for Catholics to understand, but, whatever reasons Orthodox
theologians may give for it, its purpose is to make clear to the community
that we do not encounter Christ and the triune God who turns to us in him
except in and with the “communion of saints”. For there are no human beings
who exist by themselves or who can be isolated from the human community.
This is a statement that, if Christ is true man (whatever else he is: Son of
God, Redeemer of all mankind), doubtless applies to him as well.

This idea offers a good starting point for giving contemporary people, who
may have drifted far from Christian concepts once familiar to believers, the
mental background they need to understand such now distant truths.
Whatever else we may say, we have gotten far away from an idea that was
perfectly obvious to the first Christian centuries, namely, that the Church is
our mother and that it is Mary’s motherhood of Jesus, both the fact and the
manner of it, that illustrates and measures the Church’s. Our aim is to retrieve
what is perennially true from the time-conditioned elements belonging the
past and to bring to light its existential significance for the believer. The best
way to get at this is to start with some universal human experiences.

Owing Thanks for Oneself in the Order of Creation

To be sure, contemporary man secretly, or even avowedly, longs to be an



absolute beginning in his own freedom, hence, in the end, to owe no one
thanks for himself. Idealistic philosophy has contributed building blocks for
constructing this image of man. Marxism and Freudianism have felt and
interpreted man’s vexing dependence as an alienating bondage and have said
that man is more himself the less he gets his being from others.

However, when one has a healthy sense of man’s existence unspoiled by
any ideology, one spontaneously recognizes that it is something, not
burdensome or repressive, but joyful and constructive for man to owe thanks
for himself to the originating principles of his existence.

First among these principles are one’s parents. “You shall honor your
father and your mother” is a commandment that for every healthy culture,
whether primitive or developed, expresses the most basic human
relationships. Let us exclude two one-sided interpretations of this honor. It
looks, not only at the physiological sex act that brings a new human being
into existence, but also at the entire personal responsibility that both parents
accept for the upbringing of the child (this alone guarantees that sex is
human). Nor does it mean that a young person, even when he becomes a
responsible adult, still has to be dependent on his parents for the rest of his
life. Rather, it means that an attitude of “honor” perdures even in adulthood,
because, objectively speaking, he continues to owe thanks for himself. Even a
grown son—if he is not spoiled—will know what a holiday like “Mother’s
Day” is about and will, without any fuss, have his old, widowed mother come
live with him.

If someone is a believer, he will never cease being struck with amazement
at the mystery of the begetting of a child. How can a purely physiological
process produce a human person who is free, spiritual, enjoys an immediate
relation to God—how, indeed, unless the all-begetting origin, God himself, is
involved? Every man who is in any way religious will owe lifelong thanks for
himself, not only to his parents, but also to God. After all, it was God who
gave man his [man’s] own self as the highest and primary of all worldly
goods. Even if one were to insist on describing man’s freedom as
“autonomous” (which in a certain restricted sense is legitimate), this
autonomy is still one that derives from the original treasury of God’s absolute
freedom. The free man will always have to relate back to that freedom in
order to know how to use his own freedom, to break through to a higher
freedom, to realize the good.

It is essential, however, to bear in mind that the two trajectories of



thanksgiving—toward one’s parents and toward God—are not in
competition; they exist next to, together with, and in each other. For man
recognizes (just by looking at nature as a whole) that God has delegated some
of the power of his creativity and fruitfulness to living beings. For their part,
parents who believe in God know without reflection that by themselves they
can never be the adequate principle of the production of a human being. They
give God the glory and thank him for the gift of their child, just as the child
thanks them and, together with them, God, for himself. In a sound
anthropology, then, the two things are inseparable aspects of a single whole.
A sound anthropology does not sunder the parents’ fruitfulness into a purely
physiological half and a separate spiritual-ethical half; the two aspects belong
together in man, because man is inseparably body, soul, and spirit. Nor does
it seek to sift out human causality from divine causality. It would be highly
inexact to say that the parents produced “only the body” of the child while
God added the soul (if it were that simple, animals would have greater
procreative power than man). Nor does it make any sense to separate the
“spiritual soul” (deriving from the parents) from the “person”, which comes
from God. Man is one, and the parents and the Creator cooperate in bringing
him forth in an unfathomably mysterious way.

We must add one more consideration a propos of the realm of creation.
One owes thanks for what one has received as a gift. Now, in the bringing
forth of a human being there is—objectively, at least—an intention to give.
Morally healthy and responsible parents do not procreate and bear a child
primarily for themselves, which would be a form of egotism, but abandon
themselves into the great movement of life, which gives itself away to further
generations and consents when the newly begotten child becomes
independent, “leaves his father and his mother and cleaves to his wife”, and
becomes a giver of the gift in his own right. What is begotten is one who can
beget: such is God’s deepest intention in creating. He always entrusts
something of his creative power to the responsibility of his creature, and man
is not giving thanks properly when he freezes, as it were, in the act of looking
backward in reverent thanksgiving. No, he must show that he has understood
God’s gesture of gift-giving by taking it over and becoming a giver: not only
in the generation of children, but in every kind of human communication and
fruitfulness.



Owing Thanks for Oneself in the Order of Grace: Christ

Grace does something new. It elevates man, in Christ, to an immediate
filiation vis-a-vis God the Father, gives him birth “from God”, and liberates
him from the entanglements of sin, in which he lives turned away from God.
In this respect, grace clearly stands apart from the realm of nature. True, in
the concrete the two domains intimately penetrate each other because of the
Incarnation of God in Christ. Nevertheless, we cannot infer from this that
they are no longer distinct principles.

This maintenance of the purity of grace, insofar as it becomes accessible
solely by reason of a new act of God’s generosity, is above all the concern of
the Protestant confessions. And yet, the means God has chosen to
communicate his grace—a full Incarnation that claims all of man’s basic
attitudes—sometimes gets correspondingly short shrift. The result can be a
kind of atomism of grace, in the sense that the individual believer wants to
owe thanks for himself to God alone, or to God in an atomistically
understood Christ. But the Christian who does this overlooks the fact that
Christ is, as Paul puts it, the “new Adam”, who like the first is the founder of
a human community tracing its origin to his fruitfulness.

Now, if we start by taking seriously Christ’s full humanity, the two
dimensions of owing thanks for oneself apply to him, too. This introduces us
into the mysterious domain that forms the object of our investigation, namely,
the relation between Jesus’ Mother, Mary, and the reality that Paul calls
Christ’s “bride” and “body”, the Church.

Jesus would not be a human being unless he had a human being, his
Mother, to thank for himself. Indeed, in his case, which is utterly unique, it
makes even less sense than it did above to confine the mother-child relation
to the purely biological sphere. After all, in conceiving, bearing, and bringing
up this child, Mary exercises a singular personal responsibility that requires
her soul as much as it does her body—especially if we take the Apostles’
Creed at its word when it says “born of the Virgin Mary”. This statement
contains a christological truth, namely, that Jesus Christ’s relation to his
divine Father cannot be compared with that of any other human being. Jesus
uses a child’s word to address his Father: “Abba”, “Daddy”, and it is simply
inconceivable that Jesus first spoke this word and in its full meaning to a
human being (by the name of Joseph) and only at a later (or even the same?)
time transferred it to his heavenly Father. If this were the case, the most we



could say is that Jesus calls God his Father in much the same sense in which
all owe thanks for their existence to the Creator in addition to their parents.
But this would never enable us to infer the once-only rapport with God that
distinguishes Jesus’ words, indeed, his entire comportment [Verhalten] and in
which—as in his own personal privilege—he eventually (through the Cross,
the Resurrection, and the gift of the Holy Spirit) allows men, out of pure
grace, to participate.

Therefore, insofar as he is “born of woman”, Christ owes thanks for
himself to his Mother, and he has to do so in order to be man in the full sense.
We do not need to reflect thematically here on the special qualities that the
mother of such a unique child must possess and without which that child’s
introduction into the religion of his fathers and his training in the unreserved
openness to God of Abrahamic “faith” could not go forward unclouded by
any impurity—without which his grateful self-reception could not be total
and unstinting. Such a reflection would lead us to the implications of Mary’s
believing consent to God’s unprecedented demand that she become the
mother of this unique child; it would bring us to the unlimited act of faith,
comprehending body and soul, that Mary expresses in the words “Behold, I
am the handmaid of the Lord; let it be to me according to your word.” This
reflection, if it were consistent and thorough, would lead us to the position
that Mary was always already perfectly in accord with God’s ways. It would,
in other words, lead us to conclude that she was free of any “concupiscence”,
and this because she was free of the whole human race’s entanglement in an
egoistic turning away from God (the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception).
But, as was already said, we do not need to reflect on this in detail, but only
insofar as it is absolutely necessary to explain how the Son can gratefully and
unreservedly receive himself from this Mother in the same act in which he
gratefully receives himself from his heavenly Father, who has “allowed” him
to become man in order to retrieve the world and bring it back to the Father.

Yet the fact that he never ceases to receive the gift of himself cannot mean
that the man Jesus has to stand still looking backward. No, he must himself
become active, give, and be fruitful. Only thus will he fulfill his mission in
the world. We already have a certain human understanding of the theological
principle that every grace always implies a mission (just as there can be no
mission without grace). In other words, the communication of the “seed of
divine life” carries with it God’s expectation that this seed will become
fruitful in its own right. Now this is where the Gospels’ doctrine of the



Church, as something in which and with which Christ wills to accomplish his
mission and bear his fruit, enters the picture. So, too, do the Pauline and
Johannine descriptions of the Church as the “bride” who is betrothed to
Christ, led to him, and purified by him, and who longingly calls to him. For
John and Paul, the Church is the “bride of the Lamb”, who is eschatologically
wedded to Christ as the “flesh of his flesh” (just as Eve was brought forth
from the “wound” in Adam’s side and was then acknowledged as his fitting
companion); the Church is the unity, existing from and in Christ, built up and
held together by the unity of the flesh and blood (in the form of bread and
wine) that Christ gave up for her. The Church is thus something originating
entirely from Christ, receives her existence from his redemptive deed on the
Cross, and in all this is nonetheless “presented to him” as a response, as an
irreducible other in which he can pour out, unfold, and display his fullness
and fruitfulness.

All these affirmations are guaranteed by the Bible. They are the
counterpart in the order of grace to the natural fruitfulness of man and his
grateful self-reception in the order of creation. We understand why Paul calls
natural fruitfulness in marriage “a great mystery”, precisely insofar as it
refers to the supernatural relationship between Christ and the Church. It is at
this point that questions inevitably arise concerning how to conceive the
relationship between Mary and the Church. These questions began to be
posed as early as the second century (with Justin and Irenaeus), at a time
when theology had to reflect on the “new Eve” without whom the “new and
last Adam” was inconceivable—after all, as we said at the outset, there is no
isolated individual human being—and the issue, in this context, was whether
the role of the new Eve belonged to Mary or to the Church, or perhaps to both
in their mutual reflection.

Owing Thanks for Oneself in the Order of Grace: The Christian

Before we tackle this question, however, it is helpful to extend Christ’s
grateful self-reception to the Christian who is called to follow him. We are
now speaking of the order of grace. The question before us is: Whom must
the Christian thank for the gift of himself?

There can be no doubt that the central object of his thanks is the one who,
as Paul puts it, “loved me and gave himself for me” (Gal 2:20). And behind



Christ’s act of giving himself over is the Father’s act of giving Christ over
with the cooperation of the Holy Spirit. Thus, the Christian’s thanks belong
to the Father through the Holy Spirit in Christ handed over for us. Yet in
giving himself, Christ “presents” the Church to himself as his “body” and his
“bride”, the vessel of his fullness (which as such already belongs to this
fullness)—the Church to which his word is entrusted and that administers his
sacraments.

This latter point is no longer obvious to modern man. The Bible seems to
him to be just one book among millions, a book that I can buy in a bookshop
and that I then own like any other that I have purchased. It has also ceased to
be obvious why the sacraments are “necessary for salvation”; can they not be
replaced by a decent, morally responsible life spent in serving the world and
one’s neighbor? However, these two impressions rest upon a sort of optical
illusion. People forget that the Bible (of the New Testament) does not tell a
neutral story; it is written by believing Christians to bear witness to their
ecclesially structured faith; they also overlook that the selection of
(“canonical”) writings that belong to the Bible (out of a large number of
others) was made in virtue of the authority of the Church. Scripture and its
contents belong to the Church, who is conscious of being their authentic
interpreter. In the same way, part of the Church’s self-understanding is that
she can test those who want to join her—through baptism; that she can fully
incorporate into herself, as the Body of Christ, those who resolve to live in
her a true Christian life of faith—in admission to the Eucharist; and that she
has the authority to excommunicate those who do not live up to her image of
Christian life. All of these points, especially the last, are also fully guaranteed
by the New Testament. Everything that belongs to the Church also belongs to
the individual Christian to the extent that he is willing to live in the Church
and according to the norms that she has received from Christ. On the other
hand, no Christian can simply reach around the Church to take these goods
for himself. For example, he cannot (normally, that is; we are not talking
about emergencies) serve himself a Host from the tabernacle whenever he
feels like it. Nor can he impart sacramental absolution to himself.

Now this means that just as his thanks belong to Christ, they also belong to
the Church. He owes the fact that he is a Christian to the Church’s instructing
him in the right faith; he has her to thank for the grace of the sacraments and
for his life in ecclesial communion. Thus, and only thus, can he become
someone who does not just passively receive but who, as a member of



Church, as the Church, is fruitful in faith and generates Christian life in the
world. This fruitfulness is one of the central mysteries of the faith, mysteries
that are reasonable yet never betray their secret. The background for
understanding this mystery lies in the fact that the natural man best
acknowledges the gift of himself by passing the gift on in an unstinting
service of his fellowman and of the whole human work of cultivation. This
service remains something whose scope we can comprehend in one way or
another. In contrast, what the Christian’s selfless following of Christ—who
died for all—effects in the world of grace cannot be surveyed. We can say
only this much: to the extent that a Christian more and more selflessly and
unselfishly serves and commits himself to the work of God-in-Christ in the
world; allows God, the Church, and his fellow men to make use of him;
opens his heart to the needs of others; considers Christ’s concern, the
salvation of all, to be weightier even than his own salvation and welfare;
universalizes his prayer to God to include the whole of mankind, especially
its most reprobate members; offers himself to God and makes his life, and, if
need be, his death, available to God’s saving will—to that very extent God,
the Church, and individual human beings can pluck fruit from his tree, and
his existence will be all the more spacious and universally accessible. Such a
Christian can in some sense grow up to the dimensions of the Church and
identify himself with her intentions. He becomes, as the Fathers say, a “man
of the Church”, an anima ecclesiastica.

These considerations show that within the Church there is a gradation. At
one end of the spectrum are those who passively content themselves with
receiving the Church’s treasures of grace and knowing that they have God
and the Church to thank for them. At the other end of the spectrum are those
who, receiving ever more largely, enact their thanks in a correspondingly
better way: they join the Church in actively communicating the graces
received—this communication is the “universal priesthood”—and allow these
graces to flow through them into the world, without pausing to think about
how this kind of thanking makes them richer, not poorer. The Church Fathers
also spoke of this spectrum. The members who have penetrated farther
toward the center of the Church and so have become active members in an
ecclesial sense draw the more marginal members, who content themselves
with passive reception, toward the same center. In order to grasp the
distinctive note of this “ecclesialization” of the Church’s more active and
fruitful members, we need something more than Paul’s likeness of the many



members in the one body; nor is his distinction between the more honorable
and less honorable (in other passages: strong and weak) members sufficient
for that purpose. It would be more apt to compare the activity of the single
members with the ringlike waves that spread out and interpenetrate when one
throws, say, a handful of pebbles into the water. If there is a heftier pebble
among them, its circles pass through those of the others—without
neutralizing them—even as its sphere is also touched by the other, smaller
wavelets. No one simply gives without taking, if only because all receive
from Christ, and everyone’s giving is nothing but an answer to, and an effect
of, this reception.

The difference in range among the rings—to stay with the same image—is
due to two factors: the “magnitude” of the respective mission and the quality
of the reception that responds to it. The magnitude of Paul’s mission, for
example, is completely different from that of an ordinary Christian in one of
his communities, and Paul is fully aware of this difference. What is more, his
awareness of it is totally objective and implies no subjective arrogance. After
all, personally he is only a “slave of Christ”, not only that, but an “abortion”.
Only the compass of his mission allows him to have “worked harder than any
of them [the apostles]”, but, he adds, “not I, but the grace of God which is
with me” (1 Cor 15:10). What Paul may have been less able to know was that
there would be missions similar in scope to his in the subsequent history of
the Church—we can think of an Augustine, or a Francis of Assisi, or an
Ignatius of Loyola—missions whose effect on the Church would continue to
be felt for centuries. But for this to happen, the second factor is necessary: the
greatest possible readiness to receive and carry out this kind of ecclesial
mission (and all Christian missions are ecclesial). For if this readiness is
lacking, if the one sent is negligent or is not selfless or mixes other personal
motives and aspirations with his mission, then even important missions can
miscarry, and the injury to the Church is so much the greater. If, on the other
hand, the two factors, the objective and the subjective, are in harmony, the
result is a Christian life that the Church can hold up, can “canonize”, as
exemplary and worthy of imitation, inasmuch as it reflects the splendor of the
holiness of God and Christ.

We need to add one last point here. There are great missions that are given
for the sake of exterior activity in the Church, although they can never
dispense with the interior intensity of self-surrender and prayer. Such
missions are often easier to recognize. However, God can also give great



missions for the sake of self-surrender alone, with or without extraordinary
graces of prayer. These latter missions, though not recognized and canonized,
can have an equally great, albeit bidden and anonymous, impact on the
Church and the world. If John of the Cross had written nothing, hardly
anyone would know about him; the scope of his interior efficacy is not at all
determined by the impact of his writings.

There is a certain anticipation of this hidden law in the purely human
sphere. Everyone who has a little experience of the world has encountered
personalities who by their perfect modesty and truthfulness, by their inner
radiance that bathes all those around them, have made an indelible
impression, even though no one who knew them could define precisely what
was so fascinating or awe-inspiring about them. Their everyday life was
absolutely ordinary, and many might have thought there really was not
“anything special” about them, after all. Solzhenitsyn’s short story
“Matriona’s House” depicts such a person, who is on the difficult-to-fix
borderline between the purely human and the Christian—although
Solzhenitsyn certainly intends the latter above all.

The Church and Mary

So far we have described the essence of the anima ecclesiastica, whose inner
attitude of grateful self-reception coincides asymptotically with that of the
Church as Christ intends her to be and “presents” her to himself Only now
can we meaningfully pose the question of the relationship between Mary and
the Church, between the Lord’s Mother and the bride whom he has washed
clean and spotless in his blood.

The question is subtle. To all appearances, in fact, Christ does not receive
himself from his Mother in the same way that he receives himself—if he can,
be said to receive himself at all—from his Church. This difference seems to
remain even when the Church is seen in her holiness and conformity to
Christ. As Christ’s Mother, Mary seems to enjoy a prius that no one else can
equal. But let us not forget that she got this prius, not from her physiological
motherhood taken in isolation, but from her total personal attitude of faith as
perfect readiness to serve. And where does she get this faith if not from the
grace that God communicates to the world through the work of Jesus Christ?
Mary is, then, as much redeemed as everyone else is, only in a special way



grounded in her mission to become the Mother of Jesus. She is “pre-
redeemed” so that she can give birth to the Redeemer. And Jesus is intent on
emphasizing the effect: “Who is my mother?. . . Those who do the will of my
Father.” And to the woman who calls his Mother blessed, Jesus replies,
“Blessed, indeed, are those who hear the Word of God and keep it.”

Does this mean that, when all is said and done, the prius is only a matter of
Mary’s physical motherhood? Yes and No—No in the sense that no one else
needed to receive, and actually did receive, such a fullness of ready faith for
the sake of the mission of being Jesus’ physical Mother. And precisely this
fullness gives her a primary, archetypal place even where Jesus seems to put
her on a level with everyone else. No one has “heard the Word of God and
kept it” as she did—down to the very last fiber of her body. For this reason,
Mary raises Abraham’s faith in God’s promise to where it can become the
fulfillment itself: her faith was the fulfilling Incarnation of God’s word of
promise—though only, to be sure, because God himself wanted, in sovereign
freedom, to become man in her, the lowly handmaiden.

Consequently, Mary, as the handmaid of the Lord, is in one sense placed
on a level with everyone else in the Church. Everyone who like her is a
handmaiden or servant of God can be a mother of Jesus who lets the divine
Word become flesh in his own body And yet, she cannot be put completely
on the same level as other believers, because only she was Jesus’ physical
Mother and thus “pre-redeemed”. Let us—looking at this mystery from
below—go back to the image of the interpenetrating circular waves: in the
midst of all the other circles, Mary is the greatest. The radius of her circle
pervades all the others and includes them in itself. She is, in other words,
coextensive with the Church, insofar as the Church is the Church of the
saints, the “bride without spot or wrinkle”.

This is true already from the first moment of the Incarnation. The
conclusion to be drawn for our subject and for the whole conception of the
Church is extremely important: the Church already existed from the time of
the Incarnation. True, she was not institutional—only much later would Jesus
call his twelve disciples and vest them with the authority to preach and
dispense the sacraments—but then she was more perfect (“immaculate”: Eph
5:27) than she would ever be again. The realized Idea of the Church comes at
the beginning; everything subsequent, even ecclesiastical office with its
sacred functions, is secondary, if not unimportant, in comparison. After all,
the Church exists to serve the ransom and retrieval of the sinful world. In



Mary, the Church is embodied even before being organized in Peter. The
Church is first—and this first is permanent—feminine before she receives a
complementary male counterpart in the form of ecclesial office.

The Church is primarily feminine because her primary, all-encompassing
truth is her ontological gratitude, which both receives the gift and passes it
on. And the masculine office, which has to represent the true giver, the Lord
of the Church (albeit within the Church’s feminine receptivity), is instituted
in her only to prevent her from forgetting this primary reality, to ensure that
she will always remain a receiver and never become self-assertive possessor
and user. From a certain point of view, the Church’s structure is primarily
matriarchal and only secondarily patriarchal, although these sociological
categories can be applied only in a very loose sense to the Church. We use
them here because there can be a demand for ecclesiastical office only when
there is a failure to appreciate the real dignity of women in the Church (as
Church). Such a demand levels out, and thereby neutralizes, the mystery of
the sexes, instead of bearing [auszutragen] it to its open, perfected tension
and fruitfulness.

Type and Archetype

At this point we can understand Scheeben’s principle (Dogm. V, n. 1819) that
the mystery of Mary and the mystery of the Church penetrate and illuminate
each other perichoretically, that neither can be correctly situated and
explained without the other. It would be easy, with Scheeben’s principle as
our guide, to tour the whole richly articulated history of this twofold reality,
highlighting and ordering its different perspectives along the way. However,
we neither can nor intend to undertake this task here; we can only cast a
couple of sidelights over this vast field.

The first, decisively important point is that, ever since theologians began
reflecting on the figure of Mary, they have considered her in relation to
Christ and the Church. For Christ, Mary is the second Eve who by her
obedience makes up for what the first had ruined by her disobedience. In this
sense, Mary is the true helpmate for Christ’s work and the vessel of the
Church (Ambrose)—and this, as the Fathers love to stress, precisely insofar
as she is at once Virgin and Mother. She is Virgin because she keeps her
body for the Incarnation of her faith, or rather, of God’s Word in her faith—



and precisely thereby she becomes Mother in an inimitable way.
Needless to say, the Fathers see the unlikeness in this analogy. They note

that only Mary gave birth to the Son of God physically, while all other
Christians imitate her by giving birth to him. pneumatically (Augustine in
particular is wont to insist on this unlikeness in likeness). Yet the Fathers are
forced to relativize this—in itself uncrossable—boundary. They realize that
Mary is the type of the Church, not as a mere “foreshadowing” (as the types
of the Old Testament foreshadow the truth of the New Covenant), but as an
archetype, that is, as the perfectly, unsurpassably realized “Idea” of the
Church. Accordingly, the Fathers see Mary as the only one person who,
without losing her own personal action within the communion of saints, is
therein perfectly adequate to, and coincident with, the action of the Church as
Christ’s “helpmate”.

The Eastern Church stops here, at this perichoresis. She loves to behold the
Church in her archetype, the Panhagia, even while she recognizes and
venerates this Panhagia only insofar as she is the archetype (it goes without
saying that the East is aware of the intercessory power of this motherly
Church and this churchly Mother). Any ecumenical dialogue with the Eastern
Church, which often balks at the “coating” later Western dogmas have spread
over Mary, requires constant inner sensitivity to this perichoresis. We must
understand and explain the degree of individual veneration that Mary began
to receive in the Middle Ages, as well as the meaning of the dogmas of the
Immaculate Conception and the Assumption, in a christological and
ecclesiological context—really and without ulterior motives. In the light of
all that has been said, this is easy to understand, indeed, obvious. (In addition,
the Eastern Church has no doctrine of original sin in the strict sense; the
dogma of the Immaculate Conception thus has to be explained immediately
in terms of Ephesians 5).

The sort of personal veneration of Mary that arose in the Western Middle
Ages (and that led to manifold exaggerations and distortions) is
unobjectionable so long as we keep in mind that all persons in the
communion of saints receive from the sole Redeemer, Christ, a degree of
cooperation in his work, each one according to his special character and
distinctive mission. Now, Mary’s mission consists precisely in her
motherhood. It is therefore clear that “she is the Mother of the members of
Christ”, not physically, to be sure, “but spiritually, since by her loving
devotion she cooperated in the birth of believers in the Church” (Augustine,



De virgin. 6, 6). This personal-spiritual dimension can be seamlessly
integrated with the ecclesiological dimension, so long as we keep in mind the
basic perspective of the “communion of saints” and do not treat believers,
especially not the saints, as unconnected atoms.

If we are ready to do this, then even today we can see the face of the
Church light up with the motherly look and expression that was so obvious
to, and so enriching for, the first Christian centuries. It is because we
Christians had long lost sight of this motherly aspect that the present Pope
[Paul VI] expressed it by giving Mary the title “Mother of the Church”. This
title is legitimate, so long as the Church, precisely as an assembly of
individual believers, is also seen as the structured social organization that we
customarily consider her to be today. If we could make up our minds to
penetrate through this understanding of the Church to a deeper level, we
could once more realize the “archetypal identity” between Mary and the
Church and, from time to time at least, drop the “of the” between “Mother”
and “Church”.

The recognition that Mary’s faith is the final fruit of the Old Covenant, that
she is nothing but the Lord’s handmaid, and that it is Christ who exalts her
lowliness (exaltavit humiles) should also enable an ecumenical discussion
with the Churches that sprang from the Reformation. Such dialogue would
require an appreciation of the soteriological side of the mystery of Mary; we
would have to emphasize the fact that Mary is truly redeemed (like all other
human beings) by Christ. Does not Ephesians 5 expressly say that Christ
washed his bride, the Church, in “water with the word, that he might present
the church to himself in splendor” (Eph 5:26)? Finally, we would also have to
act accordingly within the Catholica and to remold the figure of the Church
as a whole—also and especially the dimension of office—so that as a whole
she radiates motherhood (which, to be sure, does not imply laxity). The
Church must radiate a femininity that does not put itself in the spotlight but
that, through service and genuinely “domestic economy”, prepares in hearts,
in human society as a whole, a place where the Lord can lay bis head.

All believers are obligated to join in working for this renewed image of the
Church. It is not enough to call for Marian piety and devotions. The Marian
character, which, on the objective plane, has always molded the Church in
her best members, must also be expressed as far as possible by the “Church
of sinners”—which we are—as the archetype of service to Christ and his
work in the world, in the hope that the Spirit who overshadowed the Virgin



will also come to the aid of our weakness.



III

CONCEIVED BY THE HOLY SPIRIT, BORN OF THE VIRGIN
MARY

I

It is impolite to cut someone short. He rightly protests and says: “Let me
finish!” It is just as impolite to cut the New Testament short, to click one’s
stopwatch at some stage of its reflection on the phenomenon of Jesus Christ,
to interrupt it in the middle of a single connected idea or sentence. A few
exegetes are guilty of this impoliteness, and many people echo them without
sufficient thought.

Everyone knows that the New Testament was conceived and written in the
light of the Resurrection. The gift of certain faith in the Resurrection turned
the world upside down. Without it, it would have been pointless to found a
Christian community, write a Pauline letter, or compose a Gospel. The
Resurrection casts its light backward on the enigmatic, peculiar existence of
the man from Nazareth— above all on the failure of his career, the
Crucifixion, which at the time seemed to have defeated all his expectations
and promises. The light falls backward on this catastrophic event that had
occurred only three days before, creating almost out of nothing, in a kind of
primordial generative act, the nucleus of the Christian faith. This nucleus is
summed up in the two words “for us”, already a firm conviction of the
primitive Church when Paul arrived on the scene: “[He] was put to death for
our trespasses and raised for our justification” (Rom 4:25).

Now, if someone wanted to freeze faith’s ongoing reflection once it had
arrived at this insight, he would already be too late, for everything that comes
later is already contained in this first germ. The light falls on what Jesus did
the night before he suffered: “Eat the flesh that is broken for you, drink the
blood that is spilled for you.” Indeed, the light falls even farther back on the
inexplicable shape of his life, which could only create perplexity. On the one
side, this terrible majesty, this superhuman claim in all that he did and said;



on the other side, this equally terrible abasement and defenselessness, the
feeling (of which he made no secret) that he was going to meet an
ignominious death; and immediately afterward the renewed promise that he
would come on the clouds of heaven to judge the world. Nothing in this
existence seemed to round itself out; behind every final verdict one might try
to reach there lurked a contradiction. “When they heard these words, some of
the people said, ‘This is really the prophet.’ Others said, ‘This is the Christ.’
But some said, Ts the Christ to come from Galilee?’ So there was a division
among the people over him” (Jn 7:40-41, 43). Even the elect disciples who
knew him more intimately understood nothing, as they themselves confess.
Nor could they have understood anything even if they had been much smarter
than they actually were. You could explain the mysteries to them as much as
you wanted—but what, in the end, was this kingdom of God they were
always talking about and that had supposedly drawn near, no, had already
completely come? The sick were healed; bread could be distributed to
famished crowds; demons could even be expelled. Was this the kingdom of
God? But whenever they thought they had found a clue to solving the puzzle,
they would be rebuffed again: “Nevertheless do not rejoice in this” (Lk
10:20), Once only did he promise some of those standing by that they would
see the kingdom of God coming in power before their death (Mk 9:1), but
then we read that, because “they supposed that the kingdom of God was to
appear immediately” (Lk 19:11), Jesus told them the parable of the man who
went into a far country and told his servants to trade with his goods.

No, the puzzles were insoluble. The best one could do (so far as one did
not, like bis relatives, think he was crazy) was to stick by him and hope that
at some point he would resolve his own enigma. And he did resolve it—in the
unity of defeat and victory, of Crucifixion and Resurrection. Now the unity of
majesty and lowliness became clear: it was the unity of a mission from God
and perfect obedience to the will of the Father. The unity of present and
future, of the already now and the not yet, of restless activity and patient
waiting for the Father’s hour, also became clear. The story of the disciples
from Emmaus wonderfully illustrates how the sun of the Resurrection rises
over the twilight landscape of Jesus’ life: “O foolish men. . . . Was it not
necessary that the Christ should suffer these things and enter into his
glory?. . . Everything written about me in the law of Moses and the prophets
and the psalms must be fulfilled” (Lk 24:25-26; 44).

And Jesus expressly (Lk 24:46) includes the Resurrection, the surpassing



fulfillment of all God’s promises that the covenant between his eternal life
and man’s mortal life would one day be perfectly fulfilled and that mortal
man would become a partaker in his eternal life.

Once this immense paschal light had risen to illuminate Jesus’ life, there
was no more stopping. The question simply had to be asked: Who really was
this man; where did he come from originally? We thus arrive at the question
of his provenance, to which the line from the Creed we are going to consider
is the answer: “Conceived by the Holy Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary”.

II

Now, running through Jesus’ life there was a very clear motif that, like
Ariadne, gives us the guiding thread we need to venture forward into the
mystery: Jesus’ unique, all-determining relationship to his heavenly Father. It
is already the Synoptics, not John, who first give us the powerful words: “No
one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the
Son and anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him.” It is with this
Father, whom Jesus customarily called Abba, Papa (the early Church handed
on this word forever in Aramaic), that he wrestled in his most difficult hour:
“ ‘Abba [Papa], Father, all things are possible to you; remove this chalice
from me; yet not what I will, but what you will’ ” (Mk 14:36).,

In view of texts like these, which stand for many others, let us go abruptly
to the question: Could this man, who had such a unique relationship to the
“Father in heaven”, to whom he owed his existence, entrusted himself, and
unreservedly gave himself back—could he owe his existence to another
father at the same time? Could he, putting it crudely, have two fathers? Did
he have to acknowledge two fathers as the source of his existence? After all,
he did not live in our supposedly “fatherless society”, in which the fourth
commandment seems to have faded to the point of total disappearance, in
which the parent-child relationship no longer rests upon a holistic, fully
human relationship of care and reverent love, but is reduced to a chance sex
act that does not oblige the child toward its parents in any essential way. No,
this man was a Jew who was part of his people’s intergenerational continuity.
And in this continuity—precisely because of messianic hope, but also
because of descent from Abraham, the first father—the parent-child
relationship was the sustaining ground of one’s whole existence. Would not



Jesus’ exclusive relation to his heavenly Father have deeply offended Joseph
the carpenter if Joseph had been his physical father? And could Jesus, who,
after all, enjoined the observance of the Ten Commandments (Mk 10:19),
have himself transgressed against one that was so vital to all ancient cultures?
And supposing he owed his existence as much to the man Joseph as he did to
his heavenly Father, and so had to keep the commandment, would not this
double paternity have led to certain schizophrenia? The only way out of the
dilemma would be to say that he owes his existence to his heavenly Father
like any other man whose immortal soul comes from the Creator, who plants
this soul in the new being at the moment of the parents’ procreative act. If
this were the case, Jesus would be, to be sure, a pious man who honors his
parents and in doing so also thinks of his Creator, but he would be in no
respect better or worse than we are, and he would have been just as incapable
as we are of saying “no one knows the Father but the Son.” Nor would he
have any special ability to mediate bis fellow men into a completely new
relationship to their heavenly Father. He could do only what Harnack says he
can: make them see a bit more clearly what they already know and are. For
this reason I must for once contradict a statement of Joseph Ratzinger that has
been repeated eagerly everywhere: “The doctrine of Jesus’ divinity would not
be affected if Jesus had been the product of a normal Christian marriage.”1

But the point is that the human parent-child relationship is more than a mere
physiological event.

If this claim is mistaken—and Jesus’ entire life, especially when seen in
the light of the Resurrection, proves that it is—then it makes sense to see
Jesus as the high point of a trajectory beginning in the Old Testament, as the
superabundant fulfillment of a promise, toward which the Old Testament had
already built the ladder.

The history of faith began with Abraham. He first obtained an ordinary
son, Ishmael, by the fruitful Hagar, but God promised him another son when
he was a hundred years old. This was the son of the promise, Isaac, whom
Abraham’s sterile wife, Sarah, would bear. The same sign is repeated with
the birth of Samson and, once again, with the birth of Samuel from Hannah,
who until that time had been sterile. It occurred one last time with Elizabeth,
who, also sterile, conceived the Forerunner, John, by an express divine
miracle. “ ‘And behold, your kinswoman Elizabeth in her old age has also
conceived a son; and this is the sixth month with her who was called barren.
For with God nothing will be impossible’ ” (Lk 1:36-37). This motif, which



spans the entire Old Testament, haunted Jewish thought. Reflection brought
more and more clearly to light that it was God himself who played the
principal role in these begettings and conceptions. God’s power quickened
the dead seed and the barren womb. Paul says that Abraham fathered Isaac in
faith in “the God . . . who gives life to the dead and calls into existence the
things that do not exist. . . . He did not weaken in faith when he considered
his own body, which was as good as dead because he was a hundred years
old, or when he considered the barrenness of Sarah’s womb” (Rom 4:17, 19).
Paul likewise says that Isaac was “born . . . through promise” (Gal 4:23),
“born according to the Spirit” (Gal 4:29).

However, so long as we stay within the horizon of the Old Testament, the
human father’s relation to his son continues to play a decisive role despite
everything that God does. Not the Holy Spirit, but Abraham is, in an eminent
way, Isaac’s father. When they journey together to Mount Moriah, “Isaac
said to his father Abraham, ‘My Father!’ And he said, ‘Here am I, my son.’
He said, ‘Behold, the fire and the wood; but where is the lamb for a burnt
offering?’ ” (Gen 22:7). Before Samson’s birth, the angel first appears to the
woman, who remains anonymous, but the decisive negotiations take place
with Manoah of Zorah, from the tribe of Dan (Judg 13:2-24). The story of the
barren Hannah also begins with a detailed description of her husband,
Elkanah, son of Jeroham, and so forth, from Ramathaim-zophim, who makes
a pilgrimage with his wife to sacrifice in Shiloh. And upon Hannah’s entreaty
that a son be granted, we read of the two that “they rose early in the morning
and worshiped before the LORD; then they went back to their house at Ramah.
And Elkanah knew Hannah his wife, and the LORDremembered her” (1 Sam
1:1-19; citation, 19), And how clearly the priest Zechariah, of the division of
Abijah, predominates over his wife in the first chapter of Luke. It is he whom
the angel meets at the hour of incense, he who receives the detailed promise
about the son who, filled with the Holy Spirit, will prepare the ways of the
Lord in the power of Elijah.

It is Zechariah who, after having been struck dumb on account of his
unbelief, is asked what name his son shall be given and finally sings the
Benedictus: “And his father Zechariah was filled with the Holy Spirit, and
prophesied, saying, ‘Blessed be the Lord God of Israel’ ” (Lk 1:67-68).

After these preliminaries, we would expect to learn a great deal about
Joseph, the man descended from David on whom the whole promise depends.
But the entire scene of the Annunciation, both in Matthew and in Luke,



passes over him and concentrates entirely on Mary. Here for the first time the
angel of the Lord addresses a woman, and it is she who transmits the Spirit
whom she has received to another woman, her cousin Elizabeth, who only
then is filled with the Holy Spirit and receives the sign of the child leaping in
her womb. Mary alone sings the Magnificat. It is quite clear that something
much more than “biological generation” is going on here, namely, the
decisive appearance of God as the sole Father, an appearance that excludes a
relation to another father to the same degree that Jesus’ spousal relation to his
bride, the Church, rules out any other marital relation for him.

Abraham’s loins had been blessed by the Holy Spirit, who reawakened
their life-giving powers. The old servant Eliezer had to touch them in order to
seal his oath to provide Isaac with a bride. Surely Joseph’s life-giving powers
would have received much more praise if they had finally brought forth the
long-awaited scion of David.

But no. The whole process of bodily begetting, in fact, the whole question
of whether a man or woman is fruitful or not, loses its importance in the New
Covenant. Joseph crosses the threshold of the New Covenant by an act of
renunciation. In this way he becomes the foster father of the one who himself
will be a virgin and through a most radical renunciation will open a
completely different source of life. His crucified body as a whole will be
endowed with power to beget and, according to Paul, will produce his
immaculate bride without spot or wrinkle, the Church.

The predominance of renunciation over human begetting places us before
the very threshold of our Creed. To be sure, we have not yet crossed the
threshold, for we must still make the step from the barren Elizabeth to the
virginal Mary. But it surely bespeaks the biblical origin of the motif of the
virginal birth that the angel of the Annunciation puts Mary’s hand in that of
her cousin Elizabeth, thereby unequivocally deriving the motif from, and
legitimating it in terms of, the Old Testament promise. Everything that
Matthew and Luke say in their accounts of Jesus’ conception and birth can be
understood, without exception, against the background of the Old Testament,
whereas there is no trace in pagan mythology, in Egyptian or Hellenistic
stories, of pharaohs or heroes being divinely begotten of a virgin. The very
most one might concede here is that such distant parallels (but the differences
are greater!) suggest a vague expectation that a great man could come directly
from the divine world. But we must immediately introduce a correction here:
According to the Jewish conception of God, there can be no question of a



divine filiation in any physical sense.
On the one hand, Luke’s account directly cites the promise in Isaiah that

the young woman (almah) will conceive and bear a son whom they will call
Emmanuel (Is 7:14). The Hebrew word “young woman” is translated as
parthenos in the Greek Bible. This term means “virgin”, and it thus builds a
bridge to Nazareth. However, there was nothing particularly splendid about
virginity in the Jewish world. On the contrary, all the light fell on the fruitful
woman. For this reason, Mary’s allusion to the fact that God “has looked
upon the lowliness of his handmaid” is another Old Testament echo.

Furthermore, the expression “Holy Spirit will come upon you, and power
of the Most High will overshadow you” also refers, in its entirety, to the Old
Testament. Nowhere in the Old Testament does God couple himself in a
“sacred marriage” with a human being; rather, he always sends the power of
his Spirit from his inaccessible height to enact his will. And yet here, too, we
cross the threshold from the Old Covenant to the New—we are talking about
the Virgin Birth, after all!—and we should not hesitate to see this “Holy
Spirit” as divine power that Christian reflection on the events came to call the
third Divine Person, or hypostasis. That fact that the word pneuma has no
article here (as is often the case in the New Testament), whereas in other
passages it does (“to pneuma”), is not a decisive argument against our claim
the texts sometimes add or drop the article from one verse to another, for
example at Jesus’ baptism: “He will baptize you with Holy Spirit. . . . Then
[Jesus] saw the heavens open and the Spirit descending like a dove. . . . The
Spirit immediately drove him into the wilderness” (Mt 1:8, 10, 12). What is
much weightier is that it is precisely in the scene of the Annunciation that the
angel’s threefold speech is the first explicit mention of the three hypostases
of the Godhead: “The Lord is with you” (Yahweh, the God of Israel, whom
Jesus will call his Father); “you will bear the Son of the Most High”; “Holy
Spirit will overshadow you.” If the Father, as the Almighty, remains on high,
if, on the other hand, the Son allows himself to be borne into the womb of the
Virgin, thus allowing his Incarnation to occur, rather than actively carrying it
out, it is, and always will be, the Holy Spirit, as the third divine hypostasis,
who is the real agent in the Church’s prayers and sacraments and charisms.

III



And now just one point remains: the vessel that receives the power of the
Most High, the Virgin. The text has told us that she is betrothed to a man
named Joseph, which, according to Jewish law, means that she is already
legally married to him but is not yet living with him. The Jews considered it a
disgrace to consummate marriage during the time of betrothal. For this
reason, Mary also asks the angel: “How can this be, since I [for the time
being] have no husband?” However, Mary’s connection with Joseph is
absolutely decisive for New Testament theology, because only Joseph was of
the Davidic stock that bore the messianic promise, and it was the legal father
who decided which lineage a child belonged to. If we reflect on this tapestry
of subtly calibrated interconnections, we cannot help observing that Jesus’
divine sonship is a much better founded, much more essential fact than his
messiahship, to which he actually attached little importance, at least in its
then conventional meaning. When Peter proclaimed him as the Messiah, he
directed attention instead to the Son of Man and the suffering servant who
would have much to suffer; but a Messiah that really suffered like the servant
of God was unimaginable to a Jew of the time.

The Virgin, harboring a mystery under her heart, remains in profound
solitude. In a silence that almost causes the perplexed Joseph to despair.
Incarnation of God means condescension, abasement, and, because we are
sinners, humiliation. And he already draws his Mother into these
humiliations. Where did she get this child? People must have talked at the
time, and they probably never stopped. It must have been a sorry state of
affairs if Joseph could find no better way out than to divorce his bride quietly.
God’s humanism at once begins drastically. Those whose lives God enters,
those who enter into his, are not protected. They have to go along into a
suspicion and ambiguity they cannot talk their way out of. And the ambiguity
will only get worse, until, at the Cross, the Mother will get to see what her
Yes has caused and will have to hear the vitriolic ridicule to which the Son is
forced to listen.

In Greek tragedy there is the chorus that comments on the events, and it
can be either sad or celebratory. In the Christian drama of Christmas, the
angels of the gloria are the chorus; they comment on the heavenly truth of
this poor earthly scene in the manger. Glory is due God in heaven, but joy is
given on earth to those men who delight in his good pleasure. In the first
place, that means this new man, his Son. And then around the Son, those who
are placed at his side: the Virgin who gave herself to be his Mother; the man



who for the sake of God’s will renounced being his father; the shepherds
watching at night who are granted the favor of being the first to see the sign
of salvation. The Son will appoint his own shepherds and his own sheep. May
these shepherds, too, pass the Christmas season watching over their flocks
(Lk 2:8) and announcing to all those entrusted to them the sign that the God
of grace has worked for us all.



IV

THE CATHOLICITY OF THE CHURCH

“Whoever would boast, let him boast in the Lord.” Whoever would offer best
wishes and congratulations, let him likewise do it in the Lord. He is the one
who through his shepherds distributes his gifts to the Church as he wills.
And, even in the Church’s hands, these gifts remain, thanks be to God, his. If
they were ours, we would be crushed by the feeling of our impotence. He has
called us and has built us up on the foundation of Peter, who denied him, and
of Paul, who persecuted him, so that—amid tears and with contrite hearts,
without which there is no priestly office—we may speak and act openly and
in the joy of the Holy Spirit,

We are only stewards, and we are doubly dispossessed: for the sake of the
Lord who sends us and for the sake of the Church to which he sends us and
which we love because she is his bride. On this feast how could we not speak
of this object of our love? Is it not the most delightful subject? The Church.
Not, however, in her failure, her scandals, her inner conflicts, in the water
that goes up to her neck. Rather, the Church insofar as she is proof against all
this, in the unsurpassable breadth on account of which we hail her as the
Catholica.

Our topic, then, is the catholicity of the church. The catholicity of the
Church will always remain a paradox and, for very many people, a scandal.
How could an entity that is as limited, even more, as fallible, as this empirical
Church claim for herself a universality that does not leave out anything
human or divine? How could she claim a universality of living truth, of true
life?

The non-believer will object that universality could consist only in the sum
of all of humanity’s genuine experiences, of all its cultures and historical
epochs, whereas the Catholic Church is only an infinitesimal fraction of that
sum! The believer will object that, if anyone, it would be the God-man who
could lay claim to universality, since he cannot be convicted of any sin, the
fullness of Godhead dwells bodily in him, and he recapitulates everything in



heaven and on earth. Not, however, the Church, which blasphemes if she tries
to identify herself with her Lord.

We may draw a twofold, a priori conclusion from what we have just said.
A church that claims to be catholic would have to have a very special
relationship to the universal experience of humanity and a very special
relationship to the God-man. Only on the basis of this twofold relationship
(whose possibility we do not yet see) could she legitimately be called the
Catholica, and not a Christian sect.

We will briefly survey the first relation, which will by its inner logic bring
us to a more thorough discussion of the second.

Anthropological Catholicity

Biblical faith is one: from Abraham to Jesus and Paul. There are not two
ways of believing. Abraham is the archetype that Israel set as a seal over its
history: departure from one’s own world, blind trust in the God who promises
tremendous things but shows nothing of them, worse still, who starts things
off, who gives the son of the promise, and then demands the gift back on
Moriah. God so outweighs any other considerations that he can demand, not
only faith, but blind faith, faith that does not waver if God seems to
contradict himself openly. Later on, an entire people journeying through the
wilderness will be trained in this kind of trust. And the desert journey
continues even after the taking of the land, even in the exile and beyond:
again and again the prophets train Israel in this letting go, this refusal to
grasp, this trust and hope.

Jesus brings nothing other than this faith, but he does so as the “author and
finisher of faith” who embodies it in person. He himself is pure trust that goes
so far as the night of abandonment by the Father, without assurance, no
longer understanding, in absolute preference of another’s will. What he does
and lets be done he imparts with plenary authority. His preaching is nothing
but training in this fundamental act, which he both demands from man and
coaxes from him at the same time. “I believe, help my unbelief.” He entices
man to make the leap and stretches out a hand to strengthen him for it. And
so we realize: In him we can make the leap, he himself is the leap, from man
to God—and, therefore, first from God to man. “In Deo meo transiliam
murum” [in my God I will leap over the wall] (2 Sam 22:30). “Nihil cepimus;



in verbo tuo autem laxabo rete” [we have caught nothing, but at your word I
will lower the net] (Lk 5:5). The disciples do not really realize this until after
the Resurrection. God himself stretched forth his hand to Jesus, indeed, Jesus
himself is God’s hand stretched out to man.

When Paul lives henceforth “en Christo” and preaches accordingly, he is
proclaiming, not some strange new doctrine, but, as he himself knows, the
very consummation of Abraham’s faith in Jesus the Christ. He, Jesus, is, in
fact two things: the Word of God and its fulfillment, hence, the new and
eternal covenant between God and man.

Now this fulfillment is two things at once: first, it is the fulfillment of the
fundamental act of the creature as such; second, it is the fulfillment of God’s
promises.

The fundamental act of the creature is religio. Religio is the act of relating
myself back to the Absolute, which I am not, winch I do not even know, and
which above all I do not control, but to which I owe my being and which I
prefer to everything that is not absolute. “Je préfere l’Absolu” [I prefer the
absolute] (Claudel) is the origin of the wisdom of India, of China, ultimately,
of the religion of every nation that has had the wisdom to understand that any
defiance any questioning of God, who is always right, is sheer stupidity.

Religio is often clouded by magic, but even magic can have something
touching about it, insofar as it expresses the surmise that, when man is in
trouble, the Divinity cannot remain unmoved. Any world view that fails to go
back to and unfold from, this fundamental act does not deserve to be called
love of wisdom, philo-sophia. Biblical faith is not as one Christian sect
believes, antithetical to this fundamental act of spiritual nature; rather, it is its
unique fulfillment—though one awakened and empowered by God And
because the Catholic Church acknowledges the rootedness of her faith in the
catholicity of the religious mind, she has a prima facie claim to this title. But
there is also a second element.

God does not so much lead Abraham back to the Alpha, the origin (re-
ligio), as forward to the Omega, the future fulfillment. Israel is, today as
always, the alternative to religio: hope in the God who is coming. This is the
other side of mankind’s religious experience, and there is no third.
Admittedly, a broad segment of contemporary Israel has given up the
presence of divine guidance and has retained only prophetism, radical
departure into the future, historical transcendence into Utopia.

Jesus Christ is called Alpha and Omega: he has not only bound us back to



our lost beginning, the Father, but has also set us in motion toward his
absolute future. He alone is the force that binds together the beginning and
the end, the force that can reconcile in itself, as the higher third, the two
divergent world views: past and future, Buddhism and Marxism. For only in
him is God presence, and so he alone can be the way back to the origin and
ahead toward the consummation. Buddha, in pure faith, prefers the lost,
bygone origin to everything present, to all apparent being. Marx, in pure
hope, prefers the absolute goal to everything present, to all that actually
exists. Christ alone establishes absolute love. This love, looking out from the
present being of the world, which is affirmed by God, embraces at one and
the same time both the beginning and the end.

The catholicity of Christ’s message and of the Church he founded lies in
this one-of-a-kind, absolutely inimitable synthesis. And this synthesis works
only because the double leap—from man to God and from God to man—
works. The angels ascend and descend above the Son of Man; heaven and
earth are reconciled in the God-man. Believing in Christ, who was and who is
to come, the Church not only secures the religio of the pagans, but also the
Utopian hope of the Jews: the total, catholic horizon of human religious
thought.

Christological Catholicity

But does this synthesis of the religious act automatically give the Church the
right to call herself “catholic”? Is not the synthesis of Christ, Alpha and
Omega, so unique that it rules out any participation in his catholicity a priori?
Yet what is Christ; what is the New Covenant? Verbum Caro! We have
moved beyond the old antithesis: “Omnis caro foenum. . . . Verbum autem
Domini manet in aeternum” [all flesh is grass. . . . But the Word of the Lord
abides for ever] (Is 42:6, 8), from the word that speaks at man to word-flesh.
And so to faith-flesh. The flesh now has the word It is not the mind alone that
makes every act of faith that prefers God and hopes in him, but the whole
man, down to the foundation of matter.

I

There is no getting away from it: flesh means man and woman, spousal love,



mother and child. Otherwise flesh is not really present. If we want to do
justice to the incarnation [Fleischwerdung] of the Word of God, we have to
be attentive to woman. The fundamental act can no longer be just faith in a
word or hope in a promise. It now has to be love for the origin that descends
in an act of love. It has to be consent of the whole man down to the deepest
fibers of his flesh. If these fibers were not an echoing readiness, how could
the Word become flesh? If it becomes flesh, it has to emerge from the deepest
foundations of life. And this deepest depth has to receive the Word, not as an
empty abyss in pure passivity, but with the active readiness with which a
feminine womb receives the masculine seed.

The fundamental act—let us think back to it for a moment—was to prefer
the Absolute. The Absolute is right no matter what; our part is to let it have
its way (Zen!). Today there is a foolish controversy going on about the
primacy of orthodoxy or orthopraxy. Which comes first, which is really
decisive? The answer is easy: Neither of them. Neither doxy nor praxy,
neither merely thinking something is true nor rushing headlong into action. In
the beginning is God’s Word, who intends to become flesh. His is the praxis;
my part is to let him have his way in me, to consent, to say Yes down to the
deepest recesses of my flesh. True, this is an action, but it is an action that
responds to what God does; true, it is faith, yet not in a proposition, but in
God’s personal action in me. And if this Yes were not free, totally free, down
to the unconscious layers of our being, it would not be human assent. But
where could man get a Yes that was so free, without spot or wrinkle, without
the slightest even unconscious restriction, if not as a gift from the hand of
God?

But are we not talking about two different acts: God’s bestowal of this
freedom (perhaps upon some pure passivity) and, then, our appropriation and
active exercise of this freedom? Do these acts not differ in the way that
Protestants, say, distinguish between justification and sanctification: in the
former, God (in Christ) acts sovereignly on me, while in the latter his action
(in the Holy Spirit) enters into me? Something like this two-step process may
happen in the case of the sinner, but not in the case of the original
Incarnation. In order to have his Word become flesh, God needs an a priori
Yes that allows everything.

And it really is a someone who, with perfect creaturely freedom, becomes
the womb and bride and Mother of the incarnating God. This someone’s
fundamental act is neither a Buddhistic surrendered unfree self-being into the



abyss of the absolute nor a Marxist self-endowment with freedom by which
man becomes his own creator. Rather, it is the act of receiving from the God
who gives himself unconditionally the gift of receiving him unconditionally.

The foundation of the Church’s catholicity is this fundamental act that
takes place in the chamber of Nazareth—and in it alone. This catholicity is
the unconditional openness of the ecce ancilla which, by giving God
unlimited room beforehand, is the creaturely counterpart of God’s infinitely
self giving love.

Those who think that the Church started later—with the vocation of the
Twelve, for example, or with the bestowal of supreme authority on Peter—
have already missed the heart of the matter. They can never go beyond an
empirical or sociological reality that cannot be qualitatively different from
the synagogue. Even the “infallibility” of office then hangs perilously in the
air. It has nowhere else to put down roots than the fallibility of the human
beings who exercise it.

Now, where does this bride “without spot or wrinkle” (Eph 5:27), this
“pure virgin” who is to be betrothed to Christ (2 Cor 11:2) exist, if the
universal, catholic Yes that we must expect her to give is not real somewhere,
not simply an ideal, an approximation (like all our Yesses), or an
eschatological hope (so that the Church would become genuinely catholic
only in eternity)? How could the Catholica come into being anywhere if her
inmost reality were not created at the very first instant of the New Covenant
—as the Mother of the Child, the Mother who has to be a virgin in flesh and
in spirit so that she can be the incarnate, catholic consent to the unconditional
penetration of the divine Word into the flesh?

We can anticipate three conclusions from this.
1. The Marian or catholic fundamental act is so original that it is beyond

contemplation and action. The Yes that founds the Church and all Christian
existence in the Church is both prayer to God and cooperation with God’s
engagement for man. Prayer in the Church should strive to give form to this
Yes: as adoration, as thanks, as petition that works within and concretizes
God’s gracious will, and at the same time as consent that goes along with
everything that God is doing in the world, as readiness to be used, to be used
up, in God’s work.

2. The Marian or catholic fundamental act is beyond childhood
[Unmündigkeit] and adulthood [Mündigkeit]. At its origin it has to be
childlike and dependent, since only the “childlike” are called blessed,



whereas the mystery of the Father is concealed from the wise and the clever
and the grownups. And precisely these children, who are overshadowed, not
by their own spirit, but by the Holy Spirit, are the ones who are fruitful and
adult in the Christian sense. They bear responsibility, but it is not theirs. It is
God’s. They do not carry out a mission of their own, which must needs be
limited, like a horse wearing blinders. No, they act within the unlimited,
universal, catholic mission of Jesus Christ.

3. The Marian or catholic fundamental act is beyond understanding and not
understanding. When you say Yes to God unconditionally, you have no idea
how far this Yes is going to take you. Certainly farther than you can guess
and calculate beforehand, certainly as far as participation in failure and
derision, Cross and Godforsakenness—but just how far and in what form? At
the same time, this Yes is the sole, nonnegotiable prerequisite of all Christian
understanding, of all theology and ecclesial wisdom. You cannot understand
a Lord in whom “all the promises of God find their Yes” (2 Cor 1:20)
alongside of this Yes. Christian truth is esoteric in the sense that it can be
discerned only from within, in being carried out in faith and action, not from
outside, from a box seat in the theater. Nor by a partial identification (with
the reservations that implies), but only out of a total, universal, and, therefore,
catholic identification with God’s ways in the flesh.

II

The Catholic Church, whose qualitative foundation is laid in the house of
Nazareth, takes on her outward, visible dimension in the course of the life,
death, and Resurrection of Christ. Nazareth makes the idea of “becoming
flesh” necessary for, and relevant to, the Church. A purely spiritual Church,
an ideal Church, an invisible Church—all these are a priori uncatholic,
because they do not take seriously the totality of man, who is both clay from
below and breath breathed from above.

The distinctive substance of the New Testament came into being in
Nazareth: enfleshed faith. And because a Church must come into being in
order to guard Christ’s heritage and to guarantee his presence and relevance
for all times, a nail, a stake, has to be driven into the flesh of the world’s
history. It has to be palpably obvious, downright coarse, impossible to
interpret away or to overlook. It has to be as painful as a nail of the Cross,



handwriting on the wall warning all ages that God’s Word has become flesh,
that it is not merely a word in individual consciences or merely paper you can
purchase in a bookshop or merely an ethico-political plan of action that every
generation is free to refashion to suit its needs. An awl in the flesh, an
indelible reminder, a nail driven in so deeply that it can no longer be removed
from the flesh of history Everything else can be hung on this nail. The nail is
[ecclesiastical] office.

It would be so nice if we could dehistoricize the Gospel and put it on some
humanistic common ground: “Christianity not Mysterious” (John Toland);
“Christianity as Old as Creation” (Matthew Tindal); Christianity as an
idealistic religion of reason (from Lessing to Hegel, from Strauß to Harnack).
Unfortunately, we have learned two things since then: that we cannot detach
Jesus from the culture of his time and its historical horizon—we have been
warned against that, from Overbeck to Albert Schweitzer; and,
simultaneously, that we know Jesus only through the testimonies of the
primitive Church, that an abstraction from the records of the first Christians’
faith leads to a dark void. We know, in other words, that the game is up with
idyllic, professorial, so-called “objective” portraits of Jesus.

But let us joyfully make the most of the (for scholarship sobering and
depressing) insight that we cannot have Christ without his Church! That she
alone preserves his legacy and his image, an image of which she, the bride,
bears the imprint and which the Bridegroom’s Spirit has shaped out of her
faith. The reciprocity of the Christ-Church relationship is as indissoluble as
that of the relationship between mother and child.

Incarnate office is the ecclesial counterpart of Mary’s enfleshed Yes in the
Church. Everything hangs, as if on a nail, on the election and empowerment
of the Twelve, with Peter at their head. That this nail was hammered in by
Jesus himself is beyond doubt. The Twelve, humiliated by betrayal, denial,
and flight regroup in obedience after Easter, fill out their thinned ranks, and
take over their assigned mission. Then the stupendous phenomenon of Paul
appears on the scene, and his loving struggle with the Corinthian community
establishes the archetype of a Church functioning according to the mind of
Christ—in the divergence [Auseinandersetzung] and convergence
[Ineinandersetzung] between office and community. Paul, who enters into an
already formed tradition and explicitly hands it on—faith and morals—is
certainly no innovator when it comes to exercising the authority of his office.
The innovators are the Corinthian charismatics, and Paul calls them to order



with all imaginable zeal, with his entire Christ-consecrated missionary
existence.

The major Pauline letters have two foci: first, the order of redemption in
Christ: the doctrine of justification and sanctification, above all in the Letter
to the Galatians and the Letter to the Romans. Second, the order of the
redeemed in the hierarchically [amtlich] constituted Church: the doctrine of
the Church in the dramatic tension [Auseinandersetzung] between office and
community, above all in First and Second Corinthians. The Reformers
appropriated only the first half of Paulinism, whereas the Counter-
Reformation unfortunately failed to exploit the full power of the second.

This second half is more dramatically relevant today than ever, yet there is
nothing essential in contemporary assaults on the principle of hierarchical
office, in the protests of the latest clerical and lay charismatics, that Paul’s
ecclesiology (especially at the end of the Second Letter to the Corinthians)
does not anticipate and correct. Paul orders and governs Church affairs,
establishes ecclesiastical law, and lays down rules for the relationship
between the strong and the weak. Above all, he shows that if the charismatic
does not unceasingly transcend itself toward the Lord’s unity, it ceases to be
catholic. And it is the function of the Church’s office to demand and enforce
this transcendence. As a “ministry of Christ” [Dienstan Christus] in the
Church, ecclesial office is the efficacious sign Christ himself has established
to show that the body is alive only when it is governed and quickened from
above itself, by the head.

The Church is a living body, and a body has a structure. Now, the Church’s
structure is essentially her office, understood as a function for the sake of the
organism. We totally miss the point when we disparage the structure of a
living body with the term “institution”. The higher an organism is, the more
developed and complex its organization. The rigid skeleton serves flexibility;
the living flesh would be nothing but a shapeless mass without the body’s
hard and tough parts.

The Church is primarily, not a sociological organization, but the living
flesh of Christ that is fed by his Eucharist. It follows that the Church’s office
and everything that goes with it—sacraments, tradition, the Bible, Church
law and Church discipline, and so forth—is pneumatic. It goes without saying
that in the New Testament pneuma is not the opposite of Incarnation; rather,
it is its cause and, from another point of view, its enduring effect. The
Christian should reflect for a moment: Are there any Christian goods he does



not owe, directly or indirectly, to what he perhaps contemptuously dismisses
as “institution” or the “establishment”? The real saints were all aware of this
debt, and it is characteristic of them that they always remained in the
organism of the Church, drew their life from her and added new organic
tissue to her.

The objection that the Church structure depicted in Paul’s letters cannot
serve as a model for the postapostolic period because later officeholders no
longer possess the fullness of apostolic authority does not hold water. If this
were the case, then a vital portion of the New Testament canon would have
no more than antiquarian value for us. Paul makes a point of calling, not only
himself, but also his collaborators and successors “servants of Christ”, “co-
workers of God”, and he demands (in Corinth, no less) the very same
reverent reception, the very same obedience for them as he does for himself
Moreover, there is scarcely any interval of time between the pastoral letters,
where we see these successors actively exercising their office, and the
marvelous Letter of Clement, where Rome wields this same office with
strength and delicate modesty by Rome in relation to Corinth.

Of course, the successors do not have the apostles’ Church-founding
functions and the special powers belonging to them. Nor do they need them,
for the structure has already been established and must only be kept alive. In
the same way, the founder of an order receives special powers along with his
unique mission. Yet this does not mean that abbots or other superiors will not
succeed him.

Hierarchical office serves the charismatic dimension. It exists in order to
awaken and foster personal and social life as well as to prune it for the sake
of growth, indeed, to demand sacrifices from it, just like the vinedresser:
“Every branch of mine that . . . bear[s] fruit he prunes, that it may bear more
fruit” (Jn 15:2). Paul does this expressly when he calls for difficult sacrifices
on the part of the so-called “strong”; they are not only to put up benevolently
with the weak; they must set aside their own judgment when the welfare of
the whole—to which these weak believers also belong—is at stake: “We who
are strong ought. . . not to please ourselves. . . . For Christ did not please
himself, but, as it is written, ‘the reproaches of those who reproached you fell
on me.’ For whatever was written in former days was written for our [the
strong’s] instruction” (Rom 15:14; emphasis added). And Paul is ready to
face anyone, especially self-assured charismatics, with weapons that are
powerful, not in an earthly sense, but genuinely (in other words,



pneumatically) so. He will wield these weapons to destroy pseudo-
theological “arguments and every proud obstacle to the knowledge of God,
and take every thought captive to obey Christ” (2 Cor 10:5). He does so,
though, in virtue of the “authority which the Lord has given me for building
up and not for tearing down” (2 Cor 13:10). For when Paul takes “every
thought captive” in order to lead it “to obey Christ”, he redirects a theology
gone astray in a fancied freedom back to the Yes of perfect faith. This Yes
gives the only true Christian freedom: incarnate pliancy to the incarnating
Word of God.

Precisely at this point the catholicity of office comes into view.
Hierarchical office is a permanently estabhshed principle in the Church
whose essential function consists in preventing the inevitable particularity of
a charism or an association of charisms from becoming self-enclosed. Indeed,
office compels openness to something indefinitely greater than the
charismatic club. It thus has the formal dimensions of the Marian Yes:
everything, really everything, that God wills—however much it may
transcend my horizon.

Once again let us draw three conclusions from what has been said. These
will guide us along the way of further reflection.

1. Hierarchical office is, as has been said, the nail driven into history upon
which the Church hangs. It is the guarantee of the Church’s fleshliness. As
such, office is the ever new presence of the origin through all ages. It is more
than a memory of the origin; it is its immediate presentation. More than a
memoria, it is a real praesentia. It is this as pure service, as a self-effacement
for the sake of one’s function, which is the necessary condition of acting and
speaking with the authority of Christ. Just as Christ himself became the slave
of God and of all men in order to act and speak in the authority of the Father,
so too it is the task of hierarchical office to represent the unity of the head
within the structure of the organism. Not to be this unity, but to embody it
efficaciously in virtue of the will of the Founder. Now, without the unifying
Petrine office, this representation would remain historically abstract and
disincarnate. Solovyev understood this point perfectly. Individual groups and
particular churches (each one with or without a leader) must come together in
a common spirit.

One might make a virtue of ecumenical necessity and say that the point of
convergence is Christ, who is enthroned above the whole history of the
Church and her pluralism. Nevertheless, this would still leave the point of



unity unincarnate within history, here and now, and the great words of
institution in Matthew (16:18), Luke (22:32), and John (20:3-10; 21:1-19)
would, needless to say, be unfulfilled. But another thing would remain
unfulfilled as well: the sole historical guarantee that the necessary pluralism
of theological schools, pastoral practices, and Spirit-kindled charisms can
genuinely be integrated in a concrete unity and be understood as members of
the one Lord. The office that is centrally unified in the pope is thus the
guarantee and the decisive test that the unpredictable plurality of
manifestations of Christian life is the fullness of a universal, Catholic unity.

2. Hierarchical office is, as was said, authority as pure service, hence, as an
enduring sign that points away from itself to the Lord. It disappears, thus
letting the Lord appear. For this reason, it is extremely misleading to call the
priest alter Christus, for there is only one. In his sacramental and pastoral
activity, the priest leaves the doing and the saying to the one Christ; but he
has power to do precisely that. And even teaching, preaching, and the
formulating of dogmas are always a pointer, a fragmentary explanation.
Never a mastery of the full truth that is Christ. But precisely for this reason
they can be an authentic guarding of the deposit of faith against usurpers who
use theology to rationalize Christ’s living truth, as if they could master it like
some philosophical system. What the Magisterium guards is, not a hoard of
formulas, but the mystery to which all formulas can only point. On the other
hand, it would not be the office it was instituted and founded to be if all it
could do was point and were not, at crucial critical moments, a reliable,
“infallible” marker in the fog.

3. Insofar as ministerial office is a representation that points to something
else, it has to take its own bearings by what it points to. But it points both to
Christ (and the triune God who appears in him) and to Christ’s immaculate
bride, the pure vessel of the Holy Spirit: the Church that is integrally holy in
Mary.

Peter and Mary are not identical. Thus, before Peter enters upon his office,
he must be humiliated by the Lord in a way he will never forget, so that he
will not mistake himself for the wrong person. So, too, Peter and all official
ministers must always listen to the Spirit working and creating in the Marian
Church and must also obey this Spirit, who speaks out of the saints and the
authentic charismatics.

At the end of the fourth Gospel, even after Peter’s solemn installation in
office, there remains a diastasis between him and the disciple whom Jesus



loved, whose destiny is an un-revealable mystery that rests in the Lord’s
hands alone. The Gospel of love ends with a great tribute to the Petrine
office, but it subordinates this office to the service of a love that it,’ the
office, can never fully oversee.

The duality of Mary and Peter, of the subjective holiness of the heart and
the objective holiness of the structure, maintains the distance between body
and head in the catholicity of the Church. And so in the empirical Church
there are two critical organs: the office, which examines and criticizes the
charisms to test their catholicity, and the sanctity that in the pure spirit of the
Gospel, of Mary’s Yes, can and must criticize office.
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We saw (in the first part) that there was an anthropological catholicity in the
Church’s faith. The fundamental act of the New Testament—hoping, loving
faith—retrieved in a unique synthesis all the basic religious attitudes possible
to humanity: “binding oneself back” to the origin in self-surrender and the
forward-driving quest for a promised future fulfillment. In the second part we
saw a deeper, christological catholicity in the Church’s fife. In this context
we also saw that the Marian-Petrine Church, by her pure readiness to receive
and her pure representative service can genuinely become the fullness of him
who fills all in all (Eph 1:23).

However, the two principles of the Church’s catholicity interpenetrate and
complement each other. After all, the Marian “handmaid” lives a life of pure
service and thus has the same fundamental gestalt as the Petrine office. In the
same way, office is to be a pure pointer to the Lord, just like Mary’s whole
existence. Both services are supernaturally fruitful. And Christ’s Cross-
oriented life is the inner form of both, albeit only by the grace of the
Resurrection. But one thing, at least, should be clear: Mariology and the
doctrine of office are not side chapels of Catholic dogmatics; rather, they are
central, integrating aspects of ecclesial catholicity.

Seen from the outside, the Church is a society of individual persons having
the same or similar belief who submit themselves to certain sociological
requirements and rules of the game. Seen from the inside, the Church is the
communio sanctorum. This communion is based on the Eucharist, which
makes the Church one body and one spirit, even as the Eucharist is based on
the trinitarian communio and circumincessio of the Divine Persons in the one
nature. This ultimate ground of the Church’s being enfolds—without
jeopardizing or sublating the person—the pure juxtaposition of individuals
characteristic of peoples or states. It thus enables instead an osmosis of
destinies and activities, which become more catholic and universal the closer
they are to the destiny of Christ. The whole body is thus ultimately drawn to
follow the destiny of the head. And in this body there is nothing abstract, no
“principles”, “structures”, “institutions”, that lead an ideal, destinyless



existence outside of the persons in whom they are realized.
Mary is the principle of all Yes-saying, of all fruitful obedience as a

person, and as such she is the Mother whose heart is pierced by a sword, who
cries out in travail between heaven and earth. She really stands at the foot of
the Cross—where she is joined to the Petrine Church through John.

Peter receives office after his bitter tears and is afterward (the bitterness
remains) honored with crucifixion. He is allowed to suffer a reverse image of
his master’s death. Precisely for this reason office attracts abuse like a
magnet, so much so that it becomes a sewer for every man: “peripsema heos
arti” (1 Cor 4:13). The hate, not only of the world, but also of the
charismatics in the Church, pursues it; just as the slogan in Corinth was once
“freedom from Paul” [Los von Paul], so always, and once again today, it is
“freedom from Rome” [Los von Rom]. “The death of Jesus in our body”. And
this absolutely in substitution: “So death is at work in us, but life in you” (2
Cor 4:10-12).

The principle of office is always incarnate in the officeholders: in them life
inclines toward death and ruin, but without the gates of hell being able to
overcome it. Paul’s ship founders, and yet all are brought safely to land on
planks. It is good that office is spat upon today, that Judas is betraying it
again in every possible way, and that many ostensibly faithful people flee the
specter of the “establishment”. The more recognizably the head full of blood
and wounds shines through the face of office, the more inwardly genuine
official existence will be and the more credible it will again become for its
time.

The Church can understand herself only in her Lord. There is no self-
understanding of the Church. Mary understands herself in her child. Paul
understands himself en Christo. However, today’s world seeks its self-
understanding by giving itself its own meaning.’ The Church will never be
able to do that. She will always let the Lord give her her own meaning and
will penetrate it ever more deeply in a humble love that says Yes to service:
“Respexit humilitatem ancillae suae” [he has regarded the lowliness of his
handmaiden].
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